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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

April – June 2016 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth 

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Financial 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11a 11:00am – 12:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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2:06 4/4/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one teenager is dead after a major explosion at an elemnetary 
school in thousand oaks.  high school students who were testing 
some kind of model rocket eperiment. 

0:54 4/5/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 17-year-old boy who survived a deadly homemade rocket 
explosion is back home in thousand oaks with family tonight. "his 
classmate, however, did not" make it. tonight the community 
stopped to remember that 18-year-old.  

2:24 4/6/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now at 11:00, breaking news" "tonight, thousands without power" 
from studio city to the hollywood hills following an explosion. nbc 4's 
hetty chang has more. " reporter: yes, colleen and" "chuck, i can tell 
you it's a" "very dangerous situation here," right when we reached 
the 101 we knew we reached a dangerous "situation, we're going to 
shut" off the camera. people didn't realize they were "entered into 
this situation," because the lights were out. news chopper 4 was 
flying all over studio city tonight seeing multiple accidents including 
one at moore park and fulton.  

0:19 4/6/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three people injured when a car collided with another in south l.a. at 
the intersection of gage and halldale. two people had to be freed 
from "the cruiser, their injuries were" serious.  

0:28 4/6/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the owners of a chinese restaurant in lancaster got a "big surprise, 
the owner of an" suv came right through the front door. nbc 4 
obtained video showing the suv coming through the great wall of the 
chinese restaurant.  

0:21 4/7/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an out of control truck barrels into an orange county bus stop as 
riders were waiting for a bus. over the scene in huntington "beach, 
this on garfield just" before 3:30.  

0:23 4/7/16 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there's new information tonight. all the power is finally restored for 
those residents left in the dark by that big outage in studio city and 
sherman oaks.  

0:41 4/8/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now live at 11:00, breaking  news. news chopper 4 over the search  
for a missing fisherman. let's get right up to will. a man was missing 
yesterday,  he was last heard about 9:00  p.m. apparently he went 
out spear  fishing here just off the edge  of the palos verdes 
peninsula.  

0:24 4/8/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

part of pacific coast highway is  shut down because of a bad  crash. 
this in newport beach. just before 10:00 tonight, a  driver slammed 
his jeep into a  traffic pole at reef point.  

0:37 4/8/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

traffic is moving slowly  through the colton area tonight  after a big 
rig burst into  flames into the 10 freeway. the driver said the rain 
made  the vernon on-ramp slick causing  him to spin out of control 
and  colliding into a truck.   

0:20 4/8/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video of a violent smash up  that triggered a deadly chain  
reaction. we're not going to show you the  impact because the 
woman sitting  in the backseat of the taxi was  killed. this happened 
in miami. 

1:57 4/11/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly accident in west hills. a mother and daughter hit by a car 
and killed.  nbc 4's beverly white joins us live from the scene.  
reporter: that's right. this accident happening around 8:20 this 
evening. according to the lapd they tell us it happened when 
pedestrians in a marked crosswalk were struck by an suv. this 
happened just shortly after 8:00 p.m. tonight. the driver of the red 
subaru foerster remained on scene but there was a tragic outcome.  
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1:37 4/11/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to our weather, washouts" and rescues as flash flood warnings 
became real. a man became trapped on an island. a man climbed a 
tree but had nowhere else to go. robert kovacik is live with how 
rescue crews managed to pull that man to safety.  reporter: the lafd 
says that the river was impassable. they put a swimmer into it but 
they found a better way to get the guy out. did they go in the water? 
nope. they went over it. "the l.a. river too deep, fast" and dangerous 
to cross.  

0:43 4/11/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 is over another deadly accident in canyon country.  
this is in canyon count on the 17100 block of sierra highway where 
in the last hour a pedestrian lost his life here in the roadway. we 
believe the white car was involved in the crash.  

2:02 4/11/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it was the search for an elusive white sea bass that claimed the life 
of a diver over the weekend. friends want to know how this could 
happen to someone in the best shape of their life. hetty chang has 
the questions and speculation surrounding his death.  reporter: he 
was a dive captain at the dive and surf. and as you can see he was 
so much more than that. his friends say the south bay was his 
family and he was a waterman in every sense of the word.  

0:39 4/11/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you didn't have to live in the neighborhood to see this water gushing 
into the air from a sheered hydrant. viewers spotted it at 4:00 this 
afternoon. that water was about 100 feet high at one point. when we 
got closer you could see a car overturned from the force of the 
water.   

0:24 4/11/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

someone we see it after the fact. but here it is happening. this is a 
sinkhole near fresno. police had their cell phones out as the asphalt 
gave way and falls into the sewer line below.  

0:46 4/11/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and man's best friend got one dog owner in a bit of trouble and both 
had to be rescued from a cliff in burbank. this is fiona. she decided 
to go on an adventure down a cliff 100 feet in wildwood canyon. 
when her owner went in after her he got down the cliff but needed 
help getting back up. that's when another member of the group 
called 911.   

1:26 4/12/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an investigation into a fire at a church in pomona. nbc 4's beverly 
white is live at the scene with details. " reporter: that's right, we're" 
at gary and seventh where there was a fire at a former church. it 
used to be the the victory outreach church. they had intense flames 
on arrival. 35 personnel were devoted to this. they put it down in 30 
minutes.  

0:41 4/12/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we know the names of the mother and daughter hit and killed by a 
car in west hills. this was breaking news last night at 11:00. more 
and more flowers marking the intersection. erica and piaábotes 
were killed there.  people need to slow down.  

0:22 4/12/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this just in, it is going to" be a late night for a lot of people in the simi 
valley neighborhood. firefighters are mopping up after a hydrant 
was sheered off out there. a driver lost control of his corvette 
causing a lot of damage. 

0:21 4/12/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

gushing water flooding a street in van nuys because of a water main 
break that created trouble for drivers before the water was finally 
shut off.  

0:57 4/12/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

how would you survive nine days stranded in the wilderness. one 
grandmother had to do that after the road trip she took took an 
unexpected and dangerous turn. 72-year-old ann rogers and her 
dog were left to themselves in a remote area of arizona.  
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0:23 4/12/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this mess won't be cleaned up soon. this is the damage done to a 
basketball court in huntington park. the lausd says the problem with 
a manmade water basin will take months to repair.  

2:18 4/13/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, this is in" "irvine, three people are injured" as a car 
smashes in to an ice cream store there. we are live on the scene. 
robert? "reporter: chuck, we are" "talking about a three women, two" 
"of them teenagers, it happened" here at afters ice cream off of 
"alton parkway in irvine, after" 9:00 tonight. 

0:27 4/13/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a" "landscaper is killed, pinned" between a car and a truck. "this 
happened in chino, police" say that the driver of the car lost control 
on edison avenue when the vehicle hit and pinned the landscaper.  

0:20 4/13/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

"caught on camera here, a" "paraglider survives this crash," this 
happened near cal state. paul madson said he was 60 feet "in the 
air, when a dust devil" "came in, and knocked him to the" "ground 
hard, nearly two weeks"  

0:34 4/14/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have been talking about "the gusty winds, news chopper 4" over 
west hollywood where a car has fallen on a car. let's go to the 
chopper  whicher. will? "make it two cars, it's the" "500 block of west 
croft, a few" "blocks east, where the winds" "have been whipping 
tonight,"  

0:24 4/15/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with this breaking  news, three children injured  when high 
winds pick up a bounce  house and toss it into a crowd  in monrovia 
on chestnut and  myrtle. firefighters transported one  child to the 
hospital. who others suffered minor  injuries.   

0:15 4/18/16 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
two people" recovering after a head-on collision in westlake. wunl of 
the weeks burst into flames. two people were taken to the hospital.  

2:29 4/19/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

shock and sadness, family" and friends now fear the worst after a 
search for a missing swimmer is postponed for night.  reporter: 
there is a lot of concern at the beach from friends and family who 
were there praying long after the life guards got out of the water. i 
spoke to the missing swimmer's father who was proud to share a 
photo of him in a military uniform. his son served in the army and 
went to afghanistan years ago and his father is just praying for a 
miracle. "helicopters, rescue boats, life" guards and divers 
searching the pacific for this man d.j. jeffries who disappeared while 
swimming with friends this evening in manhattan beach.  

1:48 4/19/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a chino hills community is rallying behind a 3-year-old girl bitten by 
a rattlesnake. nbc 4's hetty chang is live outside the http://with her 
condition.  reporter: the girl is listed in critical but stable condition 
meaning all her vital signs are stable but a lot of people are hoping 
and praying for her speedy recovery. first responders cradle the 3-
year-old girl.  they had her wrapped up and put her in the helicopter.  

0:23 4/20/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

search and recovery efforts resume tomorrow. the search crews 
come looking for 24-year-old d.j. jeffries. he disappeared in the 
water yesterday just after 5:00 while swimming with friends.  

0:47 4/20/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a driver is having a medical emergency. " right after that, the suv" 
jumped the median and collided with oncoming traffic in "spokane, 
washington." the doors were locked and there was no way to turn 
the engine off so officers had to box it in. they tried to get one of the 
children to roll down the window.   

0:22 4/21/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're getting a closer look at some new sidio of a fire tornado 
coming dangerously close to a firefighter. this happened in canada. 
what started as a grass fire there soon transformed into a huge 
black funnel cloud.  
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0:19 4/25/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

as fritz coleman knows too well it's one thing you don't want to see 
in conditions like "this, a brush fire in riverside" county. the flames 
are spotted in home gardens. "seven acres have burned so far," the 
crews have managed to keep the flames from nearby homes.  

0:18 4/25/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters rescued a stranded hiker from a side of a cliff just before 
3:00 today. it doesn't appear the man was hurt but just stuck there 
and embarrassed by all the cameras that came out.  

0:36 4/25/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an uninintentional geyser in valley glen made a mess of things after 
a car knocked over a fire hydrant and crashed into a liquor store. 
the water was gushing so quickly that several neighboring 
businesses were flooded.  it sounded so bad that i almost dropped 
my phone.  

0:26 4/25/16 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

talk about a big step in the recovery for a little girl bitten by a 
rattlesnake almost a week ago. this is 2-year-old olivia in her 
hospital bed. tonight she is in her own bed in chino hills.  

0:47 4/25/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

what a mess this is now. you might call this a cut and run story as 
an suv plows there this barbershop in hemet. the driver turns 
towards the barbershop and hit the gas. it it appears the driver 
switched seats with the passenger before they got away.   

0:25 4/25/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

lucky to be alive after three men in a plane came together with a 
home in pompano "beach, florida." one person on the ground and 
three people in the plane now listed as critical.  

0:27 4/26/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a decorated war" veteran who grew up in long beach turns up in 
dead on a beach. 33-year-old shawn harvell from an air force 
recruiting video. "a staff sergeant, special ops" expert. he received 
the silver star on two occasions.  

0:46 4/26/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a terrifying experience for a little boy in texas as his safety belt tears 
loose right in the middle of a roller coast ride.  i gotcha. "hey, you're 
fine."  remain calm there. the cell phone video shows the 6-year-old 
sliding out of his seat kind of under it.  

2:03 4/27/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a car plows into planet fitness and one person was pinned against a 
work out machine. live in torrance where she has been talking with 
witnesses. witnesses describe an alarming path of injuries and 
property damage. the building has been boarded up after the impact 
around 5:00 p.m. patrons and employees left on stretchers after a 
woman crashed her car through a plate grass window.  

2:06 4/27/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight a father in mourning after the coroner's office confirmed the 
worst. the that washed ashore was in fact his son. live in manhattan 
beach where he "disappeared, she talks with a" father about the 
loss. hety? reporter: he had moments before that received the 
confirmation from the coroner and he feels sadness and shock and 
told us he is at peace. he walked up and he was like "dad, what you 
doing?" "i told him, i said we are" looking for you. "he said don't 
worry about me," i'm okay.  

0:16 4/27/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

traffic is slow through gardena after a big wreck at normandy 
avenue. here's what it looked like. five vehicles were involved and 
one overturned. people were taken to the hospital and no word on 
their injuries.  

0:51 4/27/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an incredible plane crash as neighbors run to save the pilot seconds 
before it ex-plots. he gets out okay. this happened in alabama and 
the pilot is still inside when they rushed towards the flame to get him 
out.  
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0:41 4/29/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it's not often that a fire burns with such intensity that the firefighters 
can't get near it. but that was the scene in koreatown. neighbors 
heard explosions coming from the home as the flames quickly 
spread from one "house to others, destroying" three homes.  a big 
bang blew out all the windows in my office.   

0:28 4/29/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this video shows a furniture truck smashing into a home. it 
happened in massachusetts. the truck lost its brakes. the man in the 
back jumps out and the truck goes for the family's front staircase.  

0:21 5/2/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a selfie stick shuts down a disneyland ride. this happened during 
our news at 6:00 today. disneyland tells us they banned selfie stick 
and will stop the rides if they are used.  

0:17 5/3/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, children" screaming for their parents. this is 
happening at the past hour at burbank about half a mile from the 
golf course there. people are forcing to take quick actions to save 
their neighbors. people started running out.   

0:19 5/3/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

roof of post office collapsed tonight. no one was inside at the time. 
police it may have something to do with the heat and had no idea 
how it collapsed.  

1:35 5/4/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a u.s. marine stationed at camp pendleton killed in a mysterious 
crash in orange county. his family confirming their tragic loss to nbc 
4 tonight. he grew up there?  reporter: that's right. the family just 
receiving that call moments before we spoke with them. they 
confirmed that 26-year-old robert telles was a marine put his heart 
was at garden grove.  

0:38 5/4/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more than 250 firefighters were called out this evening to knock 
down a stubborn and mysterious wildfire in hanson dam. the fire 
burned eight acres in an area that is known for its homeless camps. 
heavy brush complicated the fight and the strange burn patterns 
down there according to firefighters is part of the mystery on how 
this blaze began.   

0:44 5/4/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an experience a hiker will never forget. she was out on a hike 
across southern california but plans changed suddenly when she 
was bitten by a rattlesnake. geraldine kale was hiking in the cajon 
pass area when this happened. "about ten minutes later, she" knew 
she was in trouble.  i started to feel a tingling sensation in my body. 
mostly around my lips and tongue. 

0:24 5/5/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and another development "during our live broadcast, a" medical 
emergency. someone called for help for a 3-year-old. the fire 
department won't say what kind of an emergency it was. we 
watched as police help locate the vehicle. the paramedics found the 
3-year-old who was treated and will be okay. 

0:47 5/5/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the images are terrifying. this is a car that runs into a home in 
whittier. it left a young child pinned under everything. and the 
search is on for the driver who left that 4-year-old boy trapped and 
helpless. he was sleeping when the car came through the house 
and with his leg caught under the tire of the car the family raced to 
free him while gas and smoke poured into the home.   

0:41 5/6/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this was quite a site, a" large russian-made by plane just missed 
hitting homes during a forced landing in high land. homeowners 
heard the plane hit the ground and flipped over in a field and then 
they ran out to help. the pilot said he was trying to make an 
emergency engine out landing nearby and realized that he wasnt 
going to make it.   
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0:51 5/9/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the engine stalled and the plane started to drop. the pilot knew he 
was going down. new tonight from his hospital bed he tells us what 
happened.  i was hoping to slam the "brakes and miraculously, the" 
tire caught in the roofing there and worked as an anchor.  

0:25 5/9/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

riders evacuated from the screaming california roller coaster for the 
second time in a week. this is a video from a viewer that shows 
people getting off the ride.  

0:44 5/9/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a close call" for a chino hills man when millions of bees warm him in 
his backyard. here's the video. you can see the bees moving around 
like a cloud in this video given to us by the homeowner. he says he 
was working in the backyard and could hear the bees coming so he 
grabbed his dog and ran inside.  

0:41 5/9/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're hearing from the family of a man killed in a crash on interstate 
5. jaime martinez was hit riding his motorcycle in carlsbad a couple 
weeks ago. he worked two jobs to support his wife and three 
children. his oldest son is in a three-year battle with cancer right 
now.  

0:23 5/9/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

fire destroys a car on the side of a road. the driver gets out just in 
the nick of time here. a deputy pulls up with his dash cam rolling. he 
gets close and realizes there is someone inside.  

0:25 5/10/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire burned through garage in panorama city. the top of the 
minivan melted and charred. everyone made it out but one person 
went to the hospital for smoking inhalation.  

0:37 5/10/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

manhattan, e-cigarette" changes the man's life ever.  he lost his left 
eye and part of it hitting in the face. "bam, this really loud noise and" 
it feels like a baseball bat or hockey.  

0:30 5/10/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this happened in san francisco of a broken sewer line caused this 
nine foot deep sinkhole. the family was in a mover vehicle. they 
were on the way to the airport where the vehicle got stuck.  

1:46 5/11/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dragged out from under a burning car for the first time since we 
broke this story and showed you this incredible video at 5:00. we 
reached the family of the driver who is alive. nbc 4's hetty chang 
joins us live where that driver remains in the hospital.  we spoke 
with the victim ricardo nunez late tonight. surprisingly he answered 
the phone from his hospital bed.  

0:26 5/11/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

trouble on the new down to "santa monica expo line, crews" tell us 
the driver made an illegal left turn and hit the train during a test run 
at lincoln and colorado in santa monica.  

0:17 5/11/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a couple and their dog are pulled from flames in leisure village. in 
area of camarillo. this is cell phone video that shows the fire 
shooting through windows.  

0:26 5/12/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a deadly crash that shut down a major intersection in orange. one 
car rear ended another at a red light a few hours ago.  

2:04 5/12/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and for the first time,""" paramedics tell us out howe they pulled off 
this daring rescue. a driver trapped in a car for more than 12 hours 
is found alive. hetty chang is live in santa ana with this part of the 
story for us.  reporter: the victim is in stable condition tonight and by 
"""all accounts very, very lucky.""" her rescuers tell us that her car 
with her in it may have tumbled down the embankment more than a 
dozen times.  

0:43 5/12/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a dramatic rescue in palmdale and deputies charge to a burning car 
to save a man still inside. tonight we are hearing about the frantic 
seconds.  when i got on scene it seemed like another traffic 
collision. a car hit a wall and burst into flames.  
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0:56 5/13/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 in south gate  with firefighters got a massive  fire 
under control there. let go to will kohlschreiber  over the scene.  
reporter: that person  suffering minor injuries was not  a firefighter. 
this started at 9:38 this  evening at this mattress  facility two blocks 
south of  firestone boulevard.  

0:47 5/13/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have obtained new video  tonight and here it is, this  captures 
some dramatic moments  before a plane that was carrying  17 sky 
divers crashes.  open the door. open the door!  what's amazing, 
everyone on  board survived.  

0:52 5/13/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

safe and  back on the ground. a 20-year-old woman rescued from  a 
cliff in griffith park.   all good. scared there but connected with  
nature.  she's grateful and a little  embarrassed she was stuck 200  
feet down the side of a cliff  and couldn't get up or down.  

0:41 5/13/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

witnesses spotted an  unconscious man dangling from a  telephone 
pole in valley glen  and called 911. this happened on north ventura  
canyon a few hours ago. the man was there to fix a phone  line.    

0:35 5/13/16 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a bicyclist collides with a  police car. the video captured on an app  
shows the cyclist in a green  bike lane in san francisco. it appears 
that a patrol car  turns into the lane and hits the  bicyclist.  

0:28 5/16/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this just  into the newsroom, two people  pulled from a 
burning car an  hour ago at national boulevard  and clearington. 
witnesses pulled two unconscious  people from the car after it  
caught fire.  

0:18 5/16/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera, a big rig  rolling out of control on an  interstate in 
new york. this video shows the semi loaded  with scrap metal as it 
flips on  its side.  

0:36 5/16/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family heart broken after  a carnival cruise ship returns  to texas 
without a mother of  four. the coast guard suspended their  search 
for the 33-year-old last  night. 

1:01 5/17/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one person found dead inside  a motel room after an explosion. 
beverily white just spoke with  firefighters. police discovered a man 
in  his 40ings. an apparent flash fire inside  one of the units closest 
to the  chief. by the time of our arrival, the  fire was already out. it 
durned very quickly, burned  very hot, and then it was out.  

0:38 5/17/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

if you have ever been in a  hot air balloon, you know that  basically 
every landing is a  crash lappeding. strong winds forced a balloon  
into a marsh.  

0:19 5/17/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

not every day someone brings  an emergency to the fire  
department. a camera was rolling when this  car hit a fire station in 
south  carolina last week. the car spun out of control,  flew across a 
parking lot and  hit the building 

0:28 5/17/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two men and their dog jumped  overboard when their newly  
purchased fishing boat was  consumed in flames off the coast  mere 
malibu today. smoke started coming from the  engine.  

0:19 5/18/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

more breaking news, this is in  downey. you can see a driver lost  
control, crashed through the  front window of a verizon store, we are 
told the driver had a  medical problem that caused him  to lose 
control of the car 

0:21 5/18/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a bar tender disappears  during a camping trip with  relatives at 
mammoth lakes, the  man disappeared and there's  evidence that 
he went to crowley lake, but nobody could find him, juan's family 
and friends have  set up a go fund me page to help search efforts.  
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0:21 5/18/16 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now, we are following  breaking news in pasadena where  a 
pedestrian is struck and  killed. this is coming from news chopper 4 
over the scene. we are told the driver never  left the scene. 

0:29 5/18/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new tonight,  we have photos, this is an air  force b-52 bomber 
that crashed  on takeoff from a base on the  island of guam, a quick 
call by  the pilot to abort the takeoff  and then this. 

0:24 5/19/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an attempt to get help pays  off for a missing hiker and his  dog. he 
was camping and got lost on  monday. he used duct tape to spell 
out  help on a rock. he was spotted by a black hawk  chopper in 
cherry point.  

1:03 5/20/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a pizza  delivery driver hits two people  in a crosswalk, one of them 
a  child, the other her  grandfather.   beverly white joins us live  at 
the scene with details on the  victims there.  reporter: the lapd tells 
us  that the driver of this mercedes  papa john's delivery vehicle was  
not inebriated at the type of  the impact. they are not sure if he was  
speeding but it happened at 8:30  p.m. in wilmington. the driver 
remained on scene and  the vehicle is still here and  children's 
shoes beneath the  vehicle.  

0:37 5/20/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

let's go up to news chopper  4. this is in studio city a lot of  red lights 
down there. the firefighters just got the  upper hand on a 
condominium  fire.   the firefighters from the  l.a. city fire department  
battling a fire in this  two-story condo complex.  

0:25 5/20/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a wheelchair  bound man is fighting for his  life after being trapped 
under  water at his home in whittier. the man accidentally fell into  
the pool while strapped into the  chair.   

0:18 5/20/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators trying to  figure out what started a fire  in the seal 
beach pier. the crews battled the flames  from the beach and the 
water. a firefighter is recovering from  a broken shoulder.  

0:34 5/23/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly pedestrian accident. this is canoga park. once again will 
kohlschreiber in  news chopper 4.  reporter: this is van owens  
street in canoga park where a  pedestrian was hit by a car. 

0:28 5/23/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

deputies and family  desperate to track down a  missing army vet 
who is  suffering from ptsd. he was seen on saturday in  carson. 
that's the last time anyone saw  him. 

0:43 5/23/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a bus was coming from a  church retreat when it  sideswiped a car 
and hit a wall  and landed on its side. all but one of the 22 women 
on  board were hospitalized. the last of them could be  released 
tomorrow.  

0:44 5/23/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

family is sleeping in a  hotel tonight after an out of  control suv 
destroyed not only  their garage, destroyed the  house and nearly 
hit the kids  playing inside. deputies say a 73-year-old man  suffered 
a medical emergency  while driving through moreno  valley this 
morning. 

1:41 5/24/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a teenage girl in  santa clarita may never look at  a tight space the 
same way  again.  she spent some time stuck in the  chimney and 
had to be rescued.  and the reason why will  definitely surprise you.  
nbc's beverly white has more on  the young girl and how she ended  
up there.   reporter: well, colleen, this  mobile home area where 
we're  standing was the scene of a  dramatic rescue you just  
described.  the chimney of the information  behind me was where 
the young  girl was helped. 

0:41 5/25/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

it is what every parent  fears. a newport beach couple's  8-year-old 
son hit and killed by a garbage truck just a few  blocks from his 
school. tonight a memorial is set up on  east 15th street where this  
newport heights elementary  student was struck and killed.  
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0:25 5/25/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we want to show you this. an underground fire goes from  bad to 
worse in a flash. this one started with a little  smoke, and then this 
happened. wow. an explosion blew the lid right  off a manhole. no 
one was hurt.  

0:24 5/27/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an lapd officer  in a patrol car collides with a  biker in downtown los 
angeles. now this happened near 12th and  central just a few hours 
ago. right now the lapd isn't saying  how it happened or the identity  
of those involved.  

1:53 5/27/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are hearing from the heroes  who saw this life-threatening  
situation right here and with a  few minutes to act saved the  
passengers on the special needs  bus. marin austin is live where 
cell  phone video captured some of the  frantic moments.  reporter: i 
asked was this  part of the training manual and  of course the 
answer was no.  i was just doing my job.  reporter: actually jessie's  
job is to help people get on the  bus. 

1:55 5/27/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight this 99 cent only  store in hawthorne is just a  shell. the 
building heavily damaged by  heat and flames so intense the  roof 
collapsed. nbc 4's beverly white tonight in  hawthorne with what 
happens to  the people who work there.  reporter: managers tell us  
that job transfers are in the  work for the dozen or so people  who 
were employed here. they were displaced by the fire 

0:17 5/27/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video shows flames  racing up power poles along  train tracks 
in south sodo in  downtown los angeles. traffic was diverted while  
firefighters put out the fires.  

0:39 5/27/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video tonight shows the  moment a vintage world war ii  fighter 
plane, a p-47  thunderbolt crashed into new  york's hudson river.   
did it crash?  yeah.   no.   holy [ bleep ] it crashed.   you can see a 
plume of water  when the plane hit the river.  

1:44 5/30/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a  pilot and his flight instructor  vanish. they took off from catalina  
airport but never made it back  to the flight school in van  nuys.   
hetty chang has new details  from their family desperate to  find 
them.  reporter: we just got off the  phone with the u.s. coast guard  
headquarters. they have suspended their search  but the family is 
not giving up  hope. they hired two private  helicopter companies to 
search  the water for any clues.  

0:24 5/30/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a driver passes out at the  wheel, hits a man on a  motorcycle, 
slams into an  appliance store and after all  that he is robbed. he 
had a medical issue and lost  control.  

0:26 5/30/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a memorial day scare for  travellers at one of the busiest  airports. a 
run away taxi crashed into the  baggage claim area at sugar  o'hare 
international. 

0:34 5/30/16 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

animal rights activists  gathered for a vigil for the  gorilla killed at the 
cincinnati  zoo after a 4-year-old fell into  its enclosure. the zoo is 
facing outrage over  their decision to kill the  silverback to save the 
boy.  

0:39 5/31/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new details of an accident  that wiped out a pizzeria in  ventura 
county. video from simi valley shows the  suv wedge into the 
business. the driver was hurt but they  were able to talk with  
firefighters afterwards. the owner of another business in  the 
complex says he watched the  suv slam into the restaurant at  
nearly 30 miles an hour. 

0:30 6/1/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the 110  freeway is a parking lot through downtown los angeles right 
now. this is a major closure and it  broke on the nbc l.a. app  several 
hours skpag is still  unfolding as crews shut down  both sides of the 
110, while  mentsal health experts tried to  talk a woman down from 
the sixth street bridge. 
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0:34 6/1/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman with some kind of  medical condition plumetted 30  feet off 
the observation deck of city hall and it could have been worse had 
her fall not been  broken by a metal grate. 

0:35 6/1/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we are now hearing the  frantic 9-1-1 call from the  mother of a 3-
year-old boy who  fell in the gorilla exhibit at  the cincinnati zoo.  

0:21 6/1/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is quite some  video, in the new video that  shows an interstate 
inferno, a  double semismashup, caught by a  dashboard camera, 
you can see  the crash, the fire and the  wheels and debris 
scattered on  the freeway.  

0:23 6/1/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a tow truck pulls out a jeep  that caught air before it  crashed in to a 
family home. the jeep was slowly removed and  the driver was 
trapped for an  hour.  

0:17 6/2/16 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a short time ago, news  chopper 4 over this fire in  sylmar. this is a 
large commercial  building near san fernando road  and bledsoe 
street. palettes fuelled this fire 

0:25 6/2/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video shows a giant  fireball after a blue angel's  fighter jet 
crashes in  tennessee.   oh, no, no, no god bless his  soul.   and you 
can hear the  witnesses crying and praying as  they watch what 
happens. the pilot was killed when the  jet went down not far from  
nashville.  

0:44 6/2/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a pit bull attacks a  grandmother and young child in  san bernardino. 
witnesses nearby spring into  action to save him just in time. it 
happened before 1:30 this  afternoon. the dog lunged at the  
grandmother.  

0:20 6/2/16 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, five ft. hood  soldiers are dead and four more  still missing 
in flooding in  texas. the troops on a training mission  when their 
truck capsized.  

1:13 6/2/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a powerful wave. a boat capsized. one man knocked overboard  
managed to call for help but the  other man is nowhere to be found  
and rescuers have called off  their search for him. nbc 4's hetty 
chang is live in  long beach where the rescued man  is now 
recovered.  reporter: the u.s. coast  guard tells us that boater was  
in shock when they reached him.  

1:57 6/3/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a big reward  to find a missing pilot alive. the plane over the coast 
and  since then his family spear  headed to find him.  nbc's beverley 
hill has details  of the search.  reporter: showing you the new video 
in just a second. the family is offering $250,000  of their own money 
to bring  their brother home.   

0:32 6/6/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

no charges filed against the  driver of a minivan who jumped a  curb 
and hit a man on a bike in  compton. the minivan crossed into  
oncoming traffic before hitting  the man on the bike and crashing  
into a building. the witnesses didn't hear the  sound of brakes, 
possibly  indicating there was no attempt  to slow down.    

0:20 6/6/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
looks like a geyser, a  sheared fire high durand in long  beach. a 
truck hit the hydrant just  after 7:00 at the corner of 7th  and cerritos. 

0:27 6/6/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

donations are pouring in for  the family of an 8-year-old boy  killed in 
mexico when a truck in  the baja 500 veered off the  course and into 
spectators a  half mile from the start of the  race.  

2:09 6/8/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

travis livingston, a dirt  bike rider was competing in the  baja 500 
race in mexico when he  passed out. we spoke with his best friend  
who said this race was a big  dream for him.  reporter: it was a race 
he  dreamed about and practiced for  since childhood. he said there 
was nothing travis  loved more than his family and  riding.  
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2:08 6/9/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this. inside a young life gone and her  boyfriend 
behind bars. new details about this crash and  the driver that 
survived.  it was his girlfriend that  was killed and he remains in  
custody tonight booked on  suspicion of vehicular  manslaughter but 
neighbors and  friends have their own  suspicions and now 
detectives  must determine what was going on  inside of that car 
just seconds  before the crash.   

0:21 6/9/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

work ended early today for  some in riverside county  sickened by a 
chemical accident. cal fire tweeted these pictures  to us. 15 
employees and a firefighter  had to be treated at a nearby  hospital. 

0:22 6/9/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

four good samaritans  caught on camera. they jumped into action to 
put  out a fire today. they quickly attached the hose  and doused the 
fire. according to the man that shot  this video, the owner of the suv  
said it was brand new.  

0:50 6/9/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a teenager is in a coma after  he nearly drowned at a pool  party. 
they want to know why the  lifeguards didn't give the young  boy cpr. 
he is known for his big smile  but this is what he looks like  after 
attending a school pool  party. 

1:50 6/10/16 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two people dead tonight  after a small plane crashes in  the balcony 
and burst into  flames. this was breaking news of 5:00  and 6:00 this 
afternoon. beverley is live at the scene  where she spoke with 
witnesses  there.  beverley.  reporter: that's right,  witnesses 
describe a small craft exploded in the home. dozen responded and 
they found  the deceased.  a plane crashed in the town  hall 
claiming two lives. it is where the pilot of a small aircraft and a 
passenger died  and a fiery crash when the plane fell out of the sky. 

0:19 6/10/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a small plane. we chosen not to show you the  impact because of its 
graphic  nature. all three people on board died.  

1:45 6/13/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly fire and rescues  tonight in the downtown area. firefighters 
arrive as flames  tear through a building. nbc 4's hetty chang is in 
the  west lake district where  firefighters are still on the  scene.  
reporter: more than four  hours after the fire started the  fire crews 
are still here. and take a look at the roof. the fire is still smoldering. 
the firefighters know this  building well and responded to  several 
fires here before and  homeless people in the area.  

0:20 6/13/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a long life ended, one of  the two people killed in the  plane crash in 
hawthorne last  week was 90 years old. he was from los angeles. it 
is unclear if he was the  pilot or the passenger of the  plane that 
crashed into this  town home on friday.  

0:46 6/14/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is video of tonight's  search which is now going on for  five 
hours.   deputies say the boy was  wading in the lake with his  father 
when the gator grabbed  the child.   as a father, as a  grandfather, 
we are going to  hope for the best. we know we have challenges 
ahead  at this time.    

2:17 6/14/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

evacuees from a huge fire in  maywood. the fire ripped through a  
warehouse in a metal recycling  plant leaving a toxic smell that  
covered a wide area.  beverly bite is live in  maywood tonight.  that's 
right. we are talking about 300  children and adults unable to go  
home tonight. firefighters are battling this  fire. the darkened skies 
and pumped  noxious smoke for miles around  since it began 20 
hours ago. frantic neighbor shot video of  flames taller than their 
houses.  
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0:28 6/14/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an update on the breaking  news we have been telling you  about. 
the search is underway right now  for a 2-year-old child. the boy 
was wait wading in the  water with his father when an  alligator 
snatched him.  

1:16 6/15/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news. a fast moving fire near santa barbara, 
threatening holds and forcing hundreds to evacuate.  let's go live to 
will.  the only helicopter up in the hills over the raging fire. the so-
called sherpa fire started near some structures near refugio road in 
the hills northwest of santa barbara. as afternoon turned into 
evening, the winds blowing offshore spread the fire to 200 acres, 
pushing it downhill toward the ocean.  

1:59 6/15/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the body of a 2-year-old boy dragged into the water by the jaws of 
an alligator at disney world. the child had only a few puncture 
wounds leading them to believe he likely drowned.  reporter: the 
disney resort where the alligator attack is the size of san francisco. 
tonight a heart breaking end to a vacation for the family visiting from 
elk horn, nebraska. new tonight this photo of lane, expressing this 
gratitude and seeking privacy as they grieve. the discovery of the 
intact body this afternoon in orlando.  

0:19 6/15/16 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hundreds are still out of their homes. the names are out but the air 
quality is still a question. the fire sent burning magnesium into the 
air.  

0:43 6/15/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're covering breaking news affecting a lot more people. we 
understand the northbound 101 is shut down now?  the northbound 
side, at theeft north side, shut down north of santa barbara. you can 
see about a half mile back-up as people get stuck getting off the 
freeway. just north of santa barbara. the fire burning its way from 
the hills on down toward the ocean.  

2:08 6/16/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with this breaking  news, a wildfire hits freeway  lanes. a 
major stretch of the 101 shut  down as winds pick up pushing  the 
flames near santa barbara.  patrick healy joins us live  right now 
with that freeway that  is closed. patrick?  reporter: let's look from 
the  ground and from the air with the  head of the fire advancing  
behind us, ash raining from the  sky. there are big concerns that this  
sherpa fire could jump the 101  freeway where we are standing on  
the northbound shoulder. 

0:21 6/16/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we continue to monitor the  breaking news here in santa  barbara 
county where the sherpa  fire has both directions of the  101 
freeway now closed. winds and of course brush that  hasn't burned 
in an decade fuel  that fire.   

0:54 6/16/16 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

parents are coming forward  with stories of alligator  stories at 
disney's coronado  springs report. david heiden was at the report  
with his 5-year-old son last  april when a 6 foot alligator  moved to 
the child. when grabbed his son he saw  another alligator a few feet  
away.  

0:19 6/16/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

police in rochester, new  york now believe it was static  electricity 
that caused an  explosion feet abe from a gas  tank. he gets into the 
car and a blast  throws him backwards.  
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2:14 6/20/16 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this community is  deserted. we just checked with  firefighters, both 
fires are at  zero containment right now and  no homes have been 
damaged. flames flared the two fires a  mile from each other 
teaming up  to torch 3,000 acres.  a mandatory evacuation order.   
and forced hundreds of  families to rush, pack up what  is most 
important and leave  home.   it's a little scary. the family has been 
living here  all their lives.  reporter: we were with l.a.  county 
firefighters on the front  lines and sheriff's deputies as  they told 
people they must leave  for their safety. people told us with tears in  
their eyes the hardest part is  the uncertainty.    

0:18 6/20/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

take a look at this, news  chopper 4 overhead captured this  video 
as the wall of flames from  the brush fires could be seen 20  miles 
from downtown l.a. beverly white live right now  where families 
forced out of  their homes watch in hope that  their houses are 
spared.   

1:35 6/20/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

flames above the  rooftops here and flying embers  when we first 
arrived. we have witnessed some  aggressive firefighting tonight. 
l.a. county fire in a protective  stance tonight, neighborhoods  
closest to the wilderness. residents pushed out for their  well being 
and others drawn in  by the spectacle.   the fire is spreading east to  
west. you can feel the heat. now it is cooled down but you  can feel 
the heat from the fire  and it is spreading out big.    

0:16 6/20/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

flames and heat chasing the  wildlife out of the hills. this bear 
spotted near the base  of the fire in a backyard today. a homeowner 
sharing these photos  from this afternoon with us.   

0:18 6/20/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is possibly the most  interesting video we have seen  today. it is 
a rare look from inside a  low-flying los angeles county  helicopter. 
they are skimming a ridge line  of flames, as you can see. the crew 
shared the video with  us, showing what they do on  every fire.  

0:39 6/20/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

there are a lot of men and  women not sleeping tonight  because of 
this. these two twin wildfires  continue to burn.  reporter: this is the 
leading  edge of the fish fire. this is in the hills above  duarte. this is 
the western flank of the  fire.  

2:38 6/21/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the san  gabriel mountains are ringed in  flames tonight as word 
comes of  progress in fighting the fire.   hundreds are evacuated 
from  their homes with two communities  on stand by right now.  nbc 
4's jane yamamoto is live  in duarte where some have left  and 
others are riding it out.   behind me you can make out an  orange 
glow on the western flank  of the fire. news chopper 4 above it all. 
two communities are threatened  tonight. the terrain, so rugged, the  
water dropping helicopters are  the only way to hit the hot  spots. if 
the flames creep down the  hill, people who chose not to  evacuate 
are on heightened  alert.   you can tell when it's  dangerous.  is it 
dangerous tonight?  no.  

1:46 6/21/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

neighbors are looking for  answers tonight a week after  this huge 
magnesium fire that  sent ash raining down on their  homes. beverly 
white is in maywood  tonight where many are still not  back home.   
that's right, chuck, the  north side of east 52nd street  is inhabitable 
tonight, proof  that the cleanup and analysis is  still going on. 
dozens of people near the blast  zone cannot go home after the  
explosive fire seven days ago. neighbors now fear for their  health.    
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0:53 6/21/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are hearing from  survivors from this accident  where a small 
plane crashed on  to a car in the freeway. one woman was crushed 
to death  and three others were hurt. tony isabel was in the 
backseat  of the car. they pulled over and the plane  hit exactly 
where she was  sitting. she died on impact. 

0:36 6/21/16 11:21p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news right  now. apparently an officer was hurt in  
a crash on the 210 there. will kohlschreiber in news  chopper 4.  
reporter: i'm going to zoom  in tight there. one lapd officer was hurt 
in  this crash and we do see someone  being treated by paramedics 
on  the ground there.  

0:30 6/22/16 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

exhausted and frustrated, tonight, hundreds of families still can't go 
home, because of the san gabriel complex fire. although, 530 
families were allowed back in evacuation orders are still in order 
tonight. and tonight, in a community meeting, displaced residents go 
an update on the situation and no word when they can go home. the 
fire has burned some 4900 acres and it's still only 10% contained. 

0:22 6/22/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

they are trying to determine the cause of a fire that killed ten horses 
in lancaster. it broke out at 12:30, the stable destroyed. two people 
were taken to the hospital for smoke inhalation.  

0:39 6/22/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family is missing in the gulf of mexico tonight and there's nothing 
that can be done until daylight, that is when the search will resume 
for a father and his three children in a sailboat. off they have to go 
on is a body with a life jacket still on, and a kayak that was 
belonging to the family.  

0:19 6/22/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

florida wild life is now confident that they have remove today 
alligator that killed a 2-year-old boy at disney's florida resort, after 
the attack, the officers removed six alligators from the man made 
lake. no other alligators have been spotted since then.  

2:28 6/23/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an explosive new wildfire  destroys at least 80 homes and  
structures and forcing more  evacuations right now. it is in kern 
county 150 miles  north of l.a.  the fire is devastating  

0:44 6/23/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now power is fully  restored for more than 15,000  ladwp 
customers acted by an  outage in the valley. a crow flew into a 
circuit  breaker that led to outages. in fact at least four car  
accidents resulted from traffic  lights that were not working and  
businesses were scrambling to  try to stay open.  

0:16 6/23/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the earth a is moving  tonight. a 2.8 earthquake shook santa  
monica just before 7:00 tonight. it was centered two and a half  
miles south southwest of santa  monica in the pacific ocean.   

0:26 6/23/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators are trying to  figure out what sparked this  building fire 
in el monte. you saw it at 5:00 today. the two alarm fire broke out  
just around 4:30. part of the roof collapsed and  firefighters had to 
take a  defensive stance. no one was inside the building  when the 
fire broke out. 

1:23 6/23/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this raging wildfire in kern  county that has destroyed some  80 
structures. beverly is live in the lake  isabella area.  reporter: i'm 
going to step  aside so you can see the burning  mountainside 
behind us. it has been burning since 4:00  when the fire started 
moving  toward mountain mesa and  squirrel valley. we have a lot of 
people affected  by this. evacuations have been going on  for hours. 

0:24 6/23/16 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a mother and daughter in the  hospital after a driving lesson  ended 
with a car dropping 200  feet into a canyon in san diego.  

0:34 6/24/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we have breaking news out of arizona, two men died on the 
helicopter crash on the way to the riverside.  
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1:59 6/24/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have not seen this fire since at least a decade. all of this is in -- 
beverley white is live right now.  reporter: tonight authorities say two 
people did not get out alive and the fear is others may not as well.  
reporter: 30,000 acres and 100 billing burned yesterday. lake 
isabella to calso valley. many residence are not allowed back in.  
the fire is just 5% contained. firefighters are still really busy 
protecting some 1500 homes.  

0:27 6/24/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

here happening now of the  drastic death tool of the flood. the 
national guard is helping out in several communities there. some 
people are still being rescued. the national weather service 
describes what happens with this storm as one in a 1,000 year 
event.  

0:23 6/24/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a daycare worker is facing charges for leaving a three year old child 
inside a hot car. cheryl harris accused of leaving a boy inside the 
van. temperatures inside the van reached up to 117 degrees. 
someone heard the child cried and managed to get him out, he's 
going to be okay.  

1:47 6/27/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
now at 11:00, a tanker truck smashes into a car in rosemead,  killing 
the woman inside on  impact.   

0:17 6/27/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video from pomona. it shows how close a brush fire  came to 
homes there. this one started before 7:00  tonight near quiet hills 
road. firefighters were able to keep  the flames from spreading to  
those homes, and only a shed was destroyed. no word yet on how it 
started.  

0:36 6/27/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now lapd has released this  surveillance video as they look  for key 
witnesses to a deadly  crash. it happened in woodland hills,  and it 
may be linked to street  racing. the video shows a black mustang  
slamming into a white mercedes  near ventura boulevard and  
desoto. as the mustang sped away, the  driver collided with two 
cars.  

0:28 6/27/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

they would be  comforting those who lost their  homes in those 
wildfires in kern county, but now we know that an  anglican priest 
and his wife are the two people who lost their  lives there.  

0:22 6/28/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
one person is dead after hitting by a van in hunting beach. police 
tried to perform cpr on the pedestrian but it was unsuccessful 

0:23 6/28/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the search for a missing swimmer in laguna beach is called a you 
have tonight. chopper four was ahead. this was off of campbell point 
beach. once darkness set in, it was hard to see anything down 
there. there is no details on who might be out there.   

2:20 6/28/16 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a tragic development in the death of a long beach police canine, the 
dog was killed by a police officer during a standoff.   

0:18 6/28/16 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
two people are now in the hospital after their cars slammed into a 
domino pizza. this started in the collision between two cars. 

0:20 6/28/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
no one is inside the church is hurt. the driver was in the parking lot 
when she accidentally hit the gas and lost control.  

0:40 6/28/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a van is still on the side of the freeway and in a devastating instant, 
a family is torn apart forever. the two mothers died on the big rig. 
this impact is so violent that it sent the minivan down an 
embankment. the two fathers managed to survive with serious 
injuries. the van was stopped on the shoulder around 3:00 in the 
morning. after a minor accident and may not have been fully out of 
the way when that truck came by.  
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2:03 6/29/16 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an over turned rig shutting down all lanes. dramatic rescue with 
beverley.  reporter: a big rig went over to its side tipped over behind 
us here to the minority bound transition. take a look at this now of 
the areal that depicted a massive response.  when ever came out to 
respond, it was a massive call that went out with the tractor trailer 
took over. they actually had no idea why id happened but they 
believe the driver attempted to negotiate the ramp and lost control.   

0:31 6/29/16 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we want to catch you up in the scene of the breaking news, here is 
gilroy.  checking in, colleen and chuck about 10:40 tonight, a 
pedestrian was struck and killed. 

0:43 6/29/16 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hundreds of people are still not back from their homes. city leaders 
there holding an event there and experts are talking about health 
concerns and the clean up. no one is allowed back in their home 
until all the tests are completed.   

1:01 6/30/16 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news right now, two workers injured on a film set in 
downtown la. this is what it looks like. this happens before 9:00 
tonight. the lapd believes that equipment were heavy demolition fan 
or something like that. one crew member had a head injury and he's 
rushed to the hospital. he does not look like their injuries are life-
threatening.  

0:32 6/30/16 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three hours into the cruise.  michelle was air lifted and is now on life 
support. the boy may have been in that pool from eight to ten 
minutes before anybody found him. his condition is critical. this is 
the same ship that turned around in february. the ship that injured 
passengers and causing damages.  

0:32 6/30/16 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the fire that shut down interstate 15 causing quite a backup for 
travelers heading to las vegas.  flames and smoke came 
dangerously close to the freeway and threatening several business 
near by. crews are remaining at the scene throughout the night 
making sure potential hot spots don't flow up again. the freeway is 
down to two northbound lanes.  

0:24 6/30/16 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

workers at a hair salon had nowhere to go when a car crashed into 
the right front door. both managed to get out of their own but cuts 
and bruises. the woman behind the wheel was pulling into a parking 
space when she hit the gas instead of the brake.  

0:30 6/30/16 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now, major flash flooding in around las vegas. more than two 
inches of rain and quarter size hail a few hours there. at least six 
people and two family pets with r rescued from the water.  

0:33 4/5/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

a camarillo man says he donated his car to charity and then the 
charity stiffed his church. although the kelley blue book on "the car 
was about $1,800, the" church only saw 25 bucks after his car was 
donated to cars 4 causes.  

0:20 4/15/16 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

managers of a las vegas bar  apologizing tonight. customers finding 
this sign  insulting. they posted it on facebook. it reads i like my beer 
and i  like my violence domestic.  

0:21 4/19/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

film production in hollywood is getting a shot in the arm. according 
to film l.a. hollywood saad saw an 11% jump in movie and tv show 
production in the first quarter compared to the same time last year.  

0:25 4/27/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

happening now, a camp out in" a 99 cent store in west covina. why? 
"when the store opens, the first" nine customers will get a 40-inch 
flat screen tv for just 99 cents. 

0:21 5/3/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 

a big change at mcdonalds," customers are trying out garlic "fries. 
garlic, the capitol of the city" gilroy.  a lot of customers are testing 
these fries.  
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0:18 5/9/16 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

the exxonmobil plant in torrent is about to come back online. the 
restart is officially underway. pollution will be a bit higher through 
tomorrow morning but gas prices probably will not change.  

0:21 5/11/16 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

the exxon refinery in torrance. "over the refinery, you can see" the 
flame coming from the stacks against the night sky. exxon says it is 
a normal part of the restart process. that refinery is back up and 
running following an explosion 15 months ago. 

3:37 5/16/16 11:16p 
Business & 

Industry 

the hollywood walk of fame  may be the most famous stretch  of 
sidewalk in the world. but have you wondered why some  celebrities 
get a star on the  legendary walk and others don't? investigator 
reporter jenna  susco looks at the price of  fame.  reporter: a stone 
in the  sidewalk known around the world.   you have to have huge 
talent.  reporter: behind the scenes,  it's about cash, moving release  
dates and advertisements.   the walk of fame was created  as -- to 
generate publicity.  reporter: it is hollywood  after all.  

0:20 5/17/16 11:34p 
Business & 

Industry 

plastic booths are out. dome lining, decorative art and  reclaimed 
wood tables are in  attack co bell. the fast food giant is showing  off 
next generation restaurant  designs.  

0:26 6/3/16 11:33p 
Business & 

Industry 
nothing last forever on the  las vegas strip. a $450 million 
renovating.  

0:24 4/14/16 11:09p Children & Youth 

a boy who died playing soccer's autopsy showed that he had 
congestive heart failure. he collapsed on the field at the "elementary 
school, there was" reports that one of the players "stomped on 
dominick's chest, but" the report said no evidence of trauma.  

0:48 4/15/16 11:16p Children & Youth 

a mother posts a video she  shot of her 5-year-old son being  
spanked with a paddle for his  bad behavior at a school.   we're 
going to do it. [ crying ].   help me.   his plea from the child, this  is in 
georgia is reigniting the  debate over corporal punishment. 

0:38 4/29/16 11:08p Children & Youth 

a 12-year-old girl is terrified to return to class because she was 
tnged and knocked unconscious at school. it happened in 
westchester a few days ago. the sixth grader says she was bullied 
but the students who attacked her were expelled but her mother 
wants more.   

0:46 5/5/16 11:18p Children & Youth 

parents and students in temecula fuming because there is no way 
their seniors can get to the prom. it is sold out. the high school 
booked the big dance on a boat with a capacity "of 1,000." but there 
are 1400 students. this year a lot more students want to go.   

2:03 5/9/16 11:04p Children & Youth 

chaos on campus here, police" rush to break up one fight after 
another at sylmar high school. we have new cell phone video and 
talk to those caught in the melee. beverly white is live with more on 
how this fight started.  reporter: multiple sources saying tonight that 
this brawl today may be retaliation for an innocent over the 
weekend in which a student was hit in the head with a bottle at a 
senior prom afterparty.  

2:09 5/11/16 11:04p Children & Youth 

powerful words at a school board meeting. nbc 4's beverly white is 
live where the school brawl is raising concerns.  the parent meeting 
hosted by l.a. unified was overtaken and "dominated, so to speak, 
by" activists and students. they stay viral video doesn't tell whole 
story. monday's lunch time brawl at sylmar high school was widely 
"shared, prompting a debate about" race relations and safety with 
students taking the lead. 

0:34 5/23/16 11:33p Children & Youth 
a 7-year-old boy in costa  mesa didn't hesitate when he  smelled 
smoke. he was supposed to be in bed. his father was sound asleep 
when  he came in running. 
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0:42 5/27/16 11:15p Children & Youth 

a mother says she is  outraged after a controversial  photo of her 
daughter appeared  in her high school yearbook. the mother says 
the fallout from  this photo is devastating,  showing her daughter 
holding a  knife next to a fellow student  who has a toy gun.  

0:40 6/2/16 11:15p Children & Youth 

and call it politics on the  playground. a third grader in fresno the  
target of bullying for wearing a  donald trump cap. school officials 
told him to  take his hat off due to safety  concerns after fellow 
students  confronted him.  

0:26 6/9/16 11:16p Children & Youth 

tomorrow could be a very big  day for foster parents locked in  a 
custody battle over a  6-year-old girl placed in their  care for years. 
because she is a native american  the law required her to be  
placed with blood relatives  living in utah.  

0:43 6/10/16 11:16p Children & Youth 

81 days and counting of a foster family hopes of what  happens in 
court today will  bring the little girl they  raised back to them. this 
was the scene last march  when summer paige, her husband  had 
to give up lexie under a  court order.  

0:29 6/28/16 11:17p Children & Youth 

last year it was in africa and now 12 yo armstrong has reached 
alaska. armstrong is out to congress  accomplish the seven summit. 
he's one of the youngest to make the climb and accompanied by his 
father.  

0:30 4/5/16 11:32p consumer 
if you thought the aliso canyon gas leak only affects "residents in 
porter ranch, you" might want to think again. that leak to lead to 
rolling blackouts in l.a. this summer.  

0:39 4/12/16 11:33p consumer 

a man says he is not happy about being charged an entertainment 
fee at a restaurant. he says it cost him $1.99 at the red robin 
because his kids played with the tablet on the table. the tablet does 
not require the consent of an adult to access them.   

0:26 4/14/16 11:33p consumer 
"news at 6:00, a santa fe" springs woman said that she finally has 
her cell service. her life depends on the phone line because it 
services as a push button alert system in case she needs help.  

0:42 4/19/16 11:14p consumer 

hundreds of families in the colton area are worried about losing their 
homes over a battle over water meters. the company that installed 
the meters is suing the water company over a money dispute. a 
meeting was held tonight.  

0:37 4/25/16 11:18p consumer 

hamburger buns in the bathroom. just the thought will make your 
stomach turns. customers found racks of buns at a checker's 
restaurant in tennessee. someone called the telth department. by 
the time the inspectors got there the buns were in the trash.   

4:13 4/28/16 11:14p consumer 

now that we've all filed our taxes many people are waiting for a 
refund. but what if the state of california snatched back your money 
for no good reason. that is what the nbc 4 i team discovered is 
happening.  reporter: it is legal for cities in california to ask the state 
to intercept your tax refund if you owe money for unpaid parking 
tickets. but some cities like los angeles are grabbing tax refunds 
without proof that those people have done anything wrong.  

4:47 5/2/16 11:13p consumer 

hollywood film crews are saying action all over southern california 
but it is leaving neighbors in an uproar. they neighbors are being 
taken over. we show you the new filming hot spots and what is 
being done to keep the peace.  reporter: imagine coming home to 
discover every parking spot is taken and your sidewalk is overrun 
with equipment and lights im lights illuminate your bedroom. films 
has hit record levels inl.a. county.  and action! " reporter: bringing 
money," jobs and unexpected hassles.  a mile of trailers.  the 
generators.  dressing rooms.  police motorcycles.   
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2:01 5/3/16 11:15p consumer 

we first told you of the angry former verizon customer who 
contacted knbc for help. " nbc is live in santa fray," she talked to the 
woman who was caught in the middle of all of "this, hetty chang."  
reporter: she contacted us two weeks ago to do this story. "the next 
day, her phone line was" fixed. "tonight, we received anothercall 
from her family saying her" phone line went dead again on sunday.   

0:31 5/4/16 11:10p consumer 

the investigation into the phone outageses for local customers of 
frontier communications now prompting action from lawmakers. 
mike gotto who chairs the state utilities and commerce committee 
now says that committee will hold hearings on the problem.  

6:32 5/4/16 11:10p consumer 

now is the time that parents are signing their kids up for summer 
camp. one popular southern california location is telling parents 
their camp is safe. "but tonight, the nbc 4 i-team" learned there may 
be questions about the latest study and the firm hired to prove this 
camp is safe. a firm whose work elsewhere has been under federal 
investigation. joe grover is here now with the story. part of our 
ongoing investigation into l.a.'s nuclear secret.  the owners of the 
camp which sits next door to a former nuclear test side say they 
have a new study proving their camp is safe. but we have 
discovered the firm that did this study apparently faked soil samples 
at another "site, according to the feds."  

0:28 5/10/16 11:33p consumer 

a hollywood man says no gas was coming out of his gas pump. he 
was worried no one believe him. he took this video on the cell 
phone when he noticed the meter was running and no gas was 
coming through the nozzle. this video is one of the worse cases 
they have seen of something called near creek.   

4:17 5/11/16 11:12p consumer 

social media may be imyour spending habits without your ever 
realizing it. how so-called influencers earn hungs of thousands for 
creating ads that are often too slick to start. some bloggers are 
showing off thing they love. we found others pushing products for a 
paycheck. lying about liking the items and it is influencing the 
marketplace.  

0:25 5/20/16 11:33p consumer 
southern california gas is  under investigation over its  billing 
practices. state regulators say they have  received more than 700  
complaints about billing issues  since february.  

5:21 5/23/16 11:13p consumer 

we all know how hard it can  be to find a place to park on  the 
streets of southern  california. sometimes it seems like every  meter 
and every spot is taken. tonight, the nbc 4 i-team  investigation 
shows you one of  the reasons why. joel grover is here now with the  
latest.  reporter: our cameras have  caught them again. value lie 
parking companies  which appear to be breaking the  law, taking 
spots away from you  and me. it was seven years ago that nbc  4 
first uncovered this problem  and at the time city officials,  including 
the mayor, promised to  crack down. but we found some valet  
companies are still at it,  leaving us with nowhere to park.  

0:22 5/23/16 11:33p consumer 
a study claims that fit bit  trackers are inaccurate. a law firm 
commissioned the  research. the study compared the readings  to a 
chest monitor. 

0:26 6/10/16 11:33p consumer 

the play, that's the  rule at paradise club. nbc sports uncovered what 
they  are doing is against the law. our camera found a woman 
asking  people to pay $10 for fee,  paradise coast is allowed to  
charge for bathroom.  
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0:30 6/6/16 11:17p 
court and legal 

decisions 

outrage turning to action  tonight. a california judge is the target  of 
a recall after sentencing a  stanford university swimmer  convicted 
of rape to six months  of jail. six months in county jail three  years 
probation.  

0:33 6/14/16 11:16p 
court and legal 

decisions 

tonight they have pulled the  plug on a northern california  judge 
facing a torrent of anger  for sentencing a convicted  rapist for six 
months in jail. the judge is removed from  another sex assault case 
in a  rare move the santa clara  district attorney's office said  it is 
taking the judge off the  new case because they lack  confidence he 
can fairly  participate in the case.  

0:49 6/21/16 11:16p 
court and legal 

decisions 

new details on a drone pilot  in trouble with the city of los  angeles. 
tonight he is apparently off the  hook. the film maker was issued a  
citation in december for flying  a drone too close to an lapd  
helicopter. the drone was registered with  the faa which is the 
agency that  has the authority over air space  and not the city of los 
angeles. today it paid off with a not  guilty verdict.    

1:55 6/23/16 11:07p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

1 million undocumented  parents in limbo after the u.s.  supreme 
court blocked president  obama's immigration plan. their children 
may be able to  stay but they will be deported.   

0:27 6/23/16 11:09p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

not guilty for the latest  baltimore police officer tried  in the death of 
freddie gray. he died from injuries that  happened while in police  
custody. he drove the van with gray  inside. the judge ruled the 
officer may  have made a mistake but did not  show that he had 
broke the law.  

0:59 6/24/16 11:15p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

a demand from a new york man who was screened after 20 years 
for a murder he said he did not commit. now, he wants the case 
against him to stay open. the man's name is richard rosario. he 
wants the case to be investigated to prove his innocence.  

2:03 4/4/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beverly white amber alert coverage 

2:19 4/4/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly 40 german "shepherds, some alive, others" "not, found inside 
a home." tonight is search is on for the person who abandoned the 
dogs. robert kovacik is live with us at the animal shelter with this 
story. reporter: chuck it was nbc 4 viewers who tip us off about an 
animal rescue operation. but with each passing hour this evening 
we learned more disturbing details regarding this case from the san 
bernardino county sheriffs department.  

0:24 4/4/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a late development. the another and child at the center of this 
amber alert we have been reporting on. were getting more details. 
"apparently, they have found the" vehicle. and they have found the 
another and child.  

0:36 4/4/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

neighbors outraged and demanding an end to gun violence tonight 
after two men were killed outside a nail salon in compton. one 
person was also hurt but is expected to survive. the victims were 
standing outside on avalon boulevard near 135th when a gunman 
walked up to them and openedfire fire.  

0:41 4/4/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 19-year-old west los angeles college student brandon phillips is 
the latest victim of a hit and unare. he was skateboarding near his 
home in inglewood on tuesday last week when he was hit and the 
woman behind the wheel took off.  

1:17 4/4/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother and her 18 month old son just found in that amber alert.  
nbc 4s beverly white with "details for us. reporter: the mother and 
son," "sabrina sanchez and her son," aidan avalos turned up right 
back where they started in the 10400 block of south hoover street 
where this incident began. we have images of the suspect in this 
matter 
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1:58 4/4/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mom" desperate for justice talks with nbc 4:. her sons death at 
risk now of becoming a cold case. nearly four months later. new 
reward money could help catch his killer. patrick healey is live in 
pasadena where the family hopes for a break in this case.  reporter: 
despite the time that elapsed the candles burn bright for robert 
calderon.  

0:49 4/4/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cars spinning" out of control. people hit. "political protests, and 
dozen of" "officers are all called in, all" "because of this, which turns 
out" to be a music video shoot in compton  

0:41 4/4/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two women who say they were sexually assaulted by a doctor 
during a medical procedure are speaking out tonight. dr. john 
mcguire is accused of assaulting more than two dozen victims.  

0:22 4/4/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a thief caught on camera in fuller ton. the homeowner told us this 
woman stole a package while he was at work recently. in fact 
packages have been disappearing all over this neighborhood.  

1:52 4/5/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an ice cream man attacked and robbed. but the suspects didn't take 
his cash. they took off with his candy.  nbc 4's heddy chang talks 
with friends of the victim and has new details. " reporter: chuck and 
colleen," we just received an update on the victim's condition. we're 
told he has some very serious injuries to his head. the good news is 
tonight he is in stable condition. meanwhile we've been talking with 
a lot of students and neighbors.  

2:01 4/5/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

autographed" mickey mantle baseball among the tens of thousands 
of dollars in stolen goods that police just found. now the search is 
on for the people who own it. nbc 4's beverly white is discovering 
there could be a lot more victims linked to this burglary bust. " 
reporter: that's right," chuck. we're talking about a treasure trove of 
loot recovered today. they tell us thieves tried to sell some of the 
memorabilia on the internet and that helped blow the case wide 
open. 

0:21 4/5/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was right there. disturbing discovery right along the side of the 
110 freeway in south los angeles. news chopper 4 shows the 
location near an overpass off one of the busiest freeways in 
southern california.  

0:41 4/5/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight detectives trying to find more possible victims of an 80-year-
old missionary accused of molesting two young children. 
prosecutors claim douglas winery from tustin befriended the "family 
of those two children, 8" "and 10 years old, and then" abused them 
several times over a four-year period.  

0:22 4/5/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

extra eyes are on" eagle rock. sheriff deputies believe that a 
missing man may be there tonight. these are some pictures of john 
mcintyre. his car and license plate number there.  

0:43 4/5/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a los angeles man is beaten "on vacation in miami beach, and" he 
said it was all because of a kiss. 25-year-old jordan schaffer was 
waiting for his order at a burger king last month. he kissed his 
boyfriend and went "into the bathroom, he said." "when he came 
out, two men yelled" "gay slurs at him, body slammed" him and 
swung at his face.  

0:28 4/5/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and talk about a dramatic "case of road rage here, and it" was all 
captured on camera. the motorcycle rider says the driver of a red 
car started the altercation when the driver swerved in front of him.  

0:26 4/5/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police officer will not be charged for a bizarre shooting caught on 
video. this happened last week in ohio. police say a guy was 
walking down the shoulder of interstate 75 when an officer 
approached.  
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0:22 4/5/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still" searching for a man wanted in connection with an 
amber alert. luis avalos is accused of kidnapping his 18-month-old 
son and the baby's mother last night.  

0:16 4/5/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is the second night of not knowing for a compton family of 
monisha newman. deputies are calling this a "suspicious case, but 
they" haven't said why.  

0:25 4/5/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a closer look at one of two men who broke into one 
business just to get to another one. let me explain here. this 
happened last week at the harbor town and country shopping 
center. 

0:29 4/6/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in south los angeles where a man in a wheelchair has been hit by a 
car tonight. this latest hit-and-run happened just after 9:30 at the 
intersection of western and 66nd street. paramedics from city and 
fire rushed the man to the hospital.  

1:52 4/6/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this, a" garage door ripped up. a pickup truck pulled 
out of the garage by a robot and s.w.a.t. members swarming the 
house in chino hills. more on the story we covered at 5 and 6:00. 
"for the first time, beverly" white is talking to the daughter of the 
homeowner there whose house was really caught in the middle. " 
reporter: that is right, the" family tells us this is an axe-wielding man 
they heard of but never met. there is a temporary garage door out 
there right now.  

0:19 4/6/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a series" of violent hammer attacks. the l.a. county sheriff's office 
wants you to look for this man in his 40s wearing a straw hat and a 
windbreaker.  

0:40 4/6/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman was shocked to" find a hidden camera inside a bathroom 
and police say a registered sex offender put it there. that discovery 
made last week. a customer found the camera hidden in a bucket in 
the women's bathroom.  

0:21 4/6/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he is out of the hospital tonight. the driver of a neighborhood ice 
cream truck viciously beaten and hospitalized. he was taken to the 
hospital. the students touched by the story set up a go fund me 
account to help with the hospital bills.  

0:25 4/6/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we learned the identity of the young woman they found on 
the 110 freeway. we still don't know the cause of death. autopsy 
results should be coming in the next few days.  

0:51 4/6/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, an" officer body slamming a girl on camera. take 
a look. the officer says he was trying to break up an argument with 
the girl and another student at this school in san antonio. as you just 
saw he lifted her off her feet and threw her head first off the 
concrete.  

0:50 4/6/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

drugs, vandals, theft," hollywood neighbors say their neighborhood 
have gone in the wrong direction and they are tired of it. many 
packed the area there at city hall. residents told the officers they 
have seen a crime increase near a vacant building on lexington and 
highland.  

0:24 4/6/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in orange county," targeting mom and pop pharmacies there. they 
used a metal grinder to cut the lock off this location in garden grove. 
"in all, pharmacies in five" cities were hit.  
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2:19 4/7/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

doing doughnuts. dancing while on the run. and he's been doing 
that for quite some time and these guys are just taunting officers 
and dodging pedestrians. right there. that kid right there was 
attempting to cross the street. the only in l.a. pursuit that ended in a 
photo shoot and had thousands stopping to watch. reporter: both 
men grew up near here. they're jailed in cerritos where it all began 
with a suspected residential burglary. the runaway mustang 
convertible "struck a car and later, doing" doughnuts on hollywood 
boulevard.  

0:41 4/7/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who made that initial call to 911 that started the chase. he 
said the burglars got away with nothing. they didn't have time. they 
went inside. and the alarm went on. they break the back door and 
jumped the fence to the other side. my neighbors didn't know what 
to do either. she chase the guy. that was a dumb thing to do.  

0:40 4/7/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after three years, stunning" charges in the beating death. they 
appeared in court today and they're all facing criminal charges that 
could lead to prison time. the criminal complaint says the social 
workers knew that the boy was being abused by his mother and her 
boyfriend but repeatedly they failed to take action.   

0:21 4/7/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman whose job it is to protect the elderly arrested for "stealing 
more than $20,000 in" cash and checks from her clients. kristine 
turned herself into corona police.  

0:40 4/7/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a trip to the zoo that won't be reynold for the animals. a lot of hair 
pulling and punches including a mother pushing a stroller. the 
houston zoo offered free admission last tuesday to boost 
attendance there and it worked.  

0:28 4/7/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

possibly a new clue in the murder mystery on a college campus. 
this is a story that's really getting attention across the country. 
people are asking for help identifying a man caught on camera 
being described as a person of interest. 

0:24 4/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning from" police in oxnard. they put together this public 
service announcement after a spike in auto thefts. "in just the past 
week, over 30" vehicles have been stolen. crooks seem to be 
targeting "hondas, civics or accords."  

0:37 4/7/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning about a burglar attempting to sell solar panels in an 
upscale neighborhood. police are looking for this well dressed man 
in a fedora. he was caught on surveillance video using a device to 
shatter a glass door yesterday morning.  

0:39 4/7/16 11:17p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a robber with an unusual disguise but they have caught on to his 
tricks. at first he pre tents to be a customer. then he pulls a gun on 
the owner of the store and her father-in-law. 

0:29 4/7/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a thief in kentucky drops his cell phone and it cost him the getaway. 
the man grabbing cash from the register. "as he runs into the lot, 
he" drops his cell phone. the clerk grabs it.  

1:36 4/8/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story at 11:00,  a house fire now considered  
suspicious. detectives looking for clues  after a woman is 
discovered dead  inside. nbc 4's beverly white joins us  live from 
covina where she's  been hearing from a family  friend who was 
unable to help. beverly? well, chuck, detectives  describe extensive 
fire damage  on the southeast side of this  residence. it's the home 
a senior citizen  is shared with hir grandson. arson and sheriff's 
county  investigators swarmed the home  after an elderly woman 
was found  dead in the master bedroom.  
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2:24 4/8/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

her body was found next to  the busy 110 freeway. tonight, a 19-
year-old's family  is speaking out, asking for help  to figure out what 
happened to  the young woman after she  vanished. nbc 4's robert 
kovasek with a  story you'll see hear for the  first time. what is left of 
a family, a  father too upset to speak, but a  daughter willing to do 
so making  sure her sister does not end up  as another nameless, 
faceless  statistic and hoping tonight a  certain someone is out there  
listening.  

0:24 4/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a manhunt is now over for a  man who escaped from a  psychiatric 
hospital on  wednesday. anthony garber was found hiding  under a 
pile of debris in  spokane, washington.  

0:34 4/8/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one man is in the hospital,  two others are still on the run  tonight 
after a gun battle with  police in pasadena. a witness took this video. 
police are seen handcuffing a  man after he was shot. investigators 
say there is  evidence that he was armed and  fired at the police. 
but a witness described  something different.  

0:23 4/8/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a disturbing discovery near uc  irvine. a body found under the on-
ramp  to the 73 freeway in newport  beach. the story was breaking 
fuse at  5:00. nearly ten hours after a driver  made the discovery, 
detectives  are still trying to figure out  how the man died and how 
he got  there.  

0:23 4/8/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

doing doughnuts and dodging  police, we're now learning the  driver 
in yesterday's wild  pursuit trained as a tactical  driver in the marine 
corps. herschel reynolds was stationed  at camp pendleton in 
january  according to the pentagon.  

0:24 4/8/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man with ties to  orange county is accused of  killing a woman and 
then  stuffing her body in a suitcase. this is some new video out of  
the san diego with police  leading jesse palmer to jail.  

2:59 4/8/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager is still on  tonight. detectives are revealing what  could 
crack this case. .  two shots. the details the night their  little brother 
was shot and  killed in south l.a. will stay  with them forever.   
thought it was just any  other shooting that happened. it's kind of 
normal for us. she heard the gunshots  outside of her window but 
that's  not what roused her out of bed.  

0:22 4/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives investigating gunfire at this home in lancaster. a neighbor 
says she heard at least ten shots coming from the house this 
evening. police will only say that one man was found dead there.  

0:30 4/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an 85-year-old maná-- attacked outside a grocery store in 
downtown los angeles. he passed away. this happened outside the 
whole feeds at seventh and olive. the attack occurred last week. 
don lee was beaten unconscious by a 4-year-old mentally ill 
homeless man. 

0:31 4/11/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of impersonating an uber driver and sexually 
assaulting a woman is behind bars. that woman was waited for an 
uber at eighth and vermont last week. neighbors called police when 
they heard her scream but he was able to get away.  

0:46 4/11/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's no question about "it, the video is something and" "new at 
11:00, a utility meter" reader is caught on camera beating dogs with 
a pipe wrench while the owners recorded it from inside the home. 
we edited out the most graphic parts as a utility worker swings at 
the first of two dogs with the wrench in his hands. 

0:37 4/11/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gristly discovery in a garbage bin. three body parts were 
packaged up. she told friends she was going on a date to the 
mariner's baseball game.  she just loved her girls.   
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0:32 4/11/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother speaking out for the first time about her 19-year-old 
daughter and a friend who were brutally murdered. the mother didn't 
want us to show her face as she spoke about her daughter who 
aspired to be a veterinarian.  

0:44 4/11/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there could soon be an arrest in a disturbing case of animal cruelty 
out of sylmar. police are interviewing several people of interest in 
connection with the death of this horse. someone found it with its 
tail tied to a telephone pole on saturday. "it was shot, beat or 
possibly" both. 

2:18 4/12/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

" a road rage shooting, two" friends forced to duck and "cover, one 
hit several times" while she was behind the wheel.  hetty chang has 
their story and the video of the car police are now looking for.  
reporter: a frightening and bizarre encounter. the woman was 
making a right turn at this intersection when she made eye contact 
with the gunman. he was laughing often howling before he opened 
fire.  the bullet hole came in here.  

0:23 4/12/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're going to take you to breaking news. a deadly shooting in the 
downtown l.a. area on washington and central. very close to the 10 
freeway. we do know that one person has "been shot to death, 
killed here." police looking for two suspects.  

0:24 4/12/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a murder suspect is in custody for the deadly shooting outside of a 
bar in big bear lake. the deputies are charging him with the killing of 
james clark. clark was well liked in the community of big bear.  

0:23 4/12/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the ventura county sheriff's department looking for a man who 
robbed a thousand oaks jewelry store. deputies say the owner 
grabbed his gun and started shooting at them. 

0:26 4/12/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a.'s police commission says the deadly shooting of an unarmed 
homeless man was unjustified. his family is suing the city. the officer 
who pulled the trigger says that the plan tried to reach for another 
officer's gun.  

0:32 4/12/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at the top of your screen here. this is in washington 
state. a teacher slams a middle school student to the floor and 
drags him into a classroom. this video was just released.  

0:53 4/12/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chain saw, a chase and" finally an arrest. a disgruntled tree 
trimmer and police on a showdown turned shootout at an edison 
storage yard in torrance. police say a security guard called 911 this 
morning when the man threw a rock at a car and started running 
after him with a chain saw and that was only the beginning.  

0:45 4/12/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in the road rage shooting that killed will smith. 
surveillance video showing his mercedes suv bumping to a hummer 
"driven by the suspect, cardell" hayes. hayes shot and killed smith 
during an argument. 

0:26 4/12/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

temecula police are looking for a man who they say tried to lure a 
child into his van. this is a sketch of the man officers say 
approached a young girl who approached a girl as she was walking 
to school on red hawk parkway yesterday.  

0:24 4/12/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in new port beach trying to figure out who shot three people 
with pellets in the past few days. they say a man was hit in the chin 
on sunday night while loading up his van and a man was hit in the 
back while getting into his car.  

0:22 4/12/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, police" investigating a stabbing at corona del mar 
beach.  this happened at 10:58 p.m. new port beach police and fire 
department on scene checking on a man and woman stabbed on 
the beach. that's the latest here.   
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0:24 4/13/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the police are searching for more victims tonight after a volleyball 
coach was accused of sending sexually explicit videos to a young 
girl. he met the victim online. he worked and volunteered as a 
"coach for several school cans," "including huntington beach high," 
and long beach city college. 

0:17 4/13/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homicide investigation in long "beach, investigators showed up," 
they found a man with a knife and a stab wound. when they went 
inside they found the body of a woman. " 

0:55 4/13/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers are under" "attack, cops assaulted on every" a two day 
period in one housing complex and one of the attacks caught on 
camera. the video shows an officer fighting off a suspect who 
reportedly shoved the officer to the ground and started to beat him. 

0:21 4/13/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's an unlikely target for "vandals, police release new" video of 
suspects that broke in to monroe pacific nursery again last saturday 
night. they rammed golf carts and atvs in to huts on the property 
and stole the bike.  

0:24 4/13/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

"watches, coins and a hall of" fame helmet. "anaheim police have it 
all," detectives say that jonas callahan stole thousands of dollars of 
jewelry over the past four months. we showed you some of the 
items "last week and since then, some" ten homeowners have 
come forward to claim their property and police say they are still 
looking for others.  

2:11 4/14/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family" vows to fight the release of a manson follower. we have 
been covering the manson murders for years and we talked with the 
victims tonight about their next move. patrick? "reporter: chuck, they 
are" urging everyone else that apposes the release of leslie 
"vanoughton, the son is stunned" by the different outcome.  today 
the process went wrong. reporter: he was representing his family 
ten times now in opposition to the manson follower release.  

1:11 4/14/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, a pair of bank" robbers unmasked. the two storm the branch 
in the middle of the day and pointed the guns at the tellers. we are 
live in brentwood with the first look at the thieves. reporter: you can 
see still the crime scene tape up behind me. the fbi stepping up the 
investigation releasing the new surveillance pictures of the two 
armed robbers in action. let's take you to those pictures now.  

0:21 4/14/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police" pursuit ends in a deadly crash "in apple valley, tonight, 
the" officers tried to stop a motorcyclist. "it was around 6:00, he took 
off" at a high rate of speed and apparently tried to take a detour 
near bear valley and he slammed in to a van.  

0:36 4/14/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two homes directly next door "to each other, ransacked and" 
"robbed in the middle of day, no" "one was home, several 
weapons," "rifles, handguns and a tactical" vest were taken. but the 
stolen gear did not get far.  

0:49 4/14/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to show you a" "surprisingly clear video," "released to nbc 
4, a building" surveillance camera records a hooded gunman 
moving up behind the car and firing in to a group of men crouched 
behind a blue "car, the gunman fires eight" "rounds, killing a father 
to be."  

0:16 4/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

seal beach police shared this video with us of a thief going through 
the pharmacy at the leisure world retirement community. you see 
him there stealing bottle after bottle of prescription drugs.  

0:31 4/14/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

$1 million bail set for a man who is accused of chasing someone 
with a chainsaw. arraigned on attempted murder "charges today, he 
is the man in" "the video, running with the" "chainsaw, just after 
witnesses" say he threw rocks at a former employer.  
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0:51 4/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

blank and distant, that is" how neighbors described a man that killed 
his mother and father-in-law while his children were a few feet 
away. neighbors heard a storm of gunfire and the sound of children 
screaming. officers found the three children hiding in a bathroom 
not far from the bodies of the grandparents. 

0:21 4/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bank robber on the loose and you may spot him by what he is 
wearing. do you recognize this man in the yellow ucla hoodie? 
cameras caught him robbing a branch of the u.s. bank around 
lunchtime.  

0:16 4/14/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a major pot bust in the high "desert community of dagut," 
undercover investigators seized more than 1100 marijuana plants 
"weighing in at 2,000 pounds."  

0:22 4/14/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a whon who say they were robbing students 
and there's one thing that makes him standout. police posted this 
surveillance "video on their facebook page," police believe it shows 
a man stealing property from the students about a week ago.  

0:24 4/14/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a puppy going to a charity "auction vanishes, this nine-week" old 
puppy named lacy was stolen from a volunteers backyard 48 hours 
ago. he is a poodle mix and was scheduled to appear as an auction 
item. 

0:45 4/14/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves steal from a target store and then made a not so smart 
movie. they called the store back to complain before the security. 
this footage shows the two being "stopped, one of the suspects" 
"opens his shirt, shows a gun," 

0:40 4/15/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and news chopper 4 over  breaking news in commerce. an officer 
involved shooting.   one suspect in the hospital  at this hour and a 
police  investigation in the 2500 block  of leo avenue in commerce. 
no details as to exactly what  happened or what led to the  shooting 

1:17 4/15/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver manages to pull over at  a gas station after someone  
shoots him and a passenger. nbc 4's beverly white is live  there with 
investigators.   reporter: that's, chuck, we  are talking possibly two  
passengers and the driver shot  in the suv behind us. it happened 
about 90 minutes  ago. let's show you how violent the  scene was. 
the vehicle depicts there are at  least two bullet holes on the  
driver's side of the suv that is  parked here.   

2:12 4/15/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details on a man  accused of beating his two  
nephews to death in arcadia. the children's father is  demanding 
justice. hetty chang is live tonight with  the family.  reporter: evil is 
the word  the boy's father used to drive  the boys' uncle. he was on 
a flight to hong kong  and we learned while he was on  that flight, 
authorities were  already tracking his ever move. in his arms, david 
cradles  pictures of his sons anthony and  william.   

0:41 4/15/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one  firefighter killed and another  wounded when a gunman 
opened  fire during a welfare check. they thought someone inside  
suffered a medical emergency and  that's when shots were fired. 
two firefighters and a relative  of the shooter were rushed to  the 
hospital.   

0:34 4/15/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what started  as creative advertising has  triggered an investigation 
by  the chp tonight. a retired motocross rider wanted  attention for 
his real estate  career. so he launched this ad. at one point he is 
jumping the  101 freeway.  

0:31 4/15/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 1-year-old boy reported  missing in south los angeles is  back safe 
with his family. but his 15-year-old mother is  still missing. the two 
were last seen yesterday  afternoon near west 73rd in  south los 
angeles.  
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0:22 4/15/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman convicted of a crash  that killed a 5-year-old girl. she hit a 
mother and her two  daughters in a crosswalk in  santa ana. one of 
the girls died and the  sister and mother suffered brain  injuries.  

0:27 4/15/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man with a gun who held up  a liquor store this morning may  be 
the same man who robbed the  same store last week. he took off 
with money,  cigarettes and alcohol. 

1:40 4/18/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin" with breaking news. "one person dead, three others" 
"hurt, at a long beach campus."  we go live to long beach. hetty?  
there were no classes tonight. there is no danger here. "as you see, 
an active crime" scene. homicide investigators just "arriving here, 
trying to piece" together the clues. "they tell us at this point, they" 
have very little to go on. "we have confirmed, four men are" "shot, 
including one that was" killed at the scene. this happened before 
9:00 this evening. just two blocks from the pch campus. the group of 
men were standing on 17th street when they were shot.  

0:45 4/18/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you're looking at the scene of more breaking news. news chopper 4 
in pursuit and crash in north hollywood. let's go to will in news 
chopper 4  just an example of how dangerous the pursuits can be 
when they break out in residential areas. "this is on camarillo, a 
little" "west of lankersham, where a" "little while ago, the officers" 
were involved in the pursuit of somebody they suspected of being 
dui.  

1:53 4/18/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a widow" forgives the shooter that killed "heifer husband, even as 
the" gunman is on the run. forgiveness is not an easy thing. beverly 
white has been talking to her.  reporter: the justice for the family 
could be intervention for a higher power. "tonight, the widow says 
her" faith has been tested. we caught up with sergio belltran's 
widow moments after she spoke with the lapd.  i don't know 
anything. it's an ongoing investigation.   

0:40 4/18/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one neighborhood, three dogs" and still no leads. laced hot dogs in 
the backyards. all of the dogs were from chula vista. the owners say 
that someone left the tainted meat for the pets to find. "when they 
did, the animals" "became so violently ill, think" they had to be put 
down.  

0:26 4/18/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police looking for victims after releasing the identity of the wetlands 
sexual assault suspect today. police have not released his picture. 
but this is a drawing of the 35-year-old. police say he assaulted 
three women in wetlands park. 

0:21 4/18/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of killing his nephews and running off to asia was 
in court. but the arraignment is being pushed back to next month. it 
was supposed to happen this morning.  

0:23 4/18/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is stabbed and bleeding outside of a parking lot. "the video 
here, we're showing it" to you. "you see the guy standing, just" 
"moments after he was stabbed," following an argument.  

0:49 4/18/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest made tonight in the case of a mysterious disappearance of 
a turkey in orange county. two students from chatman university 
were taken into custody for stealing tim the turkey. police say they 
grabbed tim from his pen at orange high school on saturday.  

0:27 4/19/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more" than a dozen shots rang out in front of a restaurant in 
avocado heights. one person is dead and another is in critical 
condition. deputies are looking for the people who did this and from 
the ground we have this new video on the same story.  
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0:24 4/19/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video from news chopper 4 that shows the end of a short per 
suit in orange county. deputies think the man at the wheel is a serial 
robber who might be linked to several cases including one this 
morning in staten.  

0:18 4/19/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in van nuys hope to find a man in a distinctive outfit. he 
exposed himself and started performing sex acts in public. this 
happened last thursday.  

0:22 4/19/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenaged girl morninged to escape from a man who demanded 
she get in his car. he pulled up to the 15-year-old girl and shouted 
get in the car. and the girl started yelling back and he drove off.  

0:23 4/19/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

2-month-old baby will grow up without his father. he is one of two 
men shot in south l.a. the manhunt is on for juan rodriguez. he shot 
two men outside his home this morning.  

0:37 4/19/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a video and $50,000" reward tonight. all of this could be 
the clue in finding a hit and run driver who hit and killed a man in 
glendale. we stopped the video before the impact. the 81-year-old 
was a block from his home when he was hit.  

0:49 4/19/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details in the murder mystery of a fitness instructor at 
a church. police think the person who killed a mother of three may 
in fact be another woman. the person was spotted on surveillance 
dressed in s.w.a.t. type gear roaming the halls in dallas. police think 
that the suspect beat and killed missy beavers whenever she 
arrived to teach a fitness class. 

0:45 4/19/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a car thief gets aggressive and threatening and dies during a 
struggle with witnesses there. ivan ray yas stole a car and crashed 
it into another car in the hospital parking lot and tried to snatch a 
toddler out of her father's arms.  

0:26 4/19/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves pulling off a smash and grab in seconds and they didn't 
have to go inside to get anything. "caught on camera, men wearing" 
masks and holding hammers smashed out the windows in the front 
and grabbed what they could and take off running. 

0:21 4/19/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff deputies want to find a man in a sears store in industry. he 
tries on boots and leaves without paying. when an employee tries to 
stop him he threatens her with a gun.  

2:07 4/20/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the information released just hours ago. this is conversation i had 
minutes ago with the riverside police department. any sign of these 
guys yet? "no, no sign." any idea where they could be? possibly a 
neighboring city but they could be anywhere. are you confident you 
can find them? yes. but we're going to need some help.  kind of 
shocked that it would happen in this neighborhood.  where homes 
are adjacent to a country club. details of a terrifying tuesday. a 
woman awakened by her frantically barking dog around 2:15 in the 
morning is suddenly confronted by two men.  sexually assaulted her 
and then fled the scene after stealing some of her belongings.   

1:45 4/20/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have an area of linkon sights surrounded. they are telling 
people to stay inside. "beverly, are we talking about a" pretty large 
area? " yes, we are." about a half mile square around lincoln high 
school at north broadway and lincoln park. the search for a man 
who was last seen around 6:30 this evening. a manhunt for a 
murder suspect "brought out multiple lapd units," search dogs and a 
spotlight. a woman said she is his girlfriend. his name is tyrone and 
he is not dangerous.  i don't know why they're searching for him. he 
is nothing like they're saying.   
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0:40 4/20/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for" a hit-and-run driver who nearly killed the high school 
band teacher. this happened in santa ana. they say he was hit in a 
crosswalk on central avenue and thrown about 30 feet. the impact 
both both his legs and arm. as he drumline major.  

2:24 4/20/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a man who they say is especially dangerous. 
he is wanted for shooting his girlfriend in front of witnesses. these 
photos are new. authorities are looking for the 39-year-old. he is 
wanted in connection in the shooting death of his girl. 32-year-old in 
east hollywood. police say she was killed last thursday. he is 
believed to be driving this red bmw.  a good samaritan takes down a 
thief and we're seeing the drama unfold for the first time. live in 
huntington beach.  

0:35 4/20/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we've learned the name of a woman killed in baldwin park. 
investigators identified the victim as leticia castillo. she is the mother 
of four. police say she was shot in the head by her estranged 
husband.  

0:22 4/20/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino neighborhood is shaken by the second deadly 
shooting. in city in just 24 hours and the 22nd this year. killing a 
man and woman inside as that car slammed into a carport at 29th 
and per shing. search and recovery efforts resume tomorrow.  

0:53 4/20/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is a look inside one of the longest drug tunnels. it spans the 
length of eight football fields from san diego county to mexico. the 
tunnel was first discovered last friday in otay mesa. investigators 
say it contains "lighting, vent lags, even an" elevator that fits eight to 
ten people.  

0:34 4/20/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a postal carrier is the latest victim of road rage. she is attacked and 
pepper sprayed in west cove 18th. a she said she found letter 
carrier writhing in pain on lake avenue just a few feet away. it was 
another woman yelling racial slurs 

0:25 4/20/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an odd situation in anaheim. police are looking for the person who 
left cremated human remains on the sidewalk there. hazmat crews 
responded when someone found box with the remains inside near 
south euclid street. about a block from lewis lake middle school.  

0:34 4/20/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now live to the breaking news in the westlake area. will is in the 
chopper.  reporter: one man being "detain, a huge police presence" 
after calls for officers. we will continual to follow this location and 
this investigation as it tens live over the ram part area near ram part 
and beverly.  

1:10 4/21/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking "news from fontana, where police" are 
responding to reports of an active shooter at the kaiser hospital.  will 
kohlschreiber is live overhead. will?  reporter: a tremendous 
response from police in the inland empire at kaiser permanente 
hospital on sierra "avenue here in fontana, where we" are getting 
reports that patients inside are huddled in "places on lockdown, 
completely" unable to move about the hospital.  

2:09 4/21/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager" gunned down on a street corner in carson has died. the 
city is now offering a "$20,000 reward for information" on his killer. 
nbc 4's hetty chang is in carson "now, learning more about the" loss 
of a star athlete. hetty? " reporter: chuck, the family" providing to us 
this newspaper clipping showing justin as a star volleyball player to 
watch. "not only that, they say he's" just a good innocent kid. police 
say he was gunned down right here on this street corner for no 
apparent reason. 
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0:44 4/21/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

enough is enough. that is the message that many in long beach are 
sending after a quadruple shooting left one young man dead.  we 
need our village back. let us protect and preserve our lives in the 
community.  reporter: she is the mother of a 19-year-old killed on 
"monday, making a heartfelt plea" tonight at the site of the 
"shooting, rosa parks park."  

0:23 4/21/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attorney and former cop turned fugitive tonight charged with 
crimes against children has been turned over to glendale police. the 
fbi says arthur crabtree was taken into custody in puerto vallarta this 
afternoon. crabtree is a former police officer and attorney from 
glendale.  

0:25 4/21/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're continuing" to follow this live picture here. reports of an active 
shooter. this is at the kaiser hospital out in the fontana area. we're 
getting reports from a hospital spokesperson. there is a very large 
police presence there right now. so far no signs of a shooter or any 
victims. 

0:50 4/21/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back to the scene of "breaking news in fontana, where" police are 
investigating reports of an active shooter at the kaiser hospital. once 
again let's go up to will "kohlschreiber, news chopper 4."  reporter: 
we've been hearing from patients inside the hospital who are being 
told they can't move anywhere. 

0:30 4/21/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cameras roll as" a road rage fight leads to a stabbing. but wait till 
you see what the alleged attacker did after that. the video shows the 
suspect punching the victim inside a gas station after he claims the 
man "cut him off on the road, then" "moves to the parking lot, 
where" one man is stabbed twice.  

0:34 4/21/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beaten, robbed, and then run" over by a taxi cab. and tonight a 
family is filing a wrongful death lawsuit. and a warning now to some 
viewers. you may find this next video a little disturbing. the security 
camera here shows marques gaines punched and knocked 
unconscious. all of this outside a 7-eleven in chicago.  

0:45 4/21/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to go back out to this breaking news in fontana. an active 
shooter investigation still going on at kaiser permanente. "in fact, 
people on social media" say they are still on lockdown. we have two 
cameras there now. let's go top side to will kohl schreiber in news 
chopper 4. will.  

0:51 4/25/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there are indications that the execution style murders of eight family 
members in ohio may be linked to a drug cartel. marijuana grow 
operations were found at three of the four crime scenes and they 
were not for personal use and several cartels are believed to be 
operating in this area. 

0:26 4/25/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is looking for thieves who took a basketball signed by kobe 
bryant from l.a. live on the 15th of april. the police don't know how 
much the ball is worth.  

2:15 4/26/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest" in a deadly crash that killed a student just shy of her 15th 
birthday.  nbc 4's heady chang is live in whittier about the teenager 
behind the wheel. " reporter: the driver," 19-year-old daniel vasquez 
has been arrested for dui and felony manslaughter. we also know 
the young girl that "was killed here tonight, just 14" years old. a lot 
of people here tonight say they did not know the victims but they 
feel heart broken just the same.  

0:36 4/26/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a daughter attempts to rush her father to the hospital after he is shot 
in the head while driving near balsaágrande high school. the 
shooter was a 15-year-old who apparently got into an argument with 
a 42-year-old man who was sitting in the passenger's seat.  
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0:23 4/26/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man accused of molesting a 15-year-old girl in camario is in jail 
tonight. for the past three weeks they say he molested a young girl 
while working at a recycling center near arnell road.  

0:37 4/26/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a $10,000 reward for a" hit-and-run death of a homecoming queen. 
she was killed on mount avenue. the driver never stopped or called 
for help. tonight they're looking for a 2012-2015 honda accord which 
has obvious front end damage.   

0:28 4/26/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pair of" shoplifters stole more than half a million of items from 
victoria's secret and jcpenney. police showed off some of the 
"thousands of bras, lingerie and" other items that officers recovered 
and believed were destined to be sold at swap meets all connected 
to a shoplifting ring. 

0:50 4/26/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

saving a life in a few seconds. a police officer being hailed as a hero 
stopping a suicidal man. " hey, what's up, man." no. no. no. "don't, 
come here, come here." there you see the officer in new jersey 
responding to reports of a man walking on a ledge just to the side of 
the bridge.  

0:24 4/26/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chilling details are now emerging from the murder of a husband and 
wife in their home in san jose. those who have been inside the 
home say the killer wrote a note "in black marker, sorry, my first" 
killing was clumsy. 

0:40 4/26/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, easy" target for mail theft and social media may 
now be the key to catching him. fontana teacher says that her home 
surveillance camera was hooked up to an app so she could see the 
guy walking up and taking a passageá-- a package that had just 
been delivered.  

0:31 4/26/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino police held a town hall meeting to discuss a sharp 
increase in violent crimes. people want to know what's going on.  a 
lot of innocent people get caught in the cross fire of gang violence. 
it's scary.   

0:21 4/26/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an extra set of eyes for police in the inland empire. drones are 
coming to san bernardino. the press enterprise shared this training 
video with us. the department just got approval from the faa to use 
drone technology in their day-to-day work operations.  

0:21 4/27/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news near the campus of usc. someone called police 
about two suspects with guns. we know that one suspect has "been 
caught, but police are" still out there looking for one more person. 
there is a search near normandy and 36th. 

2:23 4/27/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a possible new manson family murder. a woman identified after 
decades and the man who found her is talking to us. robert? 
reporter: we spoke to him tonight in riverside county about what he 
discovered in the hollywood hills so many decades ago. "in canada, 
a 73-year-old woman" said after all of these years we face the cold 
hard facts.  

0:24 4/27/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a top l.a. official in hot water for racially offensive e-mails that have 
gone public. they were sent by the chief of staff while he was 
working at the burbank police department. "they mocked muslims, 
blacks," latinos and women.  

0:34 4/27/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

can $50,000 find a killer?" that's the reward and the hope tonight 
after young father is beaten to death in the west lake area. his 
mother joined detectives in announcing that reward.  

0:23 4/27/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

not what you call a prime "target for a robber, but a taint" store in 
burbank gets ripped off and it's caught on camera. this from last 
week at catalina paints. you can see the man as he grabbed items 
off the rack and puts them in his pants.  
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0:26 4/27/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

indecent exposure after a woman in riverside had a camera rolling 
after a man in a car exposed himself. i'm reporting you to the police 
right now. the guy speeds away from a parking lot and the viral 
video posted on facebook helped officers track down 19-year-old 
ivan lopez  

0:27 4/27/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a los angeles school district police officer accused of trying to have 
sex with a child worked at venice high school. he is facing charges 
of child trafficking after being caught in a sting investigation. estrada 
tried to pay to have sex with an under cover detective he thought 
was a 15-year-old girl. 

0:35 4/27/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, there they go." it's a stolen car pursuit in chile. police in 
santiago are trapped on the highway. you can see what 
happenedful . they are boxed in with no way to get out. the guys in 
the car are very determined. forward and reverse. officers smashed 
the front window and dragged three suspects out.  

0:24 4/27/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dancing in the middle of the freeway. this woman brought traffic to a 
stand still busting a move in the center lane and this is the 10 
freeway. "when chp officers got there, the" woman wouldn't talk to 
them and moved from dancing to sing. 

1:38 4/28/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man taken hostage while inside his garage. it started with a 
shooting at a popular park and escalated when an armed man run 
inside an apartment complex in fullerton. hetty chang is live in the 
neighborhood where one man is in custody and police are 
searching for two more.  reporter: a frightening and tense situation 
in fullerton.  

0:27 4/28/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video of a road rage attack at ucla and the search for a man on 
a motorcycle who ran down another man trying to report an 
accident. the man spun around and knocked down by the guy on 
the motorcycle.  

0:38 4/28/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people with close family ties to the san bernardino attackers 
went to trial today. tonight two have been released "on bond, the 
third is on an" immigration hold.  this case is not about the tragedies 
of december in san bernardino.   

0:21 4/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mystery in burbank tonight. a body discovered in a lumberyard. 
the police found the body wrapped in plastic in an open fielder in the 
lumberyard on north victory.  

0:25 4/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police released a sketch of a man they say tried to lure a girl into his 
truck on april 15th on 1th street. the man approached and asked if 
she wanted to check out his new car.  

0:37 4/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who walk into a tv station claiming to have a bomb is 
recovering after being shot three times by police. this is new video 
from inside the baltimore tv station showing the man wearing a 
panda costume with what appeared to be a bomb strapped to his 
chest.  

0:28 4/28/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

high speed pursuit ends in a horrible crash in north hollywood. this 
started with a stolen white cadillac. the suspect slammed head first 
into a parked big rig. he was killed. two men having lunch inside that 
truck were not hurt.  

0:25 4/28/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to warn you some of these images are graphic. "this is 
mystic, a woman told us" that someone shot the dog in the mouth 
and x-rays showed the bullet came out her neck.  

0:44 4/28/16 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

home alone and fearless. an 11-year-old boy in alabama shoots a 
burglar who broke into his house.  i said i would kill him.  when he 
heard someone breaking in he grabbed his dad's 9 millimeter 
handgun. chris says the guy threatened to kill him and the 11-year-
old opened fire.   
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1:17 4/29/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd officers come across a shooting in progress. we had it as 
breaking news at 5:00 as they tried to stop it with gunfire of their 
own. beverly white has new information about a victim that turned 
up at a hospital.  the victim of the shooting witnessed by the lapd 
turned up tonight at a local hospital with nonlife threatening injuries. 
the gunfire occurred around 2:00 p.m. the lapd fired at the gunmen 
who jumped into their car and tried to get away.  

0:16 4/29/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager just got out of surgery after he was shot at this bus stop 
in santa ana. someone opened fire on the 17-year-old at south 
fairview and west mcfadden.  

0:45 4/29/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

families spending their final hours with a young teacher now brain 
dead after a hit and run in santa ana. "while a $20,000 reward is 
being" offered. "family, friends and his students" held a individual ill 
for chris chavez. the music teacher is on life support after being hit 
on bristol street last once. a photo shows the woman who police 
think hit chavez and took off.  

0:26 4/29/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a golden" retriever is found tortured and in need of medical help. he 
was found in inglewood with puncture wounds. he may have been 
beaten with a board with nails on it and hit by a car and left on the 
street. 

3:02 4/29/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

luis was a husband, father," "brother, and son until someone" took it 
all away. his family pleads for your help in finding his killer. john 
cadiz klemack tells us what could help track down this murder case.  
he was a good man.  reporter: a good man forced to leave his 
family behind.  he took care of a lot of people.  reporter: juan garcia 
talks about his younger brother from a personal perspective.  he 
didn't get to meet his daughter or even know if he was going to have 
a boy or girl. that gets to me a lot that he didn't get to know why he 
was going to have.   

0:26 4/29/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a florida" police officer attacking a handcuffed 
woman. he will never wear the badge again. the jacksonville 
sheriff's office fired the cop after seeing the video. a woman at the 
county jail tried to kick the officer and he starts throwing punches. 
she has since been released from jail.  

0:08 5/2/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following this "breaking news, this story out of" "expo sigs 
park, the lapd looking" for someone who stabbed a mother hoe was 
holding a baby at the time. the mother was taken to the hospital. the 
baby was not hurt.  

2:00 5/2/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's hard to believe, now at" "11:00, skateboard stunts on a" freeway. 
dangerous social media challenge unfolding in the middle of traffic.  
robert kovacik live with a warning new at 11:00 tonight.  reporter: 
the california highway patrol more than willing to spoke with us 
tonight. they want to make it clear this will not be tolerated. tonight 
it's got the attention of law enforcement.   

0:39 5/2/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details on one of the most infamous drivers to ever 
lead the lapd on a pursuit. he is in jail again.  he is doing donuts on 
the middle of hollywood boulevard. " reporter: that's right, this" 
driver doing donuts on hollywood boulevard in the middle of the 
chase last month is re-arrested for a new crime.  
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1:42 5/2/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a search is underway for a south bay music teacher. friends and 
family say he vanished while on medical leave and he may be in 
need of help. hetty chang has new details about the search.  
reporter: the family and friends tell us they are desperate to find 
him. they have tried old cell phone numbers and home numbers for 
"several weeks and so far," nothing. he loves music and loves 
teaching it.  it's not in his character to turn his back on the school or 
not respond when the school and school district is looking for 
answers.   

0:23 5/2/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a night of protesting could send him to prison for three years. 
charges were filed against him. he was arraigned today on counts 
of vandalism and inciting a riot.  

0:20 5/2/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators looking for the person who set a fire that killed a 
retired schoolteacher and his dog in seal beach. 67-year-old john 
donnelly died in that fire.  

0:22 5/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

is it an easy give away or attempt to throw off police. the fbi is 
calling him the knuckles ban knuckles bandit. the guy has held up 
six banks in six months all in grocery stores in the valley and 
pasadena area.  

0:19 5/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police stop a man carrying a large amount of meth and a 24-inch 
python in his bag. he was arrested this morning breaking into cars 
along with "the drugs and the snake, police" found burglary tools in 
his bag.  

0:42 5/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

closing arguments are expected tomorrow in the grim sleeper 
murder trial after months of graphic testimony lonnie franklin is 
accused of killing 10 women over a 22-year period. his attorney 
attacked the dna evidence as circumstantial and families of the 
victims tell us they still suffer years later and they just want justice.   

0:47 5/2/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to take you back to the breaking news in exposition park 
where a mother has been stabbed. what do you have on this?  
reporter: this is the 3500 block of arlington drive. a woman was 
stabbed outside this householding a baby.  

0:33 5/2/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman shopping at a target store turns her camera on an alleged 
video voyeur.  running into me in the grocery store. come back. get 
this guy. stop him.  and she gives chase. she posted this video on 
facebook because she wants to warn others.  

2:07 5/3/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a local woman claimed she was assaulted by trumps supporter 
because of her controversial art.  live in mid city where the alleged 
attack took place.  reporter: tonight shes standing by her work and 
story when she says it happened to her in the middle of the day 
while she was walking here to pick up art supplies when she 
waspunched on the street where she lives.  ever since she put her 
take "on trump to campus, she says" shes drawn outraged.   

1:53 5/3/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man mysteriously" vanishes after making a call from his mother 
asks for help. "tonight, the family and his" "friends and desperate to 
findhim. the latest on the investigation," "beverley.  well, chuck, 
police confirmed" that chavez is mentally ill and he walked away 
without a cell phone. the family is searching and hoping that 
somehow he finds his way home. 

0:23 5/3/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video tonight. this was not the first time he has done something 
like this. lapd tells us the same person in three businesses trying to 
rob "two others, all within a mile" radium of peco and western.  
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0:32 5/3/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lottery is a game of chance," "tonight, two thieves had none of" it as 
they were picked up for stealing a slew of lottery ticket.  they would 
walk right up the "counter and you can see there," they took off with 
the entire display case of lottery scratcher tickets and made a run 
for it.  

0:28 5/3/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it would be hard to go to sleep tonight with a sense of safety and 
security at one apartment complex in north hills. the couple living 
there was attacked in a home investigation over night.  

0:24 5/3/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight at jefferson park," he survived a stabbing attack that left her 
toddler dead. "22 years old, she was upgraded" from critical 
condition. her boyfriend stabbed and killed her two years old 
daughter.  

0:28 5/3/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

closing arguments wrapped up today now the face of the man calls 
the grim sleeper is headed to the jury.  franklin jr.is accused of 
murdering ten children. overwhelming evidence points to his guilty 
including dna.  

0:23 5/3/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ahead of this man on your screen. he robbed two different gas 
stations in less than four hours. you can see the man with the 
handgun there as he demands money and cigarettes.  

0:21 5/3/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what kind of person steals from a church?  the woman in the newly 
released photos stole from several location of churches.  

0:22 5/4/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police" pursuit ended in the past five minutes in beverly hills.  look 
like officers got their man.  suspect in custody now here in beverly 
hills. this is near the intersection of "sierra avenue and cynthia, 
south" of the sunset strip.  

1:39 5/4/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man killed in a hit and "run, and the manhunt for the" driver who 
took off in downey.  robert is on the scene live.  reporter: you can 
label this a hit and run and return. let's explain what happened as 
you look overhead live from news chopper 4. what went down here 
on gallaten "road, a 74-year-old downey" "resident, a man, was 
crossing" gallaten road when he was struck by a car.  

1:55 5/4/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the investigation continues here right now on gallaten road.  little girl 
called him daddy. she trusted him. that little girl felt like he was hers.  
now he's accused of taking that little girl's life. the man arrested for 
stabbing the little girl and her mother who is five months pregnant. 
beverly white spoke with the family for the first time.  reporter: no 
bail and no court date for the man accused of killing his girlfriend's 
daughter.  

0:29 5/4/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parents watch in horror as their 10-year-old daughter is lured into a 
vehicle by a registered sex offender. 54-year-old armando 
hernandez is accused of forcing the little girl into his car at norwalk 
park over the weekend.  

0:18 5/4/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows a deputy taking on a man who appears to be 
threatening people with a knife. the man slammed the bus driver's 
"face into a window, just before" deputies got to the scene.  

0:23 5/4/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a takedown on the freeway during rush hour in the valley. "a man 
face down on the freeway," officers moved in with guns drawn. the 
takedown of a murder suspect shut down the northbound side of the 
101 creating a backup. 

0:24 5/4/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details in a house fire turned homicide in seal beach. police 
released a photo to us tonight. "they want to talk to this man," eric 
andratti. "in the fire, a retired" schoolteacher john donley and his 
dog were killed.  

0:24 5/4/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men are behind bars for the murder of a rising college 
basketball star. "shilo was gunned down in 2014, a" standout 
basketball player and was playing college ball.  
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2:42 5/5/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

freeway showdown a driver on the run traps thousands in their cars.  
i've been stuck here on the 91 freeway for an hour and a half.  stuck 
for an hour 20 minutes now. " traffic is finally stopped," not moving.  
santa ana canyon just jammed up here.  as s.w.a.t. teams move in. 
and those s.w.a.t. teams end a three-hour standoff firing tear gas 
into a black mercedes and arrest the driver.  that standoff paralyzed 
a 21-mile stretch of the freeway from anaheim to corona.  robert 
kovacik is joining us with frustrated and stranded drivers out there.  
reporter: slowly but surely making their way back home.  

1:14 5/5/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a sylmar community shocked after a 78-year-old woman is found 
murdered in her home. kate larsen spoke with the woman's son for 
the first time. kate? " reporter: colleen, the" victim's son tells me his 
mother lived in this house for more than 30 years and neighbors 
who have lived here just as long tell me she was a kind woman and 
they never suspected anything like this would happen.  

2:04 5/5/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the most notorious "killers, the grim sleeper was" found guilty 
of ten murders. now he is facing the death penalty. beverly white 
talked to one of the victims' parents.  reporter: the grim sleeper 
nickname is based on the murder spree with a 14-year gap. tonight 
the parents of one victim with whom we spoke say they attended 
every day of this three-month-long trial. it took a day and a half to 
convention a former garbage warninger for killing ten women and 
girls.   

0:26 5/5/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new bombshell in the jerry sandusky child abuse scandal. 
according to an insurance claim from 1976 a child told joe paterno 
that he was sexually molested by sandusky.  

0:21 5/5/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two 18-year-old girls say they were kidnapped. anthony mcdaniels 
is in custody tonight. he lured the teenagers into his truck on 
saturday while they were waiting for a bus.  

0:25 5/5/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man found shot to" death outside a stolen car in a tarzana parking 
garage. the gray toyota hit a wall and he staggered out of the car 
and collapsed. 

0:24 5/5/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dog owner in manhattan beach wants his two family pets back 
and he is worried they may have been taken. he admits they got out 
of his yard a few weeks ago. this guy was caught on camera. 

0:27 5/5/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police continue looking for a predator that groped a woman in a 
parking garage in west hollywood. these are just released 
surveillance photos. he followed a 20-year-old woman "with autism 
off a bus, exposed" himself to her and pushed her up against a wall 
and groped her.  

1:50 5/5/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now the son of a sylmar woman killed in her own home is 
breaking his silence. he explains how family members found her. 
kate larsen now with the story for the first time. " she's very small, 
frail and" 78 years old. why would someone do that to a giving 
person like that. it doesn't make sense.   

0:25 5/5/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a video of a beating at a gas station during a robbery 
there. a man hops over the counter as he tries to grab cash from a 
clerk in ohio. the man attacks her and two other employees pulls 
him off.  

0:19 5/6/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver arrested" accused of driving under the influence after 
colliding with a skate border in orange. frederick was the driver. he 
stayed at the scene.  
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2:01 5/6/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a call for the killing to stop in long beach. six murders in just seven 
weeks the latest a teenage boy murdered walking home from a 
park. nbchatti is live. " reporter: hetty, we were told" hes a good 
happy go lucky kid that loved to be while outside. that he was not 
part of the gang violence that the neighborhood had. i saw my zbret 
grandchild laying right here.   

0:29 5/6/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

finals are tough enough this time of year. but some students at cal 
state found themselves dodging a speeding car when a pursuit 
suspect hit campus. officers say the wanted man drove his car 
down a flight of "stairs, almost hit several" students and then ran 
into several kremt benches. 

0:22 5/6/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a ring is targeting homes in the area. . that is obviously the security 
alarm going off during just one of those break ins. police say these 
guys disabled the alarm system and ransacked the place before the 
owner could even respond. 

0:37 5/6/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, now," we are hearing from the man who said yes 
that was his mercedes in the pursuit that shutdown the 91 freeway 
leaving thousands of people stranded in their cars last night.  

0:18 5/6/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

weve obtained some new video tonight that shows a man police are 
calling a predator. hes wanted for indecent "exposure and sexual 
battery," investigators tell us he followed a woman with autism off a 
bus in west hollywood last month and into her apartment exposing 
himself and groping her "in a garage. 

0:22 5/6/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are turning up the heat on the grandson of a woman who was 
found beaten to death. no one can find joey since they found the 
womans body on wednesday night. we know he and his 
grandmother lived together in lake view terrace. 

3:16 5/6/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

marquise alex an dra was a young father with dreams of growing 
his family until someone took that all away. john shows us the new 
clues that may help solve this cold case murder.  im coming to you 
live.  reporter: he was so excited to be a daddy.  all good.  reporter: 
he was 21 years old when his baby girl was born. but kylie would 
only know her father through borrowed "memories. they tell me he 
was funny," "caring, nice."  reporter: its been nine years since he 
was gunned down in a parking lot of this shell gas station. l.a.p.d. 
criminal gang are releasing the 911 call and these photos for the 
first time now.  

0:20 5/6/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she dedicated her career to defending accused criminals and 
"sadly, tonight, she is a victim." a former san francisco public 
"defender, marlow, was stabbed to" death at her home.  

0:53 5/9/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman attacked in a local bathroom. investigators are collecting 
evidence as the man hut gets underway.  robert kovacik joins us 
live in lincoln heights where he spoke with investigators.  reporter: 
the lapd just finished collecting evidence from lincoln park. this 
investigation happening just as a little league game was being 
played in the baseball field behind them.  

0:19 5/9/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news out of anaheim where a driver lost control and 
went into a house there. the police started chasing the car after 
receiving a report of a theft at a nearby target.  

2:00 5/9/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves masked as superheroes try to rob a jewelry store. they open 
fire on a security guard and they fire back. this is not the first time 
that the store was targeted.  reporter: we got new information 
confirmed through the store owner this is the same security guard 
that stopped a robbery here this time last year. tonight he may have 
saved his colleagues and several shoppers in the store.  
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0:25 5/9/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details and a clue in the search for the kill over a college 
football player. wayne atkins was shot outside a barbershop in 
compton in july.  

0:35 5/9/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a workplace family triangle may have led to the murder of a man in 
south el monte today. he was shot and killed in front of his 
workplace this morning. the suspect called his cell phone asking 
him to step outside and co-workers heard shots and "wrestled with 
the suspect, got" him to the ground and held him there.  

0:28 5/9/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say that tyrone foster was arrested and when they did they 
say they took a killer off the streets. according to officers he 
randomly fired into a crowd in front of a barbershop two months 
ago.  

0:23 5/9/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a psychologist could end up in prison for the rest of his life. michael 
ward is fighting ten felony counts. today he pleaded not guilty to 
sexually abusing a 9-year-old boy and 10-year-old girl. 

3:35 5/9/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sexually assaulted in her own home. a new port beach woman 
moved but had no idea she was still crossing paths with the 
stranger who attacked her. "tonight for the first time, nbc" 4's robert 
kovacik explains why she now wants to hold her attacker's boss 
accountable.  help me. " reporter: begging for help, a" 911 call 
made by a woman confronted in her new port beach home in may 
2005.  he wore a mask.  reporter: these crime scene photos show 
the intruder duct taps her hands and mouth.   

0:26 5/9/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

how does a father crash his "car into a gas station, run off," leaving 
his two young children badly injured in the wreckage. cameras 
caught the accident in florida. there was a passenger and two boys 
ages 1 and 5 years old in the car.  

2:04 5/10/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

first time a baby shark be headed. tonight the search is on for 
whoever is behind this. nbc spoke with teenagers turning to 
witnesses.  reporter: what ever you may "think of great white 
sharks," they are protected or at least they are supposed to be 
under laws. you are about to meet two teenagers both at 16 years 
of age who holds a group of adults responsible for respecting 
teenagers and obey the laws. 

0:29 5/10/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anger over" police killing african-americans in downtown los 
angeles. he's accused of torching the complex that was under 
construction on temple street in december of 2014.  

0:23 5/10/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the chaos that unfolded after thieves tried to rob a jewelry store at 
roll len heights. security guard out there the jewelry store yesterday.  

0:41 5/10/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she was just trying to walk to work when she had to fight off a 
sexual predator and now a warning search to find him. he's 25 and 
wearing a hoodie and a baseball cap. the attack happened early 
sunday morning along baseline near delarosa.  

1:23 5/10/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning of a set up. it was all to kill her unborn baby. nbc 4 
hetty chang is live.  reporter: they are shocked and they are sad and 
they are disgusted by this alleged plot. 17 years old -- they are 
charged with six felonies.  

0:48 5/10/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight police trying to understand why a man went on a killing 
spree stabbing six people and two of them died and another one 
may not survive. it started this morning about 40 "miles south of 
boston, arthur" derosa crashed his car and went inside and stab the 
woman and her daughter.  

0:44 5/10/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's just beginning his life in america. his school hosting new 
reward money will help bring answers to as to how he died. the film 
academy is putting a "$10,000 reward." he died along the 101 
freeway.  
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0:20 5/10/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gang member is accused of sexually assaulting a woman in 
lincoln heights. police arrested roxas after twelve hours. 

0:28 5/10/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police chase turns out of the driver of that minivan was not alone 
and that changed everything here. the woman behind the wheel 
was "driving so recklessly, officers" initially went all out to try to 
catch her. but then they noticed she had a passenger.  

1:38 5/11/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 55-year-old man. she told us about the man she calls charles who 
she fed last friday at her church just down the street. as rush hour 
backed up on sunset boulevard and surrounding "hollywood streets, 
charles" stayed perched three quarters of the way up. that 160-foot 
tower. crisis negotiators moved in and then anita moved in as well.  
he did say he would come down from that ledge if the woman would 
come over and talk to him.  

0:45 5/11/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 78-year-old abducted at gumt from a 99 cent store and then 
forced to withdraw thousands from an atm. the man parked in a 
disabled parking spot outside the 99 cent store near south street 
and pioneer boulevard in cerritos.  

0:21 5/11/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

extra security will" be on campus tomorrow morning after a bomb 
threat. the threat was deep to be not credible. the school is taking 
extra precautions to ease concerns.  

0:41 5/11/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

out to the site of breaking news. news chopper 4 over a possible hit 
and run in canoga park. we know someone died there. this is on 
topanga canyon. "at about 10:17, we understand a" pedestrian was 
struck and killed by a vehicle. we are hearing that the lapd is 
investigating this as a possible hit and run. 

0:23 5/11/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd homes new surveillance video will be enough to catch the 
man who killed someone outside the hotel. this shows him firing into 
the crowd back in december.  

0:38 5/11/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now the search is on for a man. detectives want to you look at 
this sketch. this is the man they want to find. police say he attacked 
female student in an alley near victory and corbin and then took off. 
parents and students are understandably uneasy. the attacker is 
still out there on the loose.   

0:20 5/11/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a strange mystery in lakewood. police are looking for the killer. 
officers stay body of a man was found in this home early this 
morning. 

0:39 5/11/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a facebook post and a taxicab provide information of an inferno in 
los angeles. he is accused of torching the unfinished da vinci 
apartments. during a preliminary hearing "today, prosecutors 
played" security video that shows a taxicab near the complex before 
the fire.  

0:24 5/11/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former white south carolina police officer armed with gunning 
down an unarmed black man is now facing several civil rights 
indictments. michael is facing a series of charges.  

0:27 5/11/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspect who appeared to surrender to police. they chased him 
into the neighboring state of new hampshire where he crashed his 
truck.  

0:28 5/11/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news within the last few minutes. orange county sheriff's 
deputies alerted us about an attempted sexual assault on a popular 
trail in mission viejo. it happened this afternoon on oso creek trail 
near mark right parkway.  
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1:47 5/12/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if i were you i'd put that down.  what?  sick of thieves. a homeowner 
confronts a woman and starts recording.  and now nbc 4's kate 
larsen tracked down the homeowner who decided to fight back.  
reporter: we have been hearing from many of our viewers about this 
type of theft and tonight a homeowner decided to turn on his cell 
phone and catch the suspect.  you know i live here.  reporter: a man 
confronting a woman on cell phone video allegedly stealing 
packages off his front porch.  i would put that down. 

0:47 5/12/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the end of a pursuit that has hollywood boulevard shut down. we 
understand this may have started as a kidnapping?  yeah. that's 
what we're hearing from the assignment desk. this is the eastbound 
side of hollywood boulevard just east of hollywood and highland. 

1:55 5/12/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police""" looking for a motive after a man gunned down a woman in 
a park in anaheim in the middle of the day """and some of the 
witnesses,""" elementary school students. beverly white is live with 
what investigators know so far. """ reporter: tonight, police""" tell us 
the unidentified victim is the estranged wife of the man who is now 
booked on suspicion """of murder, a murder that was""" witnessed 
by some of anaheim's youngest citizens.  

0:34 5/12/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for those who enjoy hiking in orange county after a 
woman is attacked. the stalker targeting women in mission viejo 
along the oso creek trail. on wednesday a man in his 50's grabbed a 
woman from behind and tried to pull off her pants.   

0:42 5/12/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

growing""" concerns over what some call an explosion of sober 
living homes in orange county. some of the neighbors say the 
facilities create major issues. but the operators argue these 
treatment centers are necessary to help with recovery.   

0:21 5/12/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

charges dismissed against protesters who blocked an l.a. freeway 
for more than ten hours.  

0:18 5/12/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting a look at a man deputies say is a person of interest 
in a lakewood murder mystery. he was last seen wearing this 
sweatshirt and jeans. 

0:44 5/12/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let go back out to breaking """news in hollywood, the end of a""" 
"""pursuit, the suspects arrested""" an a crowd gathering along 
hollywood boulevard.  this is footsteps from the hollywood and 
highland complex. four guys were arrested and at least handcuffed 
and detained.  

0:27 5/12/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a routine call turns into an ambush for three orange county deputies 
who were the target of gunfire. [ gunshots ].  they were called to a 
home for a report of a suicidal man in a garage.  

0:23 5/12/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and caught on camera, a""" woman fighting off carjackers in 
"""atlanta, georgia, video shows a""" struggle when she refuses to 
give up the keys to the car.  

0:26 5/12/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two state troopers relieved of duty after this video that shows a 
pursuit suspect who was punched by authorities while it appears he 
was surrendering. richard simone on his hands of knees following a 
cross-state chase.  

0:40 5/12/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

words quickly turned into punches during a gym class and now a 
15-year-old student is facing assault charges for attacking his p.e. 
teacher. the video shows them throwing punches. the situation 
started when the teacher saw the student out of class.  

0:21 5/12/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

george zimmerman's plan to sell the gun he used in the shooting of 
trayvon martin hit a snag. the united gun group's site crashed this 
evening.  
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2:11 5/13/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was disturbing and  frightening.   break news, two officers shot  
and another man killed in an  explosive confrontation. in the last few 
minutes the lapd  releasing details on what  happened there.   
beverly white is live in  boyle heights with new  information there.  
reporter: we are right near  atlantic street, the back end of  the 
perimeter so to speak. this started at 8:30 p.m. it was in the 3400 
block on  routine patrol when they  encountered someone they 
believe  to be a gang member who  displayed a member and let's  
listen to what happened after  that confrontation.   

2:08 5/13/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother and daughter arrested. these two are linked to a hit  and 
run a killed an 81-year-old  man. robert kovacik spoke to that  man's 
family.  reporter: this was a high  profile case. there were witnesses, 
video, a  $50,000 reward. the woman behind the wheel was a  
person of interest all along but  they needed the evidence that  
included the car. 

0:38 5/13/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a scare in torrance tonight. in one neighborhood there was an  
explosion and a fireball at the  end of a police pursuit. a stolen 
minivan is in flames. the van was being chased in  connection with 
a hit and run  when it slammed into a truck  that was parked on the 
side.  

0:35 5/13/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thanks to a video, she's  caught. the woman seen by tens of  
thousands with a package that  wasn't hers in a confrontation  with 
a neighbor holding a  camera.  put that down.   why?  those are my 
stuff. i live here.  reporter: this woman is a  20-year-old who was 
picked up  today at a hotel in rosemead.  

0:27 5/13/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father out to help his  daughter is killed by a  suspected drunk 
driver and the  driver is under arrest. she is facing charges of  
vehicular manslaughter.  

0:24 5/13/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a musical mystery. a rare and expensive guitar is  missing when a 
home is robbed in  riverside. it is a custom made double neck  
guitar that was inspired by  steve morsi valued at $5,000 or  more.  

1:34 5/13/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd chief charlie beck  is at the hospital right now  with two 
officers shot in boyle  heights. nbc 4's beverly white joins us  with 
more information on that. what happened here?  reporter: one 
officer was  shot through the shoulder and  the other is complaining 
of  pain. they were on gang detail right  here in boyle heights at 8:30  
tonight. there was a shooting and the  police chief has gone to the  
hospital.  

3:04 5/13/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now they know what happened. they know who did it but too  afraid 
to say anything. as nbc 4's john cadiz klemack  tells us, witnesses 
that could  bring justice to heart broken  families feel bound by the 
code  of the street.   hold on one second.  reporter: the calls were  
frantic.   20 people and a guy shooting.  reporter: but the callers --   
don't want them to know it  was me.  reporter: kept mum what they  
knew the night that cherokee  parker was killed.    

0:32 5/13/16 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to track this  breaking news. one lapd officer shot and  
another injured in boyle heights  tonight. a suspect killed during a  
confrontation. this all happened at lorena  street which remains shut 
down.  
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2:23 5/16/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people told to stay inside  and others not allowed to go  home. a 
massive manhunt next to the  beverly center for two armed  men.   
robert kovacik is there live  and spoke to people who live in  the 
neighborhood. what is the latest?  reporter: what we have right  now 
is what you are saying, a  massive manhunt. and we got an update 
from the  command post. a command post that is filled  with not only 
west hollywood  sheriff's deputies but the lapd  and lapd officers 
from divisions  all across los angeles and  beverly hills pd is here as 
well  as the focus now narrows in the  search, we understand for 
three  armed robbery suspects.  

1:36 5/16/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a standoff  with a naked man. this he was forced to strip  because 
police believed he was  carrying a grenade. hetty chang has more 
on the  showdown.  reporter: a bizarre situation  and a scary one for 
a lot of  people here. here's how it went down. deputies say that the 
bus driver  said he believed that one of the  passengers on his bus 
had a  grenade in his hand.  

0:35 5/16/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new father in critical  condition after a woman shoots  him three 
times. the getaway car, a gray minivan  seen driving north on boyle. 
she walked up to the man while  he was working on his car at  6:00 
tonight and opened fire.  

0:43 5/16/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and video shows the  terrifying moment an 8-year-old  girl was 
attacked by a pit bull. she was walking to school in san  bernardino 
when the dog came up  from behind, grabbed her arm in  his teeth 
and bit her face. a neighbor saw it and jumped  into happen.    

1:53 5/16/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a desperate call for peace  after a surge of deadly violence  in 
compton over the weekend. beverly white is live with what  
investigators know so far.  reporter: there have be no  arrests thus 
far in this uptick  in violence from last weekend. the crimes are not 
connected but  the community is responding with  dismay and 
determination.   he was a mama's boy. he had kids. he got a 
teenager. he got a baby. 

0:34 5/16/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows the moment  that heavily armed gunmen tried  to 
rob a jewelry store in  rowland heights. when the men got to the top 
of  the stairs they opened fire on a  security guard there. the guard 
returned the fire and  hit one of the gunmen.  

0:28 5/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attack caught on camera  and police believe two robbers  are 
behind a violent crime spee  in san bernardino. you can see the 
video, jeff  jackson comes around the corner  and beats the clerk.  

0:24 5/16/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for two  people who made off with lotto  tickets 
from a liquor store. they used a van to rip the door  off the store at 
5:00 in the  morning.  

0:39 5/16/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's not an image that  anyone can forget. elementary school 
children  witnessed a murder in anaheim. and police assured 
everyone that  the community is safe. they hosted a meeting 
tonight. people are concerned about the  shooting last week.  

0:32 5/16/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

road rage got the best of  some drivers and the video went  viral 
very quickly. you can see here a man and woman  arguing in the 
street on  saturday. this is going on in houston.  

0:24 5/16/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

back live now as the search  is expanding in west hollywood. 
sheriff's deputies are looking  for two armed thieves and we  just 
learned that the robbery  happened on sunset.  
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2:00 5/17/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shoppers, thieves are  stealing thousands in just  minutes in orange 
county. we're hearing from a woman who's  now the sixth victim 
there in  just days. nbc 4 is live with the warning  for others tonight, 
hetty chang? detectives say the thieves  are targeting distracted  
shoppers, including the woman we  spoke with tonight who said 
they  ended up charging thousands of  dollars on her credit cards  
within minutes of stealing her  wallet.  

0:24 5/17/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

claudia sanchez reyes  disappeared on may 7th. her husband said 
she called him  that night saying she was going  out with friends and 
she has not  been seen since. detectives say the home is now  
vacant.  

0:24 5/17/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for parents tonight. police are looking for a man  wanting 
for exposing himself to  teenage girls. twice last week this man 
walked  into a girl's restroom and took  off his clothes and stood in 
the  back of the room. 

0:39 5/17/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a student home from school  shot to death in carson. a witness is 
describing what she  heard. candles now mark the sidewalk  where 
aaron pritchard died. he was talking to friends  overnight when a car 
drove up,  someone got out and they started  shooting.  

0:16 5/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police choice to burbank. lapd officers pursued this black  suv 
after they got a report of a  man with a kwun.  

0:28 5/17/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man shot by a  sheriff's deputy said that  shooting 
was unjustified and  newly released video they say  proves it. 
sheriffs say that pickett fought  with the deputy. 

0:27 5/17/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are working to  find out if there are any more  possible 
victims. police say william webb abused a  boy in van nuys. the 
alleged sexual abuse began  in 2006 when the student was 14  
years old.  

0:23 5/17/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspected serial rapist is  now behind bars after attacking  elderly 
woman. he's linked to five asaulss  dating back to last last year. the 
victims range in age from 66  to 87.  

0:39 5/17/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 4-month-old baby has no  idea she was almost snatched  from her 
nanny today in san  bernardino. police say edgar valdez tried to  
grab the stoll stroller with the  baby in it this morning but the  nanny 
fought back. she never let go of that  stroller.  

0:37 5/17/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrested juan sarate  after this dachshund died in a  petsmart 
store while he was  being groomed. x-raies show he had two broken  
ribs and a punctured lung.  

2:04 5/18/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

accusations of  hate crimes and terror threats  and police say that 
the  president of the l.a. city  council is the target here. we are live 
where police say the criminal acts took place. that's right, the 
alleged  hate crime happened here. during a special l.a. city  council 
meeting exactly a week  ago. politicians say it led to the  arrest of a 
man who has  tormented them for years.  

0:18 5/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a gunman walks in a mall and rips off a cell phone kiosk, just 
released  surveillance video shows him in  red pants and wearing a 
hoodie  and carrying a gym bag, he  threatened an employee with 
the  gun and stuffed that gym bag  with iphones and walked off.   

0:24 5/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for a  gunman who fired a shot in a san bernardino 
restaurant, causing  the customers inside to scramble for cover. 
these pictures show a man with a gun at farmer boys burgers last  
night.  
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1:44 5/18/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details now emerging in  the disappearance of an orange  
county woman, her husband along  with his lawyer met with police  
and we are live in santa ana  right now with new details on  what 
happened during the  meeting. chuck, we have confirmed that two 
police detectives met with  reyes husband for the first time and they 
cleared up any sort of  suspicion that he is somehow  involved said 
the attorney.  

0:43 5/18/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family demanding answers  after a long beach police shot  and 
killed a man carrying a fake gun. family and friends gathered  in 
long beach tonight to  remember lionel gibson, two  weeks ago, 
police received a  call about a man with an oozie,  when had they 
arrived they say  he reached for his waist band. 

0:22 5/18/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino ranks as  california's most dangerous  city. southern 
california law firm  commissioned the report. san bernardino does 
not have the highest crime rate, that belongs to oakland and 
stockton. but when all of the factors were calculated, including  
unemployment, police per capita  and a low graduation rate, san  
bernardino took the top spot 

0:25 5/18/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is facing felony  charges for possession and  distribution of 
child   pornography. there was a six-month long  investigation. right 
now, ncis is not saying in smith served in the navy or  perhaps in 
the marine corp, he  is being held on $50,000 bail.  

5:39 5/18/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is video that is hard to  watch. a confrontation between please  
and then 16-year-old christian  aguilar. who grew up wanting to be a 
cop  himself. but what police and a local  family say happened in 
that  video, could determine this  young man's fate. now, for the first 
time, we  investigate a confrontation that begins at the l.a. county 
fair. the l.a. county fair is  coming, you go look at the  animals and 
take your kids to  the petting zoo. you know, it's family time.  

0:26 5/18/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, he gets a  ticket for speeding through an  intersection and 
hitting an  innocent driver. the officer blew a red light  while chasing 
an armed robbery  suspect. seconds later, the sparks fly as he 
smashes in to another car. 

0:26 5/18/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and stunning video, a  76-year-old, look at this, she  is 76-year-old, 
put in a choke  hold in a robbery. you can see the man squeeze her  
neck from behind. and drag her down, as another  man breaks in to 
the cash  register. 

0:30 5/18/16 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

state troopers in ohio are  chasing a female driver in this  video, 
when she loses control,  her car flips and then, it  bursts in to 
flames. now once the woman is freed, she then asked about her 
baby.  

1:30 5/19/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a brawl on  a bus. passengers scramble and one  pulls out a knife.   
beverly white joins us live  with the video and the man  behind the 
camera tonight for  the first time. zblbs very kind. yes?  beverly?  
reporter: commuters tell us  most transit trips are unevilful  but two 
men got on at the tampa  orange line station got off in  handcuffs. 
two passengers going at it on an  orange line bus. it started with 
unwelcome small  talk and alcohol was a factor.  

1:55 5/19/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

face to face with an  intruder. a man fights back when a man  armed 
with a knife threatens his  wife inside their own home. the man is 
talking about that  encounter for the first time  with hetty chang.  
reporter: a terrifying  experience. david hernandez and his wife  
returned home from dropping  their kids off at school and  they see 
an intruder in the  kitchen demanding money and  waving a knife.  
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0:42 5/19/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over breaking  news. police looking for burglary  
suspects. let's go to will kohlschreiber.  reporter: they have reports  
of hot prowlers, people in the  homes right now near the 1,000  
block of new avenue and a lot of  police here from monterey park  
and the pasadena police  department looking in homes and  yards, 
lighting them up from  above and on the ground.  

0:19 5/19/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies investigating a  possible sexual assault in van  nuys. our 
viewers called about a  police scene near sherman way  after a 
teenaged girl was  reported missing two days ago.  

0:23 5/19/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for  pickpocketers targeting shoppers  in 
orange county. take a close look at these two,  they are accused of 
swiping  wallets from tj maxx, panera  bread and costco and 
wracking up  thousands of dollars in charges.   

0:29 5/19/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is look for the man  who stabbed a security guard who  just 
got off work in downtown  los angeles. this is a sketch of the person  
they are looking for tonight. the security guard was waiting  for a 
bus seventh and san pedro.  

2:23 5/19/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a new twist. tomorrow, the father and son  will face criminal 
charges for  being drunk in public and  resisting arrest. they say the 
video that shows  part of the confrontation also  shows something 
else.  this was a bogus charge.  reporter: this attorney says  that 
pomona pd will not be able  to prove that he was drunk even  
though he had slurred speech and  inability to take care of  himself.   
they walk out of the fair on  his own two feet.  

0:26 5/19/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a los angeles man is now on  the fbi's ten most-wanted  fugitive list. 
he is accused of killing his  pregnant girlfriend and unborn  child in 
east hollywood last  month.  

0:16 5/19/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

four suspicious  fires and investigators believe  it is the work of an 
arsonists. the flames went up in the same  general location.  

2:04 5/19/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hit and run  manhunt, this truck captured on  video and police 
want the driver  to come forward. the truck was last spotted  behind 
a bicyclist seconds  before a deadly crash. patrick healy is live 
where  police are looking for  witnesses.  reporter: that's the key,  
chuck, they do not have a  witness who saw what exactly  caused 
the cyclist to go down  but the closeness of that pickup  truck that 
just drove off raises  serious questions.  

0:43 5/19/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cashier hailed as a hero. witnesses praised a worker for  stopping a 
purse snatcher. a man walked into panda express  and grabbed a 
purse there. one employer was not going to  let him get away.   the 
cashier took off like a  rocket and it was awesome.  

0:22 5/19/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

arm robbers hit another oc  pharmacy. just before closing last night,  
a clerk, a pharmacist and a  customer were inside. the three men 
demanded everyone  get down then loaded up their  bags with 
prescription pain  drugs.  

0:54 5/19/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a pennsylvania police  officer is accused of repeatedly  punching a 
woman trying to video  him with her cell phone.   i record it.  send 
another unit.   it began with a traffic stop  when the officer pulled her 
over  for not using a turn signal.  
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1:49 5/20/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man's burning body was  found in a trash bin after a  wild police 
pursuit. now for the first time the  victim's sister is sharing the  man's 
identity and the  connection to the men arrested. hetty chang is live 
with the  family demanding answers  tonight.  reporter: the victim's 
sister  identifying him tonight as  50-year-old morris barnes. she 
says he knew the suspect for  many years and she can't  
understand why he allegedly or  anyone else, for that matter,  would 
murder her brother in such  a horrendous way. 

0:24 5/20/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning tonight for  people in el monte. officers looking for a 
sexual  predator targeting young girls. detectives say the man in this  
sketch tried to pick up a girl  on wednesday. 

0:22 5/20/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man in the shorts and  blue shirt is rummaging through  purses 
and bags as the dogs bark  away but no one is home to hear  them. 
this happened on monday in van  nuys.   

0:14 5/20/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, video  from a dentist office showing a  man 
wearing a head scarf walking  through the office with is a  sack full 
of stolen equipment.  

1:43 5/20/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

charges dismissed against a  pomona teenager at the center of  this 
beating. the family claims that the young  man was the victim and 
not the  aggressor in this case. a twist inside a pomona  courtroom 
where christian and  pomona officers met face to  face.  i am so 
happy. and relieved. i can't tell you how happy and  relieved i am.   
reporter: a much relieved  family an their attorney moments  after a 
judge dismissed the case  against their son  

0:29 5/20/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police dog is  attacked when officers arrest  alhambra gang 
members. one of the men came after the  dog with a metal chair. 
officers were called when a  homeowner was notified by an app  on 
his phone of intruders. the officers arrest lead the  people.  

2:51 5/20/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for one family time moves  very slowly. five years later and a family 
is  still seeking justice after  their son's life was taken  across the 
street from their  home. tonight for the first time, john  cadiz klemack 
shows us the new  clue that could bring them  justice and closure.  it 
has to come to light. was done in the dark, has to  come to the light.  
reporter: it's been five  years since the darkness on  western 
avenue and 105th street  took a life. herb was living with his parents  
at the time.  

0:22 5/20/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is on right  now for the group behind two  dozen bank 
robberies in l.a.  county. the robbers are getting  increasingly more 
dangerous. the police dubbing them the cold  hands bandit.  

0:23 5/20/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bizarre string of thefts  in whit year, thieves are  stealing side view 
mirrors from  parked cars. they took the mirrors from  several cars. 
now you may be asking why the  mirrors?   

0:05 5/23/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin with this breaking  news, a man robbed, then killed  after 
he followed the thief. news chopper 4 over the deadly  scene in a 
san bernardino  neighborhood.  

0:24 5/23/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for  students a search for a gunman  behind two 
robberies on the  campus of uc irvine. campus police say the first  
happened near the student center  atm.  

2:14 5/23/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stabbed, harassed and nearly  robbed. an uber driver talks about 
the  night he was attacked trying to  get his passengers to safety. 
hetty chang is live in lakewood  where the sheriff's deputies are  
searching for the attackers.  reporter: the sheriff's  deputies are 
looking at nearby  businesses in bellflower to see  if their security 
cameras  captured the attack but the best  account comes from the 
driver  who came face to face with the  attackers. 
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0:32 5/23/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

screeching tires, burned  rubber, spinning doughnuts and a  cop 
almost hit. it turned culver city into a  drag strip. police say that 45-
year-old --  is the man behind the wheel of  that truck performing for  
officers who are technically  still in pursuit.  

0:26 5/23/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just got new video in  from san bernardino after a  deadly 
confrontation in a  neighborhood. a man shot after he followed the  
thief. this is at least the 27th  homicide in that city.  

0:22 5/23/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a charity  football game turns into a brawl  between new york police 
officers  and firefighters. a hard tackle on a firefighter  triggered the 
fight here and a  second fight started. 

0:27 5/23/16 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, robbers  turn on each other after one  hits the 
victims with mace. one thief sprays two employees  during a 
robbery in georgia.   

1:50 5/24/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police said a woman went on a  crime spree that they say  started 
with an attempted  carjacking.   and robert kovacik has more.   
reporter: and that would be  at fifth and laurel, you can see  a great 
number of officers and  detectives from the santa ana  police 
department.  pitchers say that all took place  just within a few 
blocks.  but many people had the  potential tonight to be put in  
harm's way.   she was like backing away  faster.  not running but 
like --   reporter: she witnessed how  this finally came to an end,  
capturing it on snap chat.   oh, my god! oh!  but she was just laying 
there  on the ground. 

0:41 5/24/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is the search, an active  search for a burglary suspect in  the 
hollywood hills.  our news chopper 4 over the  scene.   reporter: 
about five lapd  units here in the streets in the  hollywood hills, the 
3300 block  of nowell drive, on the way to  the universal studio 
areas, just  south of the 101 freeway, about  an hour ago they got a 
call  about a possible burglary  suspect. 

2:00 5/24/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man just days away from his wedding  is shot and his family tells 
how  he stopped a bullet from hitting  his fiancee.  tonight, hetty 
chang has more.   reporter: tonight, he says  his fiancee was with 
him when he  was robbed and he also believes  that he leaned over 
to protect  her from getting shot.  nelson morales tells us his son,  
christian, died because of a  hero.  he says robbers shot his son in  
the neck in a deadly  confrontation and he believes  the second 
bullet. 

0:22 5/24/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a reminder, don't let  your child use a public bathroom  alone.  a 
man sexually assaulted a  9-year-old boy at center park in  santa 
ana.  police say the man followed the  boy in, started the 
conversation  and then molested him and ran  away. 

0:23 5/24/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow, the sheriff's  department will announce a  $20,000 reward 
for the arrest of  jose chavez, detectives believe  he tried to stop a 
man on his  bike in west covina 

0:26 5/24/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family in  lancaster releasing surveillance  video to help catch 
thieves  there.  this video shows two men  throwing bricks and 
shattering  the windows of the golden nail  salon last week. 

0:15 5/24/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man in santa ana lost  everything when somebody stole  this u-
haul truck.  the truck was taken overnight  from the parking lot of the  
laquinta inn. 

0:26 5/24/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a vicious case of animal  cruelty, somebody beat a small  dog to 
death and left it there  on the sidewalk.  right now police are looking 
for  the driver of this silver dodge  caravan. 

0:23 5/24/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a massive illegal  fireworks bust in south gate  tonight.  how big? 
well, authorities say it could  have blown up several city  blocks. 
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0:23 5/24/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a look at a smash  and grab in garden grove.  this is not their first 
time.  they scooped up all the store's  lotto scratch ticket and tried  
to haul away the atm there. 

0:19 5/24/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for those  using the dating app grinder,  san bernardino 
police are  investigating two carjackings  after the suspects met 
through  the app.   

0:40 5/24/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mail, bikes, purses all  gone.  burglars breaking into homes and  
mail boxes in neighborhoods all  over rancho cucamonga.  you can 
see them casing the cars  parked near archibald avenue.  he then 
ran down the street and  grabbed the mail from a mail box  and 
stole a purse from an  unlocked car. 

0:37 5/24/16 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is in west hills, a woman  found dead, stabbed in her own  
home.   reporter: what you see there,  a lot of lapd investigators  
going inside this garage at the  home here.   

0:42 5/25/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a chp officer injured, airlifted to ucla medical center after she is hit 
by a hit-and-run driver.  nbc 4's will kohl schrieber  is in news 
chopper 4 over the  scene in malibu.  you're looking live at the  
intersection of pch and topanga  canyon. a little up the hill on 
topanga  canyon the call went out for  officer needs help. news 
chopper 4 was there on the  scene to watch the l.a. county  fire 
department airlift that  officer to ucla medical center.  

2:32 5/25/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i climbed the hollywood  sign. what now?  high drama in the 
hollywood  hills.  there he is. oh, my god, he just jumped.  the 
prankster behind this  snapchat stunt.  lapd choppers, five news  
choppers. what is going on right now?  who went from the top of the  
d to the slammer below.  wild and dangerous stunt. scaling the 
iconic sign. tonight we have learned this  prankster is no stranger to 
the  lapd.  nbc 4's robert kovacik is  live for us in the hollywood  hills 
tonight with more on the  man who's now behind bars. robert.  
reporter: chuck and colleen,  we did speak with the lapd  tonight and 
they dismissed this  man as nothing more than an  attention seeker 
with a criminal past who's in more trouble now  than he was before. 
but the question tonight is how  did he gain access so easily up  the 
hill behind me to one of the most recognizable landmarks in  the 
world? 

0:36 5/25/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story  tonight, one person is killed at rapper 
t.i.'s concert in new  york city. tonight people inside are  posting 
video of the panic that  they saw. this is one of the videos that  just 
surfaced. people started screaming and  running in what some are 
calling a stampede.  

1:50 5/25/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera. husband and wife scrambling,  trying to get 
away from a  carjacker armed with a knife. moments later that 
attacker was  shot by santa ana police. tonight for the first time that  
couple is talking to nbc 4's  hetty chang about those  terrifying 
moments. hetty?  reporter: colleen, terrifying indeed. the man and 
his wife own the  hair salon here at this strip  mall. he says last night 
they were  just closing up shop when that  woman came lunging at 
them with  that knife. but he says even more terrifying was the look 
on her face.  

2:01 5/25/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver hits and kills a  bicyclist and then just keeps on going. new 
tonight, the highway patrol  released a description of the  car that 
they're looking for. nbc 4's beverly white is live in santa clarita now 
with new  details on this latest hit and  run. beverly?  reporter: that's 
right,  chuck. in fact, the car owner releasing the name of the man 
who died on  this street this afternoon. he is 53-year-old rob bennett 
of valencia.  
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0:21 5/25/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a burglary  suspect escapes on her way to  jail in redondo beach. 
police say she slipped out of  the handcuffs, ran off into a  
neighborhood behind the civic  center police station.  

0:30 5/25/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the search to find a bank robber who terrorized  tellers and 
hit them with pepper spray at a bank of the west in  sierra madre.  
he immediately walked to the  counter, jumped the counter, and put 
a gun to the teller's head  and demanded $100,000. 

0:25 5/25/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a devoted high school  booster mom who welcomed a  troubled 
teenager into her home  is dead, and now there are  reports that the 
16-year-old boy may have killed her. connie cojilias was stabbed to  
death if her west hills home  last night and a short time  later police 
arrest aid  16-year-old who had crashed her  car. 

3:10 5/25/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two young lives taken too  soon, leaving two families  seeking 
justice. and tonight for the first time  nbc 4's john cadiz klemack 
shows us the new clues that could lead to closure for their families.  
reporter: it was a robbery. that's how the family of clifton hibbert jr. 
sees his murder on  march 28th, 2008.  they robbed me big-time. 
they robbed me of the fruit of  my labor.  reporter: donna brown 
looks  back on the day her son was  killed eight years ago and still 
can't form the words to explain  how it changed everything.  i 
realized love does not die. that's why i'm standing -- i'm  here now. 
seeking justice for him.  reporter: cliff grew up in  santa monica. he 
was home for spring break  from cal state northridge where  he was 
about to graduate in just two months when lapd detectives  say 
someone stole his future.   

0:22 5/25/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspected  crook caught on camera, and he  may be posing as a 
repairman. police just released this video. they say on saturday he 
walked  into a hollywood recording  studio, claimed he was there to  
fix something, but instead took  a large soundboard. 

0:47 5/25/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a trip to the groomer ended  with a dog's painful death and  now a 
pet owner's trying to  figure out exactly what  happened. did he nece 
cansiati says she  took her pomeranian by the name  of sebastian 
to a brooklyn  groomer yesterday. about ten minutes later she says 
she was called back only to find her dog squirming in pain.  

1:44 5/26/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fourth grader is killed  when horseplay takes a tragic  turn.   
beverly white is live in simi  valley with more.  reporter: traffic is 
back to  normal on royal avenue but the  broken hearts in this 
community  may never recover after a fourth  grade boy was struck 
by a car at  2:20 this afternoon, struck by a  white suv. the driver 
stopped, according to  police, to help the child but  the child was 
critically wounded  by the impact. the police department calling  this 
a tragic accident.  

1:51 5/26/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now in custody was  arrested for rape less than a  week ago. lolita 
lopez is live with more  on the suspect and the  investigation.  
reporter: and that suspect is  now under arrest charged with  murder 
and on $1 million bail in  the killing of his live-in  girlfriend and the 
mother of  their newborn child. detectives closed off the  entrances 
to this apartment  complex.  

1:43 5/26/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

precious hours are ticking  away in the search for a missing  15-
year-old girl last seen  screaming for help in the san  francisco bay 
area. now we have learned that the man  linked to her abduction is 
dead. a freeway amber alert has been  in effect since the girl was  
kidnapped yet in vallejo. today her suspected abductor led  police 
on a chase santa barbara  county.   
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1:24 5/26/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vanished  without a trace, a woman dressed  in an alice in 
wonderland  costume has been missing all  week and her family 
and friends  are desperate to find her. hetty chang is live where 
those  who last saw her are speaking  out for the first time.  
reporter: she wore that  costume to the renaissance fair  on sunday 
and works at the  costume store here on the  street. her co-workers 
have lined the  street with fliers. this corner is the last place  they 
saw her.  

0:28 5/26/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people are behind bars  after a man is gunned down. he was 
protecting his fiancee  from bullets after a  confrontation with 
robbers. the couple was getting married  in a few days when 
detectives  say they were assaulted and  robbed at a park on 
monday.  

0:19 5/26/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of targeting  young girls in el monte is under  arrest 
tonight. and tonight he is in custody  days after we reported the  
attempted kidnapping.   

0:44 5/26/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

compton is teaming up with  the community for a stop the  violence 
rally. this is a problem that isn't  going away without a lot of  support 
from the entire  community. this year, 13 people have been  killed in 
compton and all but  one of those murders is still  unsolved.      

0:27 5/26/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an all points bulletin for a  forklift in alaska. the officers were chasing 
the  forklift in anchorage. after a while, officers were  able to box in 
the forklift and  arrest the driver.  

0:30 5/26/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dangerous pursuit with a  possibly stolen vehicle.  that slow speed 
pursuit led  to a standoff on pch in seal  beach. it wasn't over yet. 
three flat tires later, a woman  surrendered to police but the  driver 
yelled at the officers  for nearly 30 minutes before  giving up.  

0:24 5/26/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

closing arguments expected  tomorrow in the murder trial of  
michael jace. the actor himself did not  testify. he admits to shooting 
and  killing his wife two years ago.   

0:32 5/26/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a day after a youtube star  scaled the hollywood sign there  will be 
more patrols this  weekend. it's unusual for anyone to get  that far 
up because the iconic  sign is guarded 24 hours a day.  

2:12 5/27/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i'm losing a lot of faith in  humanity right now over there.  what may 
have started as a  senior prank tonight may have a  lot of the 
seniors in hot water. possible case of animal cruelty.   a pomona 
family accuses  students of crossing the line. jane yamamoto has 
new details  for us at 11:00.  reporter: the animal owner  says it was 
one of four goats  she has raised on her property  and she is 
speaking out tonight  because she says the teens who  did this 
need to take  responsibility. the owner says this 5-year-old  goat 
could barely breathe after  it was spray painted with the  high school 
colors during a  senior prank.  

0:45 5/27/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to breaking news in  grenada hills. and will kohlschreiber is 
over  the scene of another hit and  run.  reporter: this is terrible,  
chuck. this is chatsworth west of  balboa, an elderly person and  
child were struck and injured by  a car speeding through here. the 
elderly person was hurt and  taken to the hospital.  

0:49 5/27/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

critical hours continue to  tick by in the search for a  missing 
teenager. the 19-year-old suspected of  kidnapping her now dead 
from a  police shootout in santa barbara  county. pearl was dragged 
away bloody  and injured by fernando castro. he was shot and killed  
yesterday.  
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0:40 5/27/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 9-year-old boy remembered  by a community still coming to  grips, 
trying to at least, with  how he died. this vigil comes one day after  
he was hit by an suv along royal  avenue in simi valley. he was a 
fourth grader walking  home from elementary school. tonight the 
boy's family says  they are praying for the driver.    

0:25 5/27/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today we have a better idea  of what happened in the san  
bernardino terror attacks. the associated press requested  the 
reports. all of the victims were shot at  least twice and died quickly.  

0:25 5/27/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county taxi driver  is now suing the county over  unpaid 
reward money. he filed a $2 million lawsuit. he was forced to drive 
the  escapees to northern california  in february.  

0:55 5/30/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a s.w.a.t.  standoff in santa ana. an armed man barricaded inside a  
home and neighbors have been  evacuated. live overhead in news 
chopper 4.   we're not going to show you  the scene due to the 
s.w.a.t.  activity at the house. but is at the 2200 block of oak  street 
in santa ana. at 6:00 p.m. a santa ana police  made contact with a 
suspect who  fled from them and into a home  on oak street.  

2:07 5/30/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after four tours of duty --  the father of a an army veteran  believes 
that he may have just  snapped. beverly white has new details  now 
on the shooting rampage that  happened in texas and the  
connection right here.  reporter: a lot of people are  talking about 
this 2009  graduate. and they are wondering how he  became the 
apparent lone gunman  in a texas shooting spree. this houston, 
texas auto repair  shop became a shooting gallery  yesterday and 
the police blame  this man.  

0:21 5/30/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man shot to death just  before 4:00 this afternoon in a  mobile 
home park on avenue r. the shooter fired several shots  after finding 
the victim with  his ex-girlfriend.  

2:09 5/30/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high speed chase in a  stolen suv. you saw it live during our 11:00  
a.m. newscast. a driver leaving officers from  freeway to freeway for 
more than  two hours before running out of  gas. jane yamamoto 
joins us live from  south gate.  reporter: the police say the  man lives 
in this city. this tonight he is in jail after  a long list of charges.    

0:24 5/30/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three women in santa monica  are gaining international fame  for 
possibly stopping a date  rape. they say they saw a man put  
something in his date's drink.  

0:41 5/30/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino police are on  the hunt for this man. he is wanted for 
a string of  crimes starting with a shooting  last night. we're told he 
shot a pregnant  woman several times after an  apparent argument 
and ran to a  gas station tried to rob that  place and wasn't done. 

0:42 5/30/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he lasted only ten days on  the fbi's ten-most-wanted list. now he is 
in jail in los  angeles. border patrol agents got their  hands on him 
last night. the lapd had been after him  since last month when his  
pregnant girlfriend was found  shot to death in east Hollywood. 

0:27 5/30/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hit and run in the middle  of the night in ventura and  police have 
little to go on. when police got to blackburn  road and tracy place 
they found  a body on the road.  

0:30 5/30/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from driving without  headlights to attempted murder. a traffic spot in 
south florida  spins out of control in just a  matter of seconds.  

0:21 5/30/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this is a lot more than  just a prank. it almost destroyed a 
family's  home in maryland. vandals setting off fireworks on  a front 
porch. 
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0:30 5/30/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

boy, this is a surreal sight. a car running over a motorcycle  nearly 
crushing the two people  on it. the person who took the video  says 
that the driver was arguing  with the motorcyclist and used  his car 
to run over the bike.  

0:47 5/30/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

veterans disrespected by  vandals. police are look for who spray  
painted graffiti on a mural  honoring service members. a reward of 
$20,000 is being  offered to catch those  responsible. the memorial 
was defaced over  the weekend.  

0:25 5/30/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nearly 60 laptop computers  stolen from an elementary school  in 
upland and police are  searching for that thief. take a look. this man 
was caught on tape  roaming the campus between noon  on sunday 
and again at 5:30 this  morning.  

1:41 5/31/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing tonight at 11:00,  a deadly police pursuit an  innocent 
driver caught in the  middle and killed.   jane yamamoto is live in the  
city of industry where  detectives are still on the  scene.  reporter: 
l.a. county  sheriff's homicide detectives  are still processing the 
scene  tonight. in the past half hour the  coroner arrived out here. 
and you can see the scene of the  crash is shut down between  
johnson and stimson avenue. both vehicles still out here. three men 
are under arrest and  could face murder charges. evidence markers 
leaned up where  the driver of this black scion  minivan was killed 
just before  4:00 this afternoon.  

2:02 5/31/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an anaheim man who led  police in a pursuit landed in  hot water 
literally. he was sur merged in a couple's  hot tub. hetty chang is live 
where the  homeowners caught the discovery  on camera.  reporter: 
an incredible story  considering that hot tub was  filled with piping 
hot water. we want to light up the wall, 

0:19 5/31/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a female suspect was hauled  away on a stretcher after a  standoff. 
the woman refused to come out of  her home after stabbing her  
husband. he was rushed to the hospital  and right into surgery.  

0:29 5/31/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it has been 578 days since a  father was gunned down at a  
hamburger joint and his killer  is still out there. but in about ten 
hours  investigators are going to  announce a $20,000 reward to  
find the person who killed  christopher walker. 

0:23 5/31/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information about a man  shot and killed while protecting  his 
fiancee from flying bullets  from robbers. these are the suspects. 
they are all facing murder  charges.  

0:45 5/31/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there are conflicting  reports on the search for a man  who was tied 
to a violent  rampage that began with the  shooting of his pregnant  
girlfriend. he is still on the loose but his  family says he checked into 
a  psychiatric hospital.  

0:23 5/31/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is one and may be  others, victims of a robber  targeting 
students at uc irvine. he is standing in the doorway as  a possible 
victim ran into a  restaurant to get him from  another person earlier 
this  month.  

0:22 5/31/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it didn't take police long  to catch a wanted man in boyle  heights. 
the lapd tells us the pursuit  lasted a couple of minutes.  

0:23 5/31/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the story was shared all  over social media. three women stopping a 
potential  date rape. the man in the story is fighting  the charges 
against him. he pleaded not guilty today. the judge reduced his bail.  

0:35 5/31/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a special education  teacher's assistant is accused  of abusing a 
student and  kidnapping one of them. the 44-year-old continued to  
abuse two boys over a period of  about six years.  
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0:25 5/31/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

$275,000 of life insurance  money linked to san bernardino  terrorist 
syed farook will go to  his victim's families if the  feds get their way. 
the u.s. attorney's office filed  to have the money seized through  
asset forfeiture claiming the  payout is the result of a  terrorist act.  

0:21 5/31/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

video of a  robbery in san jose is just now  coming to light. one of 
these two men has a gun  as they barge into a food  supplier. he 
punches a woman in the face,  takes the cash and checks her  
pockets before he and another  man take off.  

0:33 5/31/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother is  praying her daughter will not go  blind after she was 
doused with  what appears to be bleach. a woman threw some sort 
of  liquid at the victim's face in  the bronx.  

0:47 5/31/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nine seconds is all it took  and a few choice words and the  next 
thing you know a car is  rolling over a motorcyclist. this incident was 
caught on  cell phone video in florida. the car took off two people on  
the bike.  running over a motorcyclist,  physically over a 
motorcyclist,  is going the kill them. 

3:04 6/1/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a professor  murdered and his student a  suspect. and a possible 
motive is  unraffling.  it's something that you see  in a nightmare.  as 
students share how they  were forced to scramble and  secure 
doors that would not  lock.  live team coverage tonight. new 
information on the professor killed.  but we begin with robert now, 
with details on a possible  motive and the investigation. robert?  
reporter: when it comes to  this campus tonight, it is  quiet. students 
say, especially quiet,  and it's something that they are not used to. 
especially given that this is  the last days for many of them  for the 
school year.  

2:11 6/1/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are live in el segundo, where  william klugg was known as 
moran an educator. here he had a bigger role to his family. to his 
little league to his two  young children.  reporter: neighborhood  
parents say they always show up  to games even if their kids are  
not the ones playing.  it's because it's a mayberry  town, it's a small 
family town.  reporter: parents are here  with heavy hearts to 
comfort  each other.  it's been hard, you can tell, everyone came 
down here to get a little, you know, to kind of  gather.  

1:20 6/1/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are live in el segundo.   all right, thank you,  breaking news now, 
a man  ambushed and killed at the gas  pump. news chopper 4 over 
the porsche  suv that the victim came out of. beverly white is in 
south los  angeles, she just spoke with  detectives.  reporter: we 
witnessed high  emotion when the unidentified  man was ambushed 
and murdered at the florence in crenshaw arco  station.  get off me! 
get off me!  these loved ones self  described siblings and families  
of the victim are distraut from  the violence that occurred. 

0:22 6/1/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more breaking news, this  time at lax, a runway threat  foiled by 
police. this is video just in from the  scene where a man was seen  
climbing an airport perimeter  fence. police learned that the man 
had  threatened someone with a gun  and was climbing over 
vehicles  to get away. 

0:20 6/1/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an armed robber  attacks a home this morning. he pulled out a gun 
and  assaulted his man and his  82-year-old mother and made off  
with the van. he abandoned the vehicle a mile  and a half away and 
has not been seen since. 

0:25 6/1/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing situation in san francisco tonight as two  police officers 
are shot, one of them in a squad car, and the  suspect was pulled 
over at a  traffic stop in freemont, the  driver backed in to the squad  
car and shot the officer and ran off.  
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0:36 6/1/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

increased  security measures are being  taken at great oak high 
school. the school staff found a note in which someone wrote they 
were  going to "shoot up the school  school"  this coming friday.  

0:44 6/1/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance video shows dozens of cars streaming in to a 
parking lot just moments before  the stabbing death of a  teenager. 
this is 1:00 a.m. saturday. you see trucks and cars doing  
doughnuts and then later there's a fight. 

0:23 6/1/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a search for a heartless  person that left five dogs  inside a 
mercedes as  temperatures soared. the deputies had to break the  
windows to free the dogs.  

0:23 6/1/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former l.a.p.d. officer is  admitting that he tried to  smuggle a 
person from mexico to  the u.s. he pleaded guilty in  federal court 
today, we have  followed this case since march  of last year.  

0:32 6/1/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new plea for help  to find the shooter who killed a man. 
christopher walker was shot to  death nearly two years ago. the still 
unknown gunman came up to walker at the fair oaks  burger stand 
where he stopped  after work. 

2:10 6/2/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the turnout is tremendous. and we talked with people who  knew 
professor klug, those who  worked with him and studied  under him. 
they are saddened but are  finding strength in each other  and the 
ucla motto during this  very dark time. \m let it shine \m  reporter: an 
estimated 2,000  students, staff members and   dignitaries met to 
shed light on  professor bill klug.   he is inspirational.    

2:06 6/2/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just after 1:00 in  the morning in minnesota, 24  hours after local 
police made  the gruesome discovery in the  home that we now 
know was the  beginning of a killing spree.   just his car full.  
reporter: albert thomas  invited us into his apartment  tonight. early 
this morning, local police  took evidence and we now know  that the 
ucla killer lived. another neighbor alerted him.   do owe know the 
guy killed  himself and another person? and i'm like who? and she 
was like the guy with  the packages in front of his  door.   

1:40 6/2/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news out of  tarzana this evening. police 
searching for a killer  and forcing people out of their  homes. beverly 
white has the latest.  reporter: one person was  killed right on this 
street and  a second person shot here died  at the hospital. they just 
now reopened the  street that has been closed for  seven hours. 
now detectives are calling this  a narcotics transaction that  went 
bad somewhere in the san  fernando valley.  

0:24 6/2/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have detail about a  parking lot shootout in  riverside. a man is 
under arrest tonight. he is facing attempted murder  charges. 
someone captured these  terrifying moments on a cell  phone.  

0:24 6/2/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police receased the scotch  of a man who broke into a home  and 
attacked two women there. back in may he knocked on a  bedroom 
window and exposed  himself to two women inside.  

0:18 6/2/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tustin police want you to  look at a photo of a bank  holdup. they are 
look for this man seen  at a u.s. bank yesterday on  newport 
avenue. he came in with a gun and  demanded cash and ran off.  

0:20 6/2/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story tonight,  investigators link hundreds of  home 
burglaries to one gang. the burglary crew hit homes in  l.a. county 
and beyond. detectives call it a huge break  in a massive crime 
spree  targeting southern california  neighborhoods. 
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0:24 6/2/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a serial killer's smirk sets  a father off. courtroom video from 
cleveland  shows the reaction. michael madison was convicted of  
killing three women. one of their fathers was reading  a statement 
when he lost  control.  

1:09 6/3/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in highland  park at an apartment complex had been 
evacuated after someone  fired shots over the balcony.  live in our 
chopper 4.  reporter: a person, a suspect just stepped out. he's 
been firing some shots  according to lapd and firing  shots on the 
balcony of this  apartment building.  

2:38 6/3/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is revealing new details  of the gunman of the deadly ucla 
shooting and has frantic the  nation half way across the  country 
here in los angeles. live in ucla found in the  gunman's car.  lapd 
spent several hours  making sure the car is clear. they found a 
handgun and  canisters of gas. all just to help a murder on the run 
refuel so he can get to la  as fast as he could.   

0:20 6/3/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators are searching for  clues after a body was found on  the 
road. deputies are calling the death  of 22 years old john stuart  
suspicious. he was found unresponsive on  pacific coast highway 
this  morning.  

0:23 6/3/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attorney is arrested on a suspicion of having sex with a  minor. 
there maybe more victims. benjamin adams may have used his title 
as an attorney to attract  victims. the 30 years old arrested on  
wednesday with several accounts  of sex with a minors 

0:43 6/3/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man trying to pass himself off as one of their own,  sexually 
assaulted three women  while pretending to be an under  cover 
officer. he claims to be an under cover  officer. he only approached 
prostitutes. they were all attacked in the  same general area.   

0:28 6/3/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of chihuahuas and  mix breeds were pulled out of  the 
house. at least twenty of them were  pregnant. most of the dogs 
have not been  outside and in between the  walls.   

0:26 6/3/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a truck  driver nearly killed a young  couple all 
because they were not driving fast enough. someone driving in 
another  mainak sarkar got this.  

0:42 6/6/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the ultimate punishment for  the ultimate crime. a jury 
recommended the death  penalty for lonnie franklin jr.,  known as 
the grim sleeper. he was convicted of murdering  nine women and a 
teenaged girl  over the period of 30 years. their bodies were 
dumped in  alleys and trash bins in south  los angeles.    

0:22 6/6/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information now about an  inmate found guilty in a string  of sex 
crimes that happened in  westminster. he will serve two life  
sentencing for kidnapping and  assaulting three women.  

1:32 6/6/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

confirmation tonight, a  would be victim turned the  tables on a car 
burglary suspect  in orange county. nbc 4's beverly white joins us  
live right now in anaheim hills  with more on what investigators  are 
saying about this.   anaheim police have made no  arrests and are 
releasing no  names after someone spotted a  stranger in his car 
and shot and  killed him around 5:00 a.m. we have video of the 
crime  scene, the shooting scene.  

0:44 6/6/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the search is on for  the person who left a dog  tortured to 
die in compton. this is phoenix, the 3-year-old  lab mix was found 
tangled in  chains, hiding in the bushes at  a park last sunday. 
someone may have poured a  chemical on this dog causing  burns 
and infections.  
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0:16 6/6/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bank robber is on the run  and he is a man who handed a  teller a 
note demanding cash. he got the money and took off. detectives 
say he didn't use a  gun but he is considered armed  and 
dangerous.  

1:32 6/7/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a group of  hikers robbed on a popular  trail.  police say the thieves 
are armed with weapons and one in fact had a gun. nbc's hetty 
chang live in  riverside with how all this  unfold ld.   reporter: colleen, 
detectives need the public's help on this  one because at this point 
they  have no clear description of the two robbers they say used a 
gun  and a pipe to rob a group of  hikers.  

0:21 6/7/16 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for  two mail thieves targets seniors in buena park. 
surveillance photos show a man  and woman in front of mailboxes  
at the durado senior apartment  complex.  

0:46 6/7/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

calls about an out of control  driver end in the death of five  people. 
this is a developing story  coming out of kalamazoo,  michigan, 
where a group of  bicyclists are mowed down by a  pickup truck. 
police near kalamazoo say people were calling 911 about his  driver 
30 minutes before the  cyclists were killed.  

0:39 6/7/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family in hesperia outraged  after a san bernardino sheriffs  deputy 
shot and killed their dog responding to a to midwestic domestic 
violence house. apparently they went to the  wrong house. there 
was confusion about the  address. they approached debra  
blackmore's home when their dog, buddy, came at them barking 
and  was aggressive.  

0:26 6/7/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a child predator is caught  in the act. security cameras were rolling  
inside this dollar general store in florida when a man tried to  kidnap 
a 13-year-old girl. you can see the suspect, craig  bonello, boldly 
grab the girl  from her mother and drag her out of the score.  

0:49 6/8/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now at 11:00, chopper 4 is  the only thing over this  dangerous 
situation. and it started in san  bernardino.  that driver going over 
100  miles per hour. at one point he had a female  passenger on the 
back. he slowed down and pushed her  off the back.  

0:23 6/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another alarming story. an increase in mail. you can see them going 
through  one box after another. at a senior complex. police believe 
they got in  through the door.  

0:20 6/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new surveillance video  shows a truck turning a corner  before 
crashing into a garage  last month. you see two people get out and  
start running away.  

0:22 6/8/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gunman was approached and  then opened fire on three men,  
hitting one of them. the gunman and the other two  took off. the 
gunman was pronounced dead  at the hospital.  

0:23 6/8/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lopez followed a young girl  into the bathroom. the mother got 
worried and went  into the bathroom. that's where she found lopez 
as  well. lopez was arrested. he had molested the girl.  

0:30 6/8/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's safe to say this woman  never knew what happened. police in 
hawaii looking for a  man who sucker punched a woman  and then 
took off. you see a man sucker punch a  woman.  

0:18 6/8/16 11:15p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an atv got stuck in a ditch,  a teenager had enough and  
surrendered to officers.  

0:23 6/8/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves in orange county  apparently know exactly what  they want, 
cough syrup. people think this same crew  broke into the pharmacy 
in  april. same place, same store.  
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1:57 6/9/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now a basketball star killed  found murdered on his birthday  in the 
back of the grey  mercedes.  beverly white spoke with his  family 
and said he came to  california to get away with  violence in his own 
town.  the family says he entered  and left this world on the sail  day 
20 years apart. tonight this honor student and  basketball stand out 
from  chicago's high school is at the  heart of an la county murder  
investigation.   

0:19 6/9/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gang violence interrupts a  graduation. our camera spotted police  
arresting two people. officers say the three were  taken into custody 
when a gang  fight erupted in the street  inside an elementary 
school,  graduation was underway.   

0:22 6/9/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man that pulled a big  switch at a downtown l.a.  jewelry store. 
police say they want to find  this guy. they say he walked into the  
jewelry store and asked to look  at several rings.  

0:33 6/9/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera here a quite  day at a museum in oregon turns  
violent and ends in death. it shows a man with a knife  dragging a 
woman that works at  the gift shop. he is dragging her throughout  
the area. police even actual lay arrive  and convince him to let her 
go.  

0:19 6/9/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a car pulled over for an  expired license plate turns into  a pursuit 
when the officer  stopped the vehicle. they heard a woman 
screaming for  help from the trunk. 

0:38 6/9/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hundreds of officers took  part in an early morning gang  round off. it 
came off without a hitch  until the family dog got caught  in the 
middle of it. they shot and killed the dog  while they were serving a  
warrant.  

0:22 6/9/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a long beach man found guilty  of murdering a cal state north  ridge 
student after they met on  craigslist. 29-year-old fernandez stabbed  
24-year-old after they met in  september of 2014.  

0:22 6/9/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

la county sheriffs made  a dent in a new burglary trend  targeting 
upscale homes. six men are in jail. deputies are looking for four  
others at this point. they're all gang members  involved in a crime 
wave called  flocking.  

0:55 6/10/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a probable stolen car for the  driver inside most of case. a driver 
accelerated to the  freeway and speeds up to 90  miles per hour.  it 
was weaving in and out of  traffic. several close calls.  the freeway 
slow down enough  that the woman inside the  vehicle with him and 
got out and arrested and then the pursuit  went out to hollywood 
hills. 

0:26 6/10/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of high  park right now of an officer  involved 
shooting, views from  our chopper four. not the usual response 
here. lapd is on a city wide tactical  alert.  

2:05 6/10/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bullet meant for someone  else. this happened during a shooting  
tonight in boil heights.  robert just talked to the  girl's family tonight.   
reporter: it was right there  when it happened.  the people were 
shooting and  that's when hi sister fell and i thought he was scared.  
fire works is what this ten  years old thought.  i tried to pick her up.  
she coming on down.   

1:54 6/10/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a boy was hit in  the crosswalk. this happened on wednesday in  
south los angeles. police still have not found the  driver. nbc is live 
right now with  hetty chang.  reporter: in it not only you  see the 
driver hitting the  little boy but going around the  little boy before 
taking off.  this surveillance video  captured the whole thing. the boy 
steps off the curb first and you see it, the driver of a  tan or beige 
dodge minnie van  hits the boy and send k his tiny body flying in the 
intersection.  
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0:52 6/10/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you have to shoot me. those are the words that  escalated in a 
dangerous  situation near the love field  area in dallas fort worth.  
there you hear the gunfire  from the officers and even as he was 
launching with them rocks. this video shows him attacking  his 
girlfriend's car.   

0:34 6/10/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news story is in  the beverley hills area. lets go to gil to get 
the latest on news chopper 4. the pursuit out here, this is at 
cherokee lane and cold water  canyon.  

0:26 6/10/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is the last  thing he expected the robber  holding up in the the  
restaurant. the owner will have none of it. her husband comes 
running out  what looks like a buchter knife  and he starts swinging 
at the  robber and by now figures it is  time to leave and he takes 
off. 

0:35 6/10/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new development of a long  search of a missing mother. 
investigators are digging up in  this area of possible clues of  
monique figueroa. the stay-at-home mom vanished  last may. 

0:29 6/10/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4 looked at the past 21  years police report including  the -- a 
lawsuit is trying to  get a federal judge to ban the  surfing roof from 
being in the  area. the sidney is ordering them to   removing the 
rock port. 

2:32 6/13/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fear and  frustration we witnessed when we  arrived here on 
sunday, they  know who didn't make it. and now they come here to 
honor  them. a church bell rings. 49 times. one for each life lost.   
just sad that he's gone. it's so soon.  reporter: he is here to  
remember his friend peter  gonzalez.   an amazing human being full  
of joy. i mean, only 22. just sad to see him go.  reporter: thousands 
upon  thousands came to this downtown  orlando park. to grieve 
together.  i felt as if we were really  one heart, one pulse.   

2:11 6/13/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

crowds there and crowds  drawn to downtown los angeles  tonight 
to send a message to  those in orlando, we are united. beverly 
white joins us live with  the gathering.  reporter: there was no glam  
squad for lady gaga, the  surprise guest who show up here  this 
evening. she was the closeout speaker at  an event that was filled 
with  powerful, heart-felt moments. l.a. lgbt's community chanted  
loud and proud in honor of  orlando's murder victims.  

0:38 6/13/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on the fbi  investigation into the shooter. several people 
say they  recognize the orlando gunman  from popular gay dating 
apps.   i recognize him off grindr. he was creepy in his messages.  
reporter: he says that omar  mateen communicated with him on  
grindr but didn't meet him in  person. 

0:36 6/13/16 11:06p 
crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the owner of the pulse  nightclub is sitting down for  her first 
interview since the  shooting with a message for  families of the 
victims.   we welcome those families  into our family. we're not going 
to let someone  take this away from us.   

0:35 6/13/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cult of death is what a  islamic leader called isis  today. leaders 
talked about coming  together to support one another  and to 
oppose hatred.   it is important that we speak  the truth against hate 
and  against violence anywhere and  everywhere.  

0:45 6/13/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a memorial site for a  teenaged murder victim is at the  center of a 
heated clash in  carson.   disrespectful. and i hope the guy that is in  
custody i hope --   stop!  the man in the middle is our  own patrick 
healy stepping in  after a friend of the  19-year-old got in a  
confrontation with a woman who  knows the suspected killer.  
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0:25 6/13/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspected drunk driver  smashed into a fen and into the  home of 
a new york police  officer and it is caught on  surveillance camera. 
the driver begged the homeowner  not to call the police but it  was 
too late because the  homeowner is with the nypd.  

2:47 6/14/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the wife of the orlando  gunman omar mateen could face  charges. 
pete williams broke the story  today on how federal agents  
interviewed his wife. she apparently knew her husband  may carry 
out the attack. tonight, as the 49 victims are  remembered, emotions 
in orlando  shift from sorrow to anger over  what could have been 
done to  prevent this. once again, live from orlando,  nbc 4's robert 
kovacik.  it is morning here in orlando  and there are reports the  
killer's wife could be charged  today. the city now coming to grips  
with the sheer possibility that  someone may have known about  this 
massacre in advance and  could have done something to  stop it.  

0:24 6/14/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video from the san francisco  bay area shows fbi agents  
leaving the childhood home of  the wife of the orlando shooter. nbc 
news learned that salman  tried to talk her husband out of  the 
attack. an fbi spokesman said the visit  lasted less than wo hour and  
agents did not remove anything  from the home.  

0:48 6/14/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are now hearing firsthand  accounts of what happened in the  
pulse nightclub as the gunman  opened fire. patients carter and 
santiago  spoke from their hospital beds  describing how they tried 
to  hide from the shooter in the  bathroom.   the gunman entered the  
bathroom and was shooting his  machine gun. 

2:05 6/14/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

followed to her car and  assaulted for the first time, an  orange 
county woman tells nbc 4  how she fought off an attacker  in a 
parking lot. het hetty chang has that.  the woman is still shaken by  
it all but wanted to share her  story because she wants the man  
caught. he managed to get away but not  before she took pictures 
of him  and his car. vivian says she was ready for a  fun weekend. 
walking to her car in the  parking lot of her work on south  vermont 
avenue on friday  afternoon.  

0:22 6/14/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bail is at $2 million for the  man arrested in santa monica  after 
police found weapons and  explosives in his car. the judge today 
increased the  bail for 20-year-old james  howell.  

0:22 6/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance cameras at  seattle pacific university  captured this, a 
student pepper  spraying a man and seizing his  gun. he tackled 
him and wrestles the  gun out of his hand. 

1:52 6/14/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly fire in west lake. ed in the building, firefighters  discovered 
five bodies. adrian is joining us with new  details.  the is a video shot 
by a man  that lives across from the  burning building. you can hear 
people crying for  help, the last moments of their  lives. johnny 
sanchez is charged with  one count of murder and very  soon it 
could be five counts of  murder.  

0:23 6/14/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrested a man for  leaving his 2-year-old daughter  in a hot 
car. he left the toddler in the car. officers say she could have been  
seriously hurt if it weren't for  a good samaritan who noticed her  in 
the car, opened the door and  called police. 

2:16 6/15/16 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, armed and dangerous and dressed to the nines. a 
serial robber strikes more than 20 times, surprising his victim with 
his style before stealing their cash. nbc 4's hetty chang spoke with 
the clerk who came face to face with the robber and his gun.  that's 
right. the store clerk says the robber was really nicely dressed in a 
nice button up shirt, wearing a fedora hat, walking in the store so he 
could not have suspected what was about to happen next.  
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0:21 6/15/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the daughter of the mayor is accused of plotting an tike her land 
lord. police say ashley arranged for two men to beat the land lord 
with a metal bat over an ongoing dispute.  

0:21 6/15/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a simi valley motorcycle officer remains in critical condition after 
childing with the truck. this happened before 5:00 at the intersection 
of los angeles avenue and tappo canyon road.  

2:55 6/15/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi is delving into the laptop and cell phone of the orlando 
terrorist. president obama and vice president biden will be in 
orlando tomorrow, meeting with the survivors and the victims' 
familiar his. tonight the community is termed to move forward. 
robert?  reporter: ever since we have come here, we've witnessed 
the emotions of the city. the hopeless days and the anxious hours. 
today and this evening we saw the people here, the people from all 
walks of life, the people who have come to the city of orlando, the 
city beautiful.  

0:33 6/15/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details about the shooter, omar mateen. he was 
rejected from law enforcement training, a program in 2015, and he 
was featured in a documentary about the bp oil spill in the gulf.  i'm 
wondering what's going on here.  it is for bp. an oil spill.  the 
documentary is called the big fix. 

0:46 6/15/16 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a mother attacked and killed by a stranger at a cvs 
pharmacy in temperature he can had a. a vigil for tammy. she was 
standing in hine in temecula when police say brian saylor hit her in 
the head with a liquor bottle.  

0:14 6/15/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this video may be a bit do it watchful it shows a woman plowing into 
her boyfriend right before she learned she was hiv positive. 

0:32 6/15/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

40 years ago one of the most prolific crime sprees began now. the 
fbi is renewing its efforts to find the east hampton rapist known as 
the golden state killer and he was also known as the original night 
stalker. from 1976 to 1986, up and down the state.  

0:43 6/15/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they spent seven years waiting for justice. today mother of a 
murdered grandmother in long beach took a big step toward 
closure. today, he was stemsed to life in prison for his role in the 
deadly stabbing of the 76-year-old grandmother. 

1:47 6/16/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for a  killer after a deadly end to a  fight in a crosswalk. 
hetty chang is at the scene with  those who rushed to help.  
reporter: more than seven  hours after the shooting you can  see it 
is still a very active  investigation. detectives tell us they are  
working a number of leads. that crosswalk is where the  shooting 
happened. we counted at least four shell  casings and not far from 
there,  mourners are lighting candles  for the man who was killed.   
the first gunshot went off  and you heard boom, boom.     

0:40 6/16/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a  neighborhood shut down most of  the night. a 45-year-old man 
killed during  a shootout, his body transported  by the coroner. 
neighbors say he was killed  after he opened fire on a second  man 
who was also injured.   

3:11 6/16/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

text messages between omar  mateen and his wife during the  
orlando shooting provide us with  details about the final moments  
as the fbi continues to piece  together whether mateen's wife  had 
any role in the attack. nbc 4 ease robert kovacik joins  us live again 
tonight from  orlando and a community that is  still grieving. robert?  
reporter: we are outside of  the hospital this evening where  a 
number of those injured are  being treated including six in  critical 
condition. the investigation only  intensifies into the man  
responsible. 
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0:25 6/16/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives looking for clues  after a missing woman is found  dead 
in her car on the 15  freeway near san diego. she was discovered in 
a car on a  ramp in escondido on monday. 

0:20 6/16/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men who took authorities  on a high speed pursuit in simi  valley 
are behind bars tonight. 

0:44 6/20/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this man was charged with  murdering chris andersen. his attorney 
says that he  confronted arseneson after he  spotted him taking 
pictures of  young girls at the pier. a few hours later, anderson was  
found bleeding from the head and  died from the injuries.    

0:25 6/20/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the hunt is on for a  killer after a man was gunned  down leaving a 
liquor store. curtis mitchell was shot with an  assault rifle outside 
victoria  liquor. the gunman rolled up in a car,  said something to 
mitchell and  opened fire.  

0:16 6/20/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd was following a  stolen car a couple hour ago in  south l.a. 
the car crashed into a tow  truck, jumped a fence and hit  another 
car. 

0:55 6/20/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a twist in the question of  fair use of force. charges against a father 
and son  dropped after an incident with  pomona police at the l.a. 
county  fair. you saw the video right here on  nbc 4 capturing the  
confrontation between police and  then 16-year-old christian  
aguilar.  

0:35 6/20/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former los angeles county  sheriff whoed a milted to lying  to federal 
investigators has  been diagnosed with alzheimer's. prosecutors are 
still asking he  be sentenced to six months in  prison. that is the 
maximum term  available.  

0:20 6/20/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a meltdown of a milk shake  caught on camera happened at a  
burger king in texas. the man didn't like his drink  and he started 
throwing things. he hopped of the counter and  attacked her.  

0:30 6/21/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lake elsinore's mayor is out  of jail and off the job in a  wild 48 hours. 
brian tisdale was arrested in a  domestic violence case and he is  
booked on charges of battery and  vandalism. he makes bail and he 
is taking a  leave of absence as mayor and as  an assistant to a 
riverside  county supervisor.  

0:19 6/21/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bicycle rider hit by a car  in beverly grove. news chopper 4 of the 
scene. just a few blocks away from the  grove. the search is on for a 
female  driver who sped off. 

0:28 6/21/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

video shows a man trying to  get his phone back from an uber  
driver. the home's security camera was  installed 24 hours before 
the  incident. the rider returned a phone he  found in the car. the 
driver demanded more money,  followed him outside, threatened  
him with a rock and grabbed if  phone out of his than. the driver is in 
jail on a  robbery charge.   

0:16 6/21/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in lakewood. two people killed in what police  are 
telling us is a possible  case of drunk driving. this happened at the  
intersection of par mont and  delamo.   

0:21 6/21/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stolen art worth $120,000  has been recovered from a house  and 
storage unit. this man was arrested for grand  theft. other art works 
are missing but  a trailer that originally  contained around a quarter  
million dollars in art was found  at his home. 

0:42 6/21/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

how did a young woman go from a  high school cheerleader to  
accessory to murder in months. she is the third person arrested  in 
the death of a homeless man  in san diego county. she says she is 
incident. she is pleading not guilty to  being an accessory after the  
fact. the victim never recovered.    
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0:22 6/21/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, this video  shows a deadly confrontation  
between police and a murder  suspect in april in grand  rapids, 
michigan, prosecutors  announced they would not file  charges 
against the office who  ended up shooting the suspect. they say the 
video shows he  acted in self-defense.   

2:00 6/22/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, at 11:00, an apartment attack, a search for a man that beat a 
elderly woman and then tried to sexually assault here. neighbors 
are on edge tonight, jane? reporter: some are afraid to go on 
camera, we are in front of the apartments, this is near the 
intersection of hollywood and iybar, this is where the brutal attack 
occurred, and tonight they are releasing video to catch the suspect. 

0:53 6/22/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information could set a convicted killer of a college student 
free. there's now new evidence that puts the 2009 murder 
conviction in the doubt. the convictions review unit will ask that 
jennings be released as the investigation continues. and tonight, we 
talked with his lawyer who was involved with the case after seeing it 
on an episode of dateline.  

1:58 6/22/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a disturbing start to summer in a pool in burbank. a city 
employed lifeguard was using his cell phone to secretly record 
females in the locker room there. they jailed arturo of sun valley on 
$170,000 bond. an arrest they credit to an observant co-worker.  

0:26 6/22/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight it's a growing trend, the l.a. county deputies want to 
clean up, a rise in counterfeit laundry deter gent, and they are 
selling the detergents and they are mixed with chemicals that could 
cause skin problems. look out for them being sold at swap meets 
and on craig's list. 

0:41 6/22/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former high desert football star is accused of raining two women 
that he met on a dating app, one woman said she was raped a 
couple of weeks ago by the man after they connect on an app 
called plenty of fish. driving to his home, she said bradford pulled off 
the freeway in to a remote area and attacked her. after his arrest, 
bradford was linked to other sexual assaults in victor ville.  

0:27 6/22/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details have emerged of the man who killed critsina grimme, he 
was obsessed with her, and spent most of his time watching her on 
youtube. he shot her on june 11th in an orlando concert while she 
was signing autographs. the police report said that the case is 
closed because the shooter then killed himself.  

0:19 6/23/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, corona police  need your help to find a woman  who 
wednesday on an expensive an  el legal shopping spree. cameras 
photographed her as she  walked into a target store. she used a 
stolen credit card to  wrack up charges on big ticket  items.   

0:41 6/23/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an l.a. man whose family  says he was pushed 50 feet from  the 
concourse after game seven  in the nba finals is through his  first 
round of surgery. he suffered head, face, and arm  injuries. his 
family says he was pushed  off the concourse during a fight 

0:22 6/23/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have a warning  tonight from police in south los  angeles as 
they got a tip that  people might be walking around  in plain view 
with unloaded guns  in the south bay area as part of  a 
demonstration in support of  second amendment right. california  

1:10 6/23/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we will take you to the  scene of breaking news,  bellflower one 
deputy hurt in a  shooting there. will kohlschreiber, what do we  
have?  reporter: a massive response  from the l.a. county sheriff's  
department and a lot of law  enforcement agencies near  
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0:33 6/23/16 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we thought maybe one deputy had  been injured and it has changed  
to several.   you mentioned the contingent  of law enforcement 
there. they have the lapd and chp. we are trying to get more  
information on this. we will bring it to you as we  get it. the  

0:26 6/23/16 11:24p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're getting new  information on this breaking  news. you can see 
this huge contingent  of chp and sheriff's deputies. two deputies 
have been shot. they are looking for an  individual with a gun down  
there. still hasn't been found. once again this is live in  bellflower. as 
we get more information we'll  passed along.  

0:44 6/23/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is new video just in. this is main street in  bellflower. you can 
see a heavy contingent  of sheriff deputies there. there has been a 
shooting and  apparently two of the deputies  were shot and rushed 
to the  hospital in a patrol car and we  understand that they do have 
a  suspect cornered in a house. 

1:44 6/24/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman on an evening jog noticed a man ride past here and 
moments later he came behind and tried to kidnap her. despite the 
attacker covering her head, the victim fought and screamed. the 
woman managed to get away but so did he.   

0:57 6/24/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is at venice beach and it is quite a crowd out there. a lot of 
people are headed to the beach moments ago. we saw a little bit of 
disturbance here. we saw a couple of people arrested by lapd.  

0:23 6/24/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is onto find the 26 years old that's on the run with his 
hands bound behind his back. officers trying to arrest him and one 
officer injured when he fell. he's expected to be okay.  

0:37 6/24/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two deputies are recovering tonight. gunshots during confrontation 
with juan martinez. they barricaded themselves inside the garage 
with a hostage last night…martinez was arrested about eight hours 
later.  

0:31 6/24/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera here of the deadly moment of a murder suspect 
trying to take the officer's gun. he goes for the gun and he 
screamed "kill me" and the officers fought with him. several officers 
walked into that room and helped to subdue him.  

0:31 6/24/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in the middle of the night, a driver is shot when officers think they 
have no other choice.  come out.  as bad as that looks, nobody was 
killed. this happened last month in south carolina. the video is now 
released. the 17 years old driver is hit once and he's out in the 
hospital right now.  

0:22 6/24/16 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

alex roberts entered a plea of not guilty. the two were exchanging 
photos on okay cupid. when she refused to share photos, roberts 
posted her pictures online.  

0:15 6/27/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we just received this  video from walnut park. it's where a 
gunman opened fire  outside a burger stand. one man was shot, but 
we're  still checking on his condition. investigators are now trying to  
find the gunman and figure out  exactly what led to the  shooting.  

0:47 6/27/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family in  pomona files a civil suit over a rough arrest at the l.a. 
county  fair that left a father and his  teenage son fighting charges 
and facing a night behind bars. his parents say this video shows 
that police went too far,  punching and using a baton when  he was 
simply taking pictures of his father being arrested for  puck 
intoxication. now, charges against father and  son were both 
dismissed by a  judge 
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0:18 6/27/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three people under  arrest for the shooting death of a teenager in 
long beach. 16-year-old jaron lacy was shot  after a fight with three  
suspects in may. in the past three weeks  detectives arrested two 
men, two 19-year-old men and a  23-year-old woman, and charged  
them with murder.  

0:18 6/27/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've learned tonight  that police arrested a man in  connection with 
the death of a  fontana woman.  

0:29 6/27/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a dangerous new trend in  redlands tonight. burglars targeting 
homes looking for guns inside. this past weekend somebody broke 
into a home on walnut avenue,  stole a number of weapons,  
including an ar-15 assault  rifle. police say one of the burglars  
admitted to targeting homes with american flags out front  

0:29 6/27/16 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former los angeles county  undersheriff paul tanaka is  fighting to 
stay out of prison  now that he's been sentenced to  five years 
behind bars. today a judge handed down that  punishment, which is 
the longest sentence given in the 2011 jail  abuse corruption 
scandal that  rocked the sheriff's department. 

0:21 6/27/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's one of the  wealthiest communities in the  country, but tonight it's 
the  center of a death investigation. deputies found the bodies of 
two women and a teenage girl in this home in rancho santa fe just  
north of san diego. still trying to figure out how  the three are 
connected here. but deputies think -- or say  they don't think a killer 
is out there on the loose.  

4:16 6/27/16 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

when they break the law,  they have to actually pay for  it.  los 
angeles mayor gil  garcetti is promising to crack  down on those 
valet companies  that illegally hog street  parking. this comes in the 
wake of an nbc 4 i-team undercover  investigation exposing how  
valets are break the law and  they're parking cars in spots  that are 
meant for the public.   

0:27 6/27/16 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tourists beware. an armed robbery of three women  visiting san 
francisco. one of the men pulls a gun  demanding cash from the  
tourists. what he didn't know was a  plainclothesed officer is about  
to take some action here. one officer runs to the scene  with guns 
drawn. another arrives in a green car. 

0:26 6/28/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two gunmen broke into the house and ram sacked the house. the 
robbers took off in the resident's white truck. they were tied up 15 
minutes before they were able to call the police. they were not hurt.  

0:26 6/28/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new videos showing thieves stealing $250,000 of sportswear. you 
can see the thieves driving up to the car and pulling in the billing a 
larger truck. once they were inside, the owner says they stole more 
than 100 boxes of sauna suits from a company called losing weight.  

0:52 6/28/16 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the officer in the pursuit of the event, sending it spinning out of 
control, the two men ditched the truck and they took off running into 
the backyard and despite the injuries, they caused, the driver was 
making light of the whole thing. 

0:21 6/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ucla police is looking for a possible peeping tom who maybe 
spotting female students. a student saw a man spotted her through 
the windows. she screamed and the guy took off.   

0:19 6/28/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this man is facing charges of child sex abuse, investigators think 
there could be more possible victims. curtis patrick is accused of 
molesting a child on several incidents. he's already a registered sex 
offender.  
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0:43 6/28/16 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this unforgettable take down. the officer tracking a burglary suspect. 
he ran after the guy and tackled him. that's when he says the 
situation became even more dangerous.  once i tackled him on the 
ground, he got up and getting the weapon that i had and i got it out 
of the equation and continue to fight him.  other officers  

0:27 6/28/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two news reporters is facing several charges after their four months 
old tested positive for cocaine. the couple pleaded not guilty.  

0:23 6/28/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

multi million dollar tell marketing scheme is busted tonight. this 
group pretended to be marketers selling products to people. 21 
people were arrested today and detectives say there are still one 
more suspect out there.  

1:59 6/29/16 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a drive way ambush of a terrifying encounter. armed burglaries in a 
quiet neighborhood.  in in a neighborhood of the corner of st. louis.  
nbc is talking to one of the vicks about what happened. 
investigators are trying to figure out the motive behind the shooting. 
he tells us he was with his cousin walking up those stairs when one 
of the gunmen approached him from behind and the other one was 
already inside the house.  the garage door to the home was slightly 
rolled up.  

0:23 6/29/16 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly shooting in south gate tonight on mason street near 
firestone boulevard. one of the men died at the scene and other one 
leonys the hospital in critical condition.  

0:23 6/29/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance video shows that outside the house on cornado drive, 
he comes back with his partner and made up of $50,000 of jewelry 
and electronics.  

2:07 6/29/16 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one person dead and ends with this police chase and a wild crash 
in ventura. this was breaking news at 5:00 and 6:00. nbc's 4 robert 
kovacik is joining us live.  reporter: you can see a number of black 
and white police cars from the ventura police department. inside 
there is a 21 years old victim and at least one of the injured suspect. 
lets show you some video tonight. some businesses remaining 
closed after the shooting that started in the parking lot of a store.  

0:20 6/29/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a $50,000 reward for the gunman who shot the ten years old girl in 
the head. the fifth grader survived. she was caught in the cross fire. 
the shooter was apparently aiming for a man riding his bicycle near 
by.  

0:19 6/29/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd need your help in finding this gunman robbing parking 
attendance for some three weeks now. he always makes his get 
away on a mountain bike. officers want you to know that he's armed 
and to be considered dangerous.  

0:47 6/29/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

4th of july is only a few days away. officers are cracking down illegal 
fire works.  one of them had a thousand dollars worth of fire works 
inside.  our goal is to inform people and seize as many illegal fire 
works to prevent any injuries to the residents.  officers say they did 
not arrest anyone but all three people will have to pay $1,000 fine.  

0:26 6/29/16 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers chasing a go-cart. the man who shot the video says it is not 
unusual to see go-cart running around the city. he's never seen one 
chasing by officers like this. he was not able to out run the police's 
suv.  

0:44 6/30/16 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news right now, two people were shot. a suspect 
was stopped by someone there after the scene.  
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0:46 6/30/16 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a man is fighting for his life. he was set on fire at a 
north hollywood apartments building.  the man is being treated at 
the scene there. investigators say the vingt was arguing with 
another man when that attacker doused him with gasoline and 
started with fire 

1:48 6/30/16 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

scary moments for shoppers at a tj max robbed a store in broad 
daylight. nbc 4 hetty chang is talking with shoppers there.  reporter: 
they managed to get away. 

0:43 6/30/16 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

business owners working for two unique boats that dispute off the 
lot. todd klems, he said stole the two speedboats. it is worth of 
$90,000. the thieves did not stop there. they also took his truck. he 
planned to use those boats in the upcoming catalina ski way.  we 
have no boats now. turn yourself in, give me by boat back.   

0:20 6/30/16 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lot of people in the san gabriel valley maybe wearing fake dodgers 
or angels or rams gear these days. these pictures show a quarter of 
a million dollars of counterfeit jersey and other merchandise is at a 
tattoo supply business. it was being sold in the area.  

0:46 6/30/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people are pumping gas and you can see this one caught on 
camera right here in west la. one woman is offering a reward to 
catch this thieve. the thief pops out of the black car and crashes 
next to the car. she's pumping gas directly on the other side. the 
suspect checks the door and reaches in and snatched the purse 
inside.  

0:24 6/30/16 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is now a $100,000 reward for the killer who's still at large. that 
is surveillance footage of the suspect. the shooter waited for the 
owner of saint coast saint access and opened fire as he was 
walking out of his car. the victim has recovered. still, no leads on the 
gunman.  

0:44 6/30/16 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 of a pursuit with the chp is in the east la area. 
gordon spencer is over head.  reporter: yes, colleen, with the 
suspect is in custody. it started in east la. i am near sadler. the 
suspect led chp on a slow speed chase on a failure to yield and 
about a minute or ago, there is a vehicle there, he put something 
out of the window and they retrieved that. the suspect is in custody 
after a short pursuit here over east la.   

0:25 4/4/16 11:33p cultural 
and the answer to a 200-year-old mystery might soon be revealed 
in orange county. "this is precious cargo, two" hungarian mummies 
arriving for a  

0:38 4/18/16 11:10p deaths 

she was a very familiar face. a television mom who won awards and 
fans. 90-year-old doris roberts passed away in her sleep. she died 
after natural causes yesterday. "her career spanned six decades," 
"including broadway, films and" television.  

0:26 4/20/16 11:02p deaths 
the manager confirmed the 46-year-old's death did occur while the 
circumstances surrounding that death have still not been released. 
chyna whose real name was joanie laurer was a wwe star.  

0:35 4/21/16 11:01p deaths 

a superstar's shocking death.  he was just a really beautiful 
individual. " tonight, fans of pop singer" prince gather to grieve.  it's 
not real. he can't die. " tonight at 11:00, new details" in prince's 
mysterious death as we piece together what happened.  across the 
country fans are gathering to pay tribute to one of music's most 
unique and dynamic performers.  
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1:55 4/21/16 11:02p deaths 

gray" skies and chilly conditions could not discourage domestic and 
international fans from coming here to one of the spots that prince 
made famous. we're downtown at the first "avenue club, where he 
scored the" "music for ""purple rain,"" shot" "some of that film, and 
here" tonight the fans gather in his memory. let's share with you 
some of the video from tonight's vigil. it's been going on for hours. 
"amy schumer, the stand-up" "comedian, was performing here" 
"tonight, and as soon as she" cleared out they let the fans come by 
for an all-night dance party that's going on as we speak. 

2:20 4/21/16 11:04p deaths 

various tributes to the music legend are going on around here in 
southern california tonight including a special event in inglewood. 
and that's where nbc 4's kate larsen is tonight. kate? " reporter: 
chuck, that's" right. "in fact, i just went inside the" "savoy, where it is 
a packed" house. the owner of the club tells me after learning of 
prince's death today he brought in a special singer to cover some of 
his most popular songs and to pay tribute to one of the most original 
artists the music world has ever known. 

2:01 6/3/16 11:00p deaths 

breaking news, muhammad ali  , the greatest athlete of all  times, 
died tonight. he passed away at the phoenix  hospital. he spent the 
last few days being treated for complications. fans are paying tribute 
to the  star. that's what ali requested.  nbc spoke with film makers  
about his place in history.  we look back at his iconic  life.  
muhammad ali  of his amazing  performances in the boxing ring.  he 
camped an outstanding  amateur career by winning a gold medal.  

2:18 6/3/16 11:02p deaths 

beverley white is live you  can see where film makers is  
remembering muhammad ali .  reporter: my apologies. it is a little bit 
noisy, i do   apologize. they're talking about muhammad  ali . they're 
throwing back to the  iconic moment in 1996 when he  defined that 
parkinson's  diagnose. the influence of the beloved  athlete 
resonated the fans  tonight.  you understand the power and  
courage and patriotism and you  understand the ability to be  your 
own man.   

0:08 6/3/16 11:04p deaths a funeral will be held on  wednesday in louisville.  

0:26 6/6/16 11:09p deaths 
and mma fighter kimbo slice  has died. he was hospitalized near his  
home in florida. he gained notoriety for street  fights on youtube. 
and in 2008 he fought in the  first nationally televised mma  fight.  

0:40 6/10/16 11:07p deaths 

fans were shocked after a  concert tonight in orlando  florida, 
christine is in  critical condition right now. she was signing 
autographs after the show when a gunman came up  and shot her. 
the gunman shot himself. she was on the 2014 season of  "the 
voice."  

0:22 6/21/16 11:33p deaths 

he was an icon for  generations of shoppers at the  nordstroms in 
santa anita. it was his third career he fan  at the age of 85. he 
passed away at the age of  102. his motto in life, it is nice to  be 
nice. 

0:26 4/4/16 11:10p diversity 
the lgbt community is calling for an end to discrimination after a 
father "kills his own son, possibly" because he was gay.  do you 
believe in love? do you believe in the process?  

0:50 4/18/16 11:17p diversity 

a college student from u.k. berkeley says it took just one word to 
become a victim of islamaphobia. he was on a southwest airlines 
night and about to leave los angeles for oakland. he was talking on 
the phone with "his uncle in arabic, when" another passenger on the 
plane thought he heard him say the word martyr.  
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0:43 4/18/16 11:17p diversity 

an openly-gay pastor is suing whole foods over an act of hate. he 
caught a cake and asked an employee to write love wins on it. "as 
he was driving away, he" notice an anti-gay slur written beneath it.  i 
had to face years of "discrimination and judgment, for" something i 
had no control over. 

1:54 4/19/16 11:03p diversity 

fighting words over gender neutral bathrooms. a group of men 
protested the issue across the street from a school. students got 
involved and there was fight. robert kovacik has more on the video 
you just saw. robert?  reporter: you mention across the street. let's 
give you perspective of what happened this afternoon. this is the 
front of sante high. nbc 4 learned the protests may be just the 
beginning. what is inside santee high sparked the ugliness outside.   

0:29 5/2/16 11:04p diversity 

seven women who are now suing the earth cafe in la gu ma beach 
because they claim they were kicked out because they are muslim. 
they claim they were asked to leave to free up tables for other 
people. and this facebook video shows plenty of other open tables.  

0:41 5/3/16 11:11p diversity 

four students are suing laguna beach cafe. this cafe targeted them 
for being muslims. about seven women who came in -- cell phone 
video clearly shows that the cafe was not busy at the time and they 
were told to leave.   

0:20 5/5/16 11:17p diversity 
laguna beach cafe being sued for discrimination is suing back 
tonight. the owner of the urth cafe has hired a lawyer. four women 
say they were kicked out for being openly muslim 

0:40 5/9/16 11:16p diversity 

a local muslim high school student demanding answers after she is 
misidentified in her high school yearbook. the 17-year-old says she 
can't believe it. her picture in the yearbook with the name isis philips 
underneath it.  

1:56 5/10/16 11:13p diversity 

it is all over a picture of poster criticizing transgender bathrooms. 
nbc 4 is on campus and she spoke with three women on the photo 
who are not backing down. " reporter: chuck, that's" "right, i spoke 
with all three" women who standby the transgender but are 
concerned of the violent out cry online.  ucla young republican club 
holding elections tonight of a controversy over photos going viral.  

0:29 5/16/16 11:09p diversity 
a ucla fraternity is accused  of racism tonight. he was shocked to 
see the  minutes from a meeting. the documents contained  
derogatory statements about  women and minorities.  

2:20 5/17/16 11:00p diversity 

a social media  outrage. the lyrics triggering an  investigation at a 
school. criticism that includes barry  bonds, whose daughter attends  
that private school. we have spoken to a number of  parents and 
students tonight who  were reluctant to go on camera. but they ask 
us to keep in mind  that the incident in question  was not a school-
sanctioned  event. it didn't even take place on  school grounds. and 
that the children were only  singing lyrics to a rap song.  

0:42 5/27/16 11:16p diversity 

calls for extra patrols in  west hollywood following an  attack on gay 
men walk home from  a bar. one bartender says he blacked  out 
and woke up in the icu with  his face and body covered in  bruises. 
he believes that someone drugged  his drink before he was beaten  
on the street.  

1:04 5/31/16 11:09p diversity 

controversy at  ucla as a man brought out  protesters to the campus  
tonight. the students are chanting and  you can hear it there, bruins  
against hate. protesting an outside event  called feminism is cancer 
part  of a nationwide tour that  includes derogatory terms.  
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0:39 6/13/16 11:15p diversity 

in west hollywood tonight,  the community wrapping up the  pride 
weekend marked by a terror  attack. hundreds met in a vigil to  
remember those killed and  wounded in terrell morning of  sunday 
morning.  this is not just a time to  pray and think about these  
people but to take action.    

0:39 6/16/16 11:17p diversity 

a call to #shootback. the posters were in west  hollywood this 
morning. but residents say that's not  what they are about. someone 
put up the signs outside  city hall, a gay bar and other  places. it's 
an emotional time.  

0:35 6/21/16 11:10p diversity 

more than a dozen bars in  west hollywood are raising money  for 
victims of the orlando  nightclub shootings. members of the lgbt 
communities  are holding events at bars. each location will donate 
20% of  sales to the victims of the  shooting.    

0:28 6/24/16 11:17p diversity 

that city celebrates gay pride this weekend.  about 10,000 people 
are expected to show up on saturday. there are security cameras all 
over the downtown area. police are beefing up security on horse 
back and under cover. the march county pride parade kicks off at 
11:00 a.m. tomorrow morning.   

0:23 6/24/16 11:33p diversity 

the white house announced the area around the stone wall inn new 
york scrimmage had been added to the national parks system. the 
stone wall became the civil  rights movement. the ceremony will be 
held on Monday 

0:24 6/30/16 11:15p diversity 
transgender recruits will be accepted of all branches of the military. 
ash carter says it could take a year before the plan is implemented.  

0:44 4/11/16 11:15p education 

a high school is taking drastic measures to keep students safe from 
gun violence. the school board will allow five staff members to carry 
concealed weapons on the campus. the faculty carrying guns must 
have a concealed weapons permit and also say that students won't 
know which staff members are carrying guns at any time. 

0:34 4/29/16 11:33p education 

hundreds of hackers descend on a college campus tonight. they are 
not there to cause trouble at all. they are competing in an all night 
hack-a-thon at poly-pavilion.  we are trying to sponsor and mentor 
1200 kids on the floor "and play some games, relax and" have a 
good time and perhaps build the next soft to change the world. 

0:44 5/11/16 11:09p education 

a community in an uproar over the possible closure of a private 
elementary school in west lake village. dozens of people marched. 
they hees from the district. the school board has proposed ending 
the school lease to make room for an alternative high school.   

0:26 5/16/16 11:05p education 
l.a. usd reached a  settlement in a sexual abuse  case. 18 cases at 
one elementary  school and 12 at another were  settled for $88 
million.  

0:37 6/15/16 11:16p education 

the cal state honor student said she was suspended for using self-
defense. last november, two female students on the other side of 
her dorm attacked her. when the fight turned to punches, she said 
she frabed her pepper spray and used it.  

2:05 4/12/16 11:05p Employment/Labor 

a marine corps vet who thought he was helping the student athletes 
he coached is out of a job and the students and families want him 
back on the job in azusa. we spoke to the coach who believes he 
was fired for collecting fruit he thought was being wasted.  reporter: 
middle schoolers and parents nearby have been out all night 
speaking in praise of the coach. they say he is making fruit not 
going to waste is one of his good deeds but he was told he was 
breaking the law.   
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0:29 4/21/16 11:10p Employment/Labor 

the mayor" of carson once again facing "sexual harassment 
allegations," this time from a former city employee. the female 
staffer is suing both "the mayor, albert robles, and" the city of 
carson. she claims she was abruptly fired last july after complaining 
that he groped her and made sexual advances between 2013 and 
2014.  

0:59 4/27/16 11:17p Employment/Labor 

housekeepers at a luxury hotel are worried about their safety and 
they have to clean up after some of their best guests. they 
ambushed the general manager voicing concerns. the hotel is 
across the street from an ideal place for most people to stay before 
receiving long-term treatment.  

0:25 5/11/16 11:17p Employment/Labor 
a $7 million settlement for a 40 foot fall that was caught on camera 
in philadelphia. the engineer was inspecting lighting fixtures at the 
rodin museum when he fell through the floor.  

0:23 5/19/16 11:33p Employment/Labor 
a woman is  suing the city of inglewood  saying she was fired for 
talking  about money mismanagement in  order to lock in a stadium 
deal  which brought the rams back to  los angeles.  

2:55 4/5/16 11:03p entertainment 

the" legendary john williams and the "l.a. phil, part of the biggest" 
premiere in town tonight. hogwarts in hollywood set to open to the 
public in just about 30 hours. you can see our countdown clock up 
there in the corner. the wizarding world of harry potter will open at 
universal studios. it is something you could see and hear for miles 
in every direction. nbc's robert kovacik was on the red carpet tonight 
for the star-studded vip premiere.  

0:18 4/5/16 11:33p entertainment 
and a big new festival three days long will be coming to the rose 
bowl. the pasadena city council signed off on the arroyo seco music 
and arts festival last night.  

2:56 4/6/16 11:07p entertainment 

t-minus seven" "hours and counting, fans will be" "decked out as 
wizards, excited" to enter the world of harry potter. the family was 
allowed to go in at 6:30 a.m. at universal studios. nbc's robert 
kovacik has more on the finishing touches. " reporter: all right, 
colleen," when it comes to anticipation how about this for the first 
time in universal studio city's "ticket lines, there are no" advanced 
on-line tickets available for tomorrow. it is sold out on line.  

0:25 4/6/16 11:33p entertainment 

the lapd has opened a criminal investigation into charlie sheen and 
it may involve death threats and an hiv cover-up. "police served a 
search warrant," and they're looking for autotapes where he may 
have been threatening his ex-fiancee and covering up his status.  

2:34 4/7/16 11:04p entertainment 

the rain today couldn't keep thousands away from the grand 
opening of the wizarding world of harry potter. the gates to the sold 
out opening day came very early this morning after two and a half 
years of construction. "now, once again, nbc 4's ron" cove as sic 
live up the hill in hogsmead.  reporter: this was about capturing a 
phenomenon. "seven best selling books, eight" blockbuster films. 
"the expectations, as high as" hogwarts. could it be possible to step 
into the fantasy you dreamed about and have it succeed? even 
beyond your wildest dreams?   

1:23 4/13/16 11:01p entertainment 

i will tell you something, i" was here the night kobe bryant scored 81 
points. he scored 21 more that night "than he did tonight, but 
nothing" compares to this. "a night 20 years in the making," "he 
scores 60 points, dead leg" exhausted and lead the lakers to a 
victory in his final game. i will show you a couple of "shots from the 
game, if you" "didn't see it, you missed a" historic performance.  
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1:02 4/13/16 11:02p entertainment 

they didn't leave, they are" still here. we have the chopper to prove 
it. let's show you staples center from up above. there's people here 
like it just wrapped up. "it's okay, it's a good night for" laker fans and 
folks that belong "to laker nation, they know it" may not be like this 
again. they came and savored and "stayed, as we speak, 
thousands" "are in the street behind us, and" behaving themselves 
we are glad to say.  

1:45 4/13/16 11:13p entertainment 

more now on kobe bryant's last game as a laker and the "fans loved 
it, let's go back out" to staples and here is beverly white again. 
beverly? "  reporter: that is right, many" fans paid big bucks and 
traveled great distances and they assure us kobe did not 
disappoint. hot emotions at the end of a 20 year run for the l.a. 
lakers for the black mamba tonight. electricity in and outside of the 
arena for fans scrambling to get in before tip-off and others soaking 
up the pregame energy in the stands.  

2:11 4/15/16 11:06p entertainment 

a former nfl quarterback  johnny manziel facing more  questions 
about his actions off  the field. a home he rented allegedly  trashed 
during a wild party. robert kovacik is in front of  the home of the 
former heisman  trophy winner, the home he is  accused of 
damaging.  reporter: johnny manziel is  questioning motivations. 
why was this information made  public when he was just checking  
the credibility of the bill, a  bill from when johnny manziel  stayed 
here last week and that  now includes $32,000 in damages.  

0:28 4/15/16 11:17p entertainment 

anyone with a need for speed  can find it at the long beach  grand 
prix. it is quiet tonight but tomorrow  all you will hear is the  engines. 
every year tens of thousands  line this unique course. it runs right 
through the city. 

0:23 4/15/16 11:33p entertainment 
prince is out of the  hospital after his jet made an  emergency 
landing this morning. prince had been fighting the flu  for several 
weeks.  

0:25 4/21/16 11:06p entertainment 

speak of tributes, a celebration" in color. the one that's most 
identified "with prince, which is purple," "los angeles city hall here, 
the" "forum, and the u.s. bank" building all bathed in purple light 
tonight. 

0:49 4/21/16 11:07p entertainment 

the coaches from nbc's ""the" "voice"" among those remembering" 
and paying tribute to prince. " man, what a blow." what a blow to not 
just the music industry but to earth to lose that guy.  i knew the guy. 
i knew him. and i was a huge fan of what he did. just a fearless one-
off. " his music, his work, it's" just so deep.  

0:38 4/25/16 11:09p entertainment 

new clues about prince's final days the faa released audio from the 
night his private jet made an emergency landing.  an unresponsive 
passenger?  a male or female?  a male passenger.  the air traffic 
control was directed to land just outside chicago.  

0:38 4/26/16 11:16p entertainment 

raw emotion" from singer kid rock. nbc 4 has the 911 call made after 
his assistant was found dead.  send the ambulance now.  okay. tell 
me exactly what happened.  i don't know. "there's a polaris, my 
polaris is" off the driveway.  

0:27 4/26/16 11:17p entertainment 

it's a tribute to prince you'll only find in hollywood. musicians from 
across los angeles remembering the purple one "\m purple rain, 
purple rain \m"  this is new is video from the whisky go go on the 
sunset strip. the club is dedicating its ultimate jam night to the late 
"superstar, and it's not over" yet.  

0:17 4/26/16 11:17p entertainment 
courts will likely decide who gets a portion of prince's vast fortune 
estimated at $300 million. his sister is not aware of any will left 
behind.  
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0:44 4/27/16 11:32p entertainment 

one of the world's most "famous statues, christ the" redeemer lit up 
in colors of the brazilian flag. just how ready is rio. there serious 
issues and not all will be solved by the time the caledron is lit. like 
the ongoing zika outbreak. the country and the beaches are 
gorgeous.  

0:25 4/27/16 11:33p entertainment 
here in santa ana, the men's" water polo team are playing hard "for 
the games they are progress," to hours a day in the water. the team 
captain said they want the gold.  

2:17 4/29/16 11:01p entertainment 

and the lakers announcing "their number one pick, the" lakers hire 
luke walton as the head coach. a player who knows what it is like to 
win with the purple and gold. and now with the warriors. "the 
reaction has to be good," robert?  it is for the most part. the kings 
were interested. the knicks were interested. but luke walton says he 
always dreamed of being a head coach and to do that for an 
organization like the lakers doesn't happen very often.  

0:33 5/3/16 11:06p entertainment 

new details of princes final day. prince died one day before he was 
scheduled to meet with a california doctor of an addiction of 
painkiller. doctor howard on april 20th to help with his grave medical 
emergency. the doctor could not go so his son flew to princes 
home.  

0:32 5/3/16 11:10p entertainment 
rapper 50 cents" is apologizing for taunting kids at the airport.  the 
rapper posted this video suggesting a 19 years old airport janitor. 
the teenager suffers from social anxiety and hearing loss.  

0:21 5/5/16 11:33p entertainment 
arsenio hall is suing sinead o'connor. he filed a $5 million libel 
lawsuit. prescription's cause of death is under investigation.  

2:22 5/6/16 11:07p entertainment 

the singer color purple l.a. city hall served as backdrop for huge star 
studded memorial for prince. we just got this video in of dove 
release during the performance of one his popular songs when 
doves cry. beverly white live downtown in l.a. tonight with a tribute 
concert attended by some of his biggest fans and i big surprises "as 
well, beverly." " reporter: colleen, as you" "know, l.a. city hall 
featured in" "princes 1991 music video""diamond and pearls"" 
tonight his" fans came back for celebrity driven hit parade. 

0:31 5/6/16 11:33p entertainment 

the mental health of cbs and "summer rev stone, now a los" angeles 
judge is considering dismissing the entire case. the 92--year-old 
former girlfriend is trying to get the legal rights to make the medical 
decisions for him. 

0:29 5/10/16 11:00p entertainment 

breaking news the la rams "arrested, tj mcdonald booked on" 
suspicion of dwi. >>.  lapd booking him for dwi. the arrest made 
after mcdonald smashed into the car. he's a former star. any 
speculations of the cause of the crash is premature.  

0:26 5/10/16 11:08p entertainment 
the doctor who cared for prince the day right before his death was 
treating him for opioid addiction.  

0:20 5/10/16 11:33p entertainment 
team u.s. a will have a southern california feel. "seven members, 
they are from" california. 

0:20 5/11/16 11:12p entertainment 
the former wife of the musician prince hosted a secret celebration 
party of his life in beverly hills. celebrities like gwen stefani attended 
the event.  

0:24 5/16/16 11:13p entertainment 
we are learning that madeleine  stowe was robbed at gunpoint  last 
september. court documents are now  surfacing. sources are telling 
nbc 4 that  she was the victim.  

0:42 5/17/16 11:14p entertainment 
tonight, the man standing  side by side with o.j. simpson  when he 
was acquitted of murder  reveals what o.j. simpson  whispered to 
him just moments  after that verdict was read.  
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0:20 5/20/16 11:34p entertainment 
great night for water polo  fans watching team austin beat  australia 
at an exhibition game  in to mona. it went into overtime. the men's 
and women's teams play  australia again this weekend at  usc.   

0:27 5/24/16 11:07p entertainment 
former l.a.  laker and nba all-star kermit  washington is now at the 
center  of a homeland security  investigation.  they are not giving 
out the  charges he is facing.   

0:23 5/24/16 11:34p entertainment 
alisan porter, the winner,  congratulations.   alisan porter a mother 
of two  from los angeles, won the  voice's season.  her win tonight 
gives team  christina the first ever win for  a female coach.   

0:24 5/26/16 11:16p entertainment 
the world's most notorious  drug lord says if you make a  show 
about his life you need to  pay him. joaquin guzman is threatening 
to  sue netflix and univision.  

0:24 5/27/16 11:08p entertainment 

johnny depp ordered to stay  away from his estranged wife on  
charges of domestic abuse. she was seen leaving a courtroom  with 
what appeared to be  injuries. she filed a petition for a  restraining 
order.  

0:40 5/31/16 11:07p entertainment 

an actor will likely spend  the rest of his life in prison. michael jayce 
will be sentenced. his lawyers argue that he lost  control under a 
crumbling  marriage and his actions in 2014  were not intentional.   i 
just like to see the  sadness on his face that he  realized it.  

0:39 6/1/16 11:33p entertainment 

a movie premier tonight in  beverly hills is shedding light  on the 
culture of violence in  south l.a., a now documentary  titled "south 
bureau homicide"  follows detectives, the film  shows what you don't 
see, the  lifetime connections they make  with the families of the  
victims.  

0:26 6/2/16 11:17p entertainment 
powerful painkillers killed  music superstar, prince. the report called 
it a self  administered dose of fentanyl.   

0:28 6/6/16 11:33p entertainment 
the new owner of the playboy  mansion won't have to move far  at 
all. the next door neighbor purchased  the famous estate. we don't 
know the price but it  was listed for $200 million.  

0:19 6/8/16 11:33p entertainment comicon is coming up in  july.  

0:34 6/9/16 11:14p entertainment 

new information about o.j.  simpson and the bloody glove. the 
former l.a. da says simpson  was taking arthritis medication  during 
the trial 20 years ago. he said he was told stopping the  medication 
would make o.j.  simpson's hands swell and his  joints stiffen.  

0:40 6/9/16 11:33p entertainment 

we are 8 weeks from the start  of the olympic games in rio. the 
wrestling world cup is  happening this weekend. we talked with an 
iomc member  and president of the wrestling  federation about the 
sports  future.   

0:21 6/10/16 11:16p entertainment 
chase was sentenced today in downtown la. he was convicted last 
month of  second degree murder of the 2014 shooting death of his 
wife,  april.  

0:24 6/10/16 11:33p entertainment 

a special honor tonight for  the national association for the hispanic 
journalist, our general manager steve carlston accepted  the award 
there downtown   did you know it was max there handle out the 
award.   

0:18 6/14/16 11:33p entertainment 
actor and comedian kevin  hart wants his stuff back, a  half million 
dollars worth. he was out of town when somebody  broke in to his 
home. watches, jewelry and clothes  were taken.  
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2:01 6/16/16 11:14p entertainment 

cameras capture -- for the  first time, fred roggin joins us  on this 
video.   l.a. is trying to prove to  the world is city is ready to  host the 
2024 games. paris may be l.a.'s biggest  competition and now the 
french  are playing games of their own. it appears there is a rooster 
in  the hen house.   i'm from -- i will call the  police right now.  
reporter: our cameras caught  members of the french consulate  
scouting proposed olympic venues  this morning. they wanted to 
see what l.a.  2024 is up to.  

0:31 6/20/16 11:09p entertainment 

the son of  a former real housewives of  orange county star is 
behind  bars. police say he shot a man and led  officers on a wild 
pursuit. police tell us he shot a  35-year-old man in a costa may  say 
home and drove off in a  stolen bmw and that led to a  pursuit 
through santa ana. 

0:20 6/22/16 11:34p entertainment 

was a true classic in rock songs, ripped off? we could find out 
tomorrow, the verdict could be found over stairway to heaven. a 
former l.a. band, spirit claims it was there. led zeppelin both 
testified, plant said he the not remember meeting members of spirit.  

0:23 6/24/16 11:34p entertainment 

star wars. lucas' lawsuit delays for scrapping the plan to build a 
museum of narrative artists in chicago and dealing the evil empire is 
a lot easier than friends in the park. now, it is between los angeles 
and san francisco.  

0:24 6/27/16 11:08p entertainment 

police in hollywood are  investigating rapper lil' wayne  in connection 
with a fight. an nbc 4 viewer posted this  video of lil' wayne 
performing  at hyde nightclub where the  incident apparently 
happened  early this morning. now, police won't confirm many  
details about what happened  here, but they did say lil'  wayne, 
whose real name is dwayne michael carter jr., is a suspect in a 
battery case. 

0:27 6/28/16 11:17p entertainment 
a lot more including the band, n' zzync.  the walk of fame classes of 
2017, others include john legend and the rock and goldie han.  

0:44 6/28/16 11:33p entertainment 

the team of twim swim trials.  huntington beach tom shields is 
looking to earn an olympic spot. and for the woman, missy franklin, 
she will have a chance tomorrow  michael phelps could make 
history tomorrow night bight qualifying for the game.  

0:18 6/28/16 11:33p entertainment 
the real medal ceremony of the red and blue jacket matching with 
bright yellow sneakers. designers spent 16 months putting it 
together.    

1:00 6/29/16 11:17p entertainment 

we are counting down to the summer olympic games. tonight is 
official, we'll see michael phelps in rio. are there any doubt? you 
saw it right here on nbc 4. phelps is now the first american male 
swimmer to qualify for five olympics.  missy franklin qualifying for 
the second place of the 200 meter freestyle.   

0:29 6/29/16 11:33p entertainment 

from families in northern california got an r-rated surprise when they 
went to see the kids' movie "finding dory." theater officials 
apologized, employees played the wrong movie so they got the 
wrong trail. 

0:53 6/30/16 11:33p entertainment 
nbc 4 is your olympics station. we are counting down to the road to 
rio. michael phelps. both say they are ready for another chance to 
go head to head for the gold. 

0:27 4/4/16 11:00p environment 
this just in a 3.4 earthquake in granda hills.  This one was widely felt 
throughout the san frenando valley. 

0:19 4/7/16 11:10p environment 

maybe you felt it. an earthquake rattled parts of orange county 
tonight. . it was 3.2 and it was centered off catalina island. no 
reports of anyone being hurt. police say they felt it especially in aliso 
valeo. " 
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0:21 4/12/16 11:33p environment 
these tiny sea creatures are showing up near the new port beach 
piers. they are known to live in tropical seas.  

0:15 4/15/16 11:09p environment 
and this quake hit  west/southwest of santa clarita. it measured 3.3. 
people in simi valley reported  feeling the quake.   

0:27 4/15/16 11:15p environment 

a mountain lion is back in  the wild after strolling through  a 
neighborhood and on to a high  school campus. kennedy high was 
put on lockdown  for a time after callers spotted  the cat, the war 
dans shot the  cat with a tranquilizing dart  but it took a while for it to  
take effect.  

0:42 4/19/16 11:16p environment 

an alarming number of sick sea lions washing up on the beaches. 
the sea lions are older and arriving later in the season. the pacific 
marine mammal center has an overflow of sea lions. el nino 
conditions have warmed the ocean and only get warmer as we 
move into summer.   

2:27 4/25/16 11:00p environment 

a bear on the" run with wildlife agents and crews behind it. the bear 
has been captured.  news chopper 4 has been following the bear 
from above and on the ground is robert kovacik.  reporter: we got 
very close. some photographers got too close. but this is where it 
ended at this house behind me. that is the tree where they finally 
tranquilized that bear. let me show you the video we captured on 
the ground and in the air on this bear that made his way down into 
an 8-block radius of the sylmar neighborhood.  

0:47 4/25/16 11:17p environment 

it is very unusual but it now looks as if it is going to "happen again in 
orange county," "sunday, a dead whale washed on" shore and 
another is about to do the same. whale watchers spotted the first 
carcass in the ocean on friday. 

0:37 4/26/16 11:09p environment 

now we know why this black bear was roaming around a 
neighborhood in silmar last night. the explanation anyone who's the 
parent of a teenager can probably understand. california wildlife 
said the bear is more or less the equivalent of a teenager striking 
out on their own for the first time.  

0:20 5/5/16 11:24p environment 
more breaking news, an earth" a 3.2 in valley vista east of hemet. 
no reports of damage or anyone hurt there. a small earth measuring 
3.2 in the valley vista area.  

0:21 5/10/16 11:32p environment 
the bear wondering around the school. an hour later animal control 
gave the all clear.  

0:19 5/11/16 11:17p environment 
take a look, rare crabs" rolling into southern california. this is what it 
looked like in san diego and this evening they were in orange 
county.  

0:23 5/13/16 11:33p environment 
i want to tell you about a  wild surprise at a park in  riverside. a man 
is found raising a wild  bobcat cub. he told animal services the  
cub's mother abandoned it and he  wanted to keep it safe.  

0:31 5/17/16 11:17p environment 
group of brave souls actually  ran towards one shark nard to  save 
it. some of the beachgoers in hawaii  pulled this higher shark in the  
ocean after seeing it struggling  to swim.  

0:24 5/17/16 11:33p environment 
here' the video. we tell you about a warning for  pet owners. this 
coyote is not playing  around. this is a new video for park  rangers 
that shows a coyote  protecting her young.  

0:55 5/18/16 11:08p environment 

two tranquilizer darts,  schools on lock down, and two  curious 
bears. deputies actually followed the  bear around several  
neighborhoods near vineyard  junior high school, as students  were 
going to school this  morning.  
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2:02 5/23/16 11:00p environment 

when i looked outside i saw  a bear. a bear in my backyard.  and 
there it is, a bear scare  this close encounter has a  neighborhood 
on edge.   robert kovacik joins us live  in pasadena now where the 
bear  may be roaming in backyards.  reporter: he was spotted in  
back yards and on busy streets. you probably have heard it  before, 
take it from two  students who tell us he is  indeed smarter than 
your average  bear.   i'm freaking out in the house  screaming.  
reporter: elizabeth holland  looks out her window and sees a  bear 
in her backyard. 

0:35 5/23/16 11:02p environment 

the ground shaking tonight  and most of it in upland. this minor 3.5 
earthquake  centered four miles outside  upland around 7:30. 
hundreds of you reported feeling  it on the nbc 4 facebook page as  
far away as glendora. 

2:26 6/8/16 11:01p environment 

we have been following this  bear all day as it climbed  trees, went 
through back yards  and even went for a dip in the  pool. the latest 
on where the bear  might be now.  that's a million dollar  question. 
we spoke with fish and wildlife  and they said they know where  the 
200-pound black bear spent  most of her day, but are just  not sure 
where she is tonight.  for mary --   that's as close as i want to  be.  
earlier she climbed down a  tree. fish and bear hoping she was  
heading back to the mountains.  

0:30 6/8/16 11:16p environment 
the city is adding 100 more  electric cars to their fleet. this looks like 
a bmw lot, but  it is a police parking lot. these vehicles will be used 
by  city workers.  

0:42 6/10/16 11:08p environment 

a bear appears to be having  something of a camp out in a  
glendale neighborhood. we have been keeping an eye on  this bear 
most of the day and  right now fish and game is  asking all the area 
to stay away and homeowners staying inside.  

0:23 6/13/16 11:18p environment 

another shark sighting in  southern california. this one in dana point. 
a 10 to 12 foot shot was spotted  on saturday by a whale watching  
company. this comes two weeks after a  swimmer was bitten by 
what  experts believe was a 10-foot  great white shark.  

0:30 6/21/16 11:15p environment 

could the san andreas fault  be ready to rumble in a  significant 
way? new data shows that areas of  motion along the 800 mile long  
fault that runs along  california, the study found that  uplifts along 
the 125 mile wide  corridor of the fault and  evidence of downward 
shifts  along the fault. it could help scientists predict  more 
significant ruptures.   

0:45 6/22/16 11:16p environment 

when it comes to waste, none is more dangerous than what is 
sitting near the surf. an official with the department of energy were 
all ears as at the try to come up with a solution on this. a plan to hall 
nuclear waste to the nevada desert has been blocked for years and 
many are frustrated that it's still an issue with so much to be 
resolved.  

0:40 6/22/16 11:16p environment 

a family of bobcats has a father worried about the safety of his 
family. he took a cell phone video after spotting a mama bobcat and 
five cubs roaming around. he said that the mother is tagged, when 
he called animal control, he said that nobody came out on check it 
out.  

0:31 6/24/16 11:17p environment 

local whale searchers have never seen anything like this.  more 
hump back whales. this is a video captured. they're seeing as many 
as ten whales in a single trip of the whales migrating. experts are 
seeing an unprecedented amount of whales and sardines in this 
area.   
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2:03 6/27/16 11:02p environment 

that colossal mission to  rescue this blue whale entangled off the 
coast of dana point may  now be turning into a search  mission. the 
whale, it seems, has  vanished underneath the water. nbc 4's 
patrick healy live in  dana point right now where he  spoke with a 
rescue crew about  what's next. 

0:24 6/27/16 11:33p environment 

welcome to havana. illinois. where mayflies outnumber people  
there. these creepy photos were taken  over the weekend by the 
town's  police department when the  weather conditions are just  
right, or just wrong depending  how you look at, it they'll  emerge 
from bodies of water,  

0:15 6/28/16 11:10p environment 
this video is an example of a coyote problem. while the city plans to 
trap coyotes, the plan is misguided. while many pet owners support 
the idea.  

0:36 6/28/16 11:11p environment 

the blue whale off of dana point. the whale just swam away. if it is 
spotted again, they'll try again. the whale has nearly 300 pound of 
fishing rod wrapped around its tail. team spent hours trying to cut 
through the rope but it did not work. the whale could die within 30 
days.  

0:33 6/29/16 11:08p environment 

a possible danger of bear attack.  the 38 years old identified as a 
force service, that area is now closed as authorities searching for 
the grisly bear. the officer was riding another biker when they 
surprised the bear. 

0:26 6/29/16 11:16p environment 

the bear was put down by wildlife officials today. the 120 pounds 
black bear was captured on saturday. the man wound up having to 
get 18 stitches in his fore head.  the newark campground is back 
opened.  

1:15 6/30/16 11:01p environment 

a dead hump back whale washed ashore.  nbc 4 beverley white is 
there right now.  reporter: chuck, they have no idea when this hump 
back whale died. now, for the 4th of july crowds here for the holiday, 
this is one sad and surprising attraction  first responders say 
keeping beach goers away from the hump back whale is a primary 
concern going into the holiday weekend. 

0:42 6/30/16 11:17p environment 
major concern of the reservoir. packed at the auditorium tonight, 
they were concerned of backing away of commitment to refill the 
reservoir because the drought situation.   

0:15 6/24/16 11:06p financial 
around the world, more than $2 trillion today, how does that affect 
you? well, the average 401 ks in the u.s. lost more than $3,000 just 
today.  

0:16 4/4/16 11:09p foreign news 

hundreds" of protesters here gathering outside the armenian 
consulate "in glendale, this to show their" support for armenia after 
a bloody conflict with azerbaijan over the weekend that left at least 
30 people dead.  

0:25 4/7/16 11:15p foreign news 

we're getting a new look at one of the most wanted men in the 
world. the brussels bombing suspect known as the man in the hat. 
authorities released this new video that shows him minutes after the 
airport bombing and "less than one hour later, he is" seen on a cell 
phone before the subway attacks. 

0:36 4/13/16 11:16p foreign news 

dangerous and close encounter caught on video between a u.s. 
navy ship and russian fighter jets. take a look. below the bridge 
wing. below the bridge wing.  the fighters were not armed but he 
this made several "aggressive moves, passing within" 30 feet of the 
navy destroyer. 

0:25 4/14/16 11:16p foreign news 
at least 900 people were killed and 900 injured when a earthquake 
rattled southern japan. it toppled homes and buckled homes.  
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0:49 4/15/16 11:09p foreign news 

rescue teams are working  around the clock in southern  japan to 
find people trapped in  the rubble of a 7.0 earthquake. this is the 
second large  earthquake on the island of  kyushu. at least 19 
people have been  killed so far. thousands are homeless.   

1:06 4/18/16 11:06p foreign news 

i want you to look at the th video. this is what we'd like to see more 
of in the coming days. survivors here pulled from the rubble of 
ecuador's powerful 7.8 earthquake. this used to be a shopping 
center. "a bit of hope tonight, on a day" "when the death toll, now 
410," "including an american, continues" "to climb, with more than 
2,000" injured. this woman is from florida.  

0:39 4/19/16 11:08p foreign news 

disaster experts from the united states are headed to ecuador to 
help with the transition from recovery. hope of finding more 
survivors is fading. we don't expect to see many more scenes like 
this. eight people are pulled from a pile of concrete that used to be a 
shopping center.  

0:21 4/29/16 11:17p foreign news 
a disturbing sight. that is a rotor blade coming off a helicopter in 
midair. the chopper crashed and killed all 13 people on board. 
authorities did recover the black box in the wreckage.  

0:40 5/3/16 11:17p foreign news 

it is the largest evacuation ever in western canada. "tonight, the 
entire town of" "80,000 is in the path of an" aggressive out of control 
wild fires. " as you heard there, someone" brought to tears today as 
they watched this fire burned from their home.   

0:27 5/3/16 11:18p foreign news 
talk about a terrifying choice for a mother in south korea.  they were 
at the bottom of that building and ready to catch her and her three 
children as she threw them from a burning building.  

0:44 5/4/16 11:09p foreign news 

a state of emergency, the" next 24 hours could be crucial "for 
88,000 people forced to" "evacuate this massive wildfire," "up in 
alberta, canada." firefighters call it hell on earth and right now there 
is no stopping these flames.  

0:42 5/6/16 11:17p foreign news 

the savaged wild fire that "is forcing nearly 90,000 people" from 
their homes in canada could double in size by tomorrow. here is 
what one couple saw on their iphone security app as smoke and 
flames engulfed their home.  

0:28 5/11/16 11:11p foreign news 
it appears the ocean is slowly giving up its secrets. an engine 
cowelling has now washed ashore. investigators have a handful of 
pieces found along beaches of "the inian, the indian ocean."  

1:45 5/18/16 11:00p foreign news 

a jet missing and this is a  live picture in paris, where a  media 
staging area is starting  to form, waiting for new  information. we are 
tracking breaking  details on this search right  now, robert? we have 
just confirmed no  americans are on the missing  flight, 66 people 
on board  total. most of them egyptian. they were 30 minutes from  
landing in cairo, when it  dropped off the radar over the  
mediteranian sea. no radio calls for help or sign  they lost altitude, a 
commercial pilot that flew through the area tells nbc 4, the weather 
was  clear.  

1:16 5/18/16 11:31p foreign news 

we are just getting new  information on the breaking news of the 
egypt airplane. this is just in, we learned  that the egypt air flight 
was 66 passengers and crew on board has crashed. the egyptian 
air force is in the mediteranian, this is a live  look at the airport, and 
you  just saw the egypt air.  

1:12 5/19/16 11:04p foreign news 

it is daylight over the  search area where egyptair  flight 804 crash 
into the sea  and the plane was likely brought  down by an act of 
terrorism. it has been more than 24 hours  since the plane 
disappeared from  radar on a flight from paris to  cairo with 66 
people on board.  
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0:38 5/19/16 11:17p foreign news 

quite a scene here. this is an attack in the middle  of a riot. 
protesters smash and set fire to  his car and he's still in it. you can 
see one person kicked  the window out of the car before  someone 
else lights it on fire. the officer gets out and takes  blows from a 
metal bar.  

0:26 5/20/16 11:09p foreign news 
new flight data from  egyptair flight 804 shows that  smoke filled the 
plane's  bathroom before missing from the  radar. there was a fire 
aboard the  plane but it's not clear if it  was an explosion.  

0:21 5/26/16 11:13p foreign news 
wild video of a korean air  jet on fire on the runway. you can see the 
smoke coming  from the plane after the flight  burst into flames. the 
firefighters arrived and  doused the plane with foam.  

0:27 5/31/16 11:15p foreign news 
a shop worker in vietnam  fights off a robber with a  knife. cameras 
show the robber covering  the woman's mouth and dragging  her to 
the ground while taking  her phone.  

1:43 6/8/16 11:07p foreign news 
an explanation who was  behind the attack and why they  targeted 
this restaurant. the shooting took place in a  popular place in tel 
aviv, right  across the street from the  military headquarters.  

2:43 6/23/16 11:03p foreign news 

in four decades there have  been nothing like it, the  breaking news 
on britain's vote  to leave the european union. the british pound is 
spiraling  downward and the impact could be  felt on our economy 
as well. robert kovacik is monitoring the  vote, the fallout and the 
impact  here.   this is an unexpected result  by a narrow margin is a 
major  shock across the world and world  markets. 

0:40 6/24/16 11:06p foreign news 

britain surprise leaving european union. reality seems to be setting 
in. the vote to leave the european union triggering a worldwide 
reaction on wall street. the dow jones was down 600 point. britain 
have already started petition calling for a redo.   

2:25 6/28/16 11:00p foreign news 
now at 11:00, a terrorist strike at the largest airport. passengers 
running as bombs exploded in istanbul. tonight we have new 
development of this latest attack.   

0:20 6/29/16 11:14p foreign news 
new video tonight showing air strikes killing hundreds of isis 
militants.  

0:47 4/5/16 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a woman is being remembered tonight after she was crushed to 
death when a small plane crashed into a car on the san diego 
freeway. teammates of toni isbelle's roller derby team held a 
memorial fund-raiser to remember her tonight. 

2:04 4/13/16 11:06p 
funerals and 
memorials 

candles, prayers and tears, a" moving memorial for a young wife 
that was cut short. he collapsed and died while in pe class. we are 
live where the vigil brought out a lot of people tonight. scores 
lingered at the memorial behind us until late in the night before they 
finally pulled themselves away to go home. what makes it more 
painful are theperplexing circumstances. " 

0:44 5/2/16 11:05p 
funerals and 
memorials 

the cyprus park community is coming together to remember two 
teenaged boys found dead in the l.a. river last night. the boys 
disappeared on friday when they went to the river after school. 
witnesses say that one of them fell in the water and the other may 
have jumped in to save him.  i don't know why this happened or why 
they did this.  

0:35 5/3/16 11:07p 
funerals and 
memorials 

flags will fly at half staff tomorrow at the home state of navy annavy 
seal is killed in iraq. charles keating the fourth.  his high school 
coach remembers him as a star athlete and destined for great 
things.   

0:32 5/4/16 11:17p 
funerals and 
memorials 

cal state long beach student killed in the terrorist attacks was 
remembered and honored tonight. " to get this diploma, it is" reallyá-
- it is for both of us.  the 23-year-old recognized as the outstanding 
graduate during the university's alumni banquet. 
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0:34 5/11/16 11:33p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a special honor for the youngest victim killed in the san bernardino 
terror attacks. aurora awarded a degree posthumously. her family 
and 2-year-old son were presented with the degree during the 
board of trustees meeting. 

0:28 6/6/16 11:17p 
funerals and 
memorials 

for a third day crowds  gathered outside the muhammad  ali center 
louisville, kentucky. his family will celebrate his  life on thursday in 
freedom  hall, the last place he fought  louisville and hold a public  
memorial on friday.  

0:24 6/8/16 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

tickets went quickly for  muhammad ali's funeral service. free tickets 
were handed out in  louisville. tickets are already being sold. tickets 
have sold up on ebay  going for about $15. 

0:48 6/10/16 11:10p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a final farewell to muhammad ali, a memorial service was held 
today at his hometown in  louisville. those attending the memorial  
included bill clinton and billy  crystal.  a free man of faith. we should 
honor him. our best among the world. 

1:38 6/13/16 11:14p 
funerals and 
memorials 

l.a.'s city hall will remain  lit in rainbow colors for the  rest of this 
month, this as we  learn some of the orlando  victims have deep ties 
to  southern california. robert kovacik has more on the  mother of 11 
killed and how her  family is paying tribute.  reporter: so many are 
paying  tribute. it's 2:15 in the morning in  orlando and still they 
arrive at  this memorial. brenda marques mccool was the  mother of 
11 who grew up many  san bernardino.  

0:37 6/13/16 11:16p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a barista, a bouncer and  accountant. they came from all walks of 
life  and we are hearing their stories  from those who loved them. 
kimberly morris was a bouncer at  the club on saturday night. her 
former girlfriend lives in  san francisco.  

0:41 6/13/16 11:17p 
funerals and 
memorials 

the victim in another  shooting, also in orlando,  florida over the 
weekend is  remembered tonight. christina grimmie shot and  killed 
in orlando after a  concert on friday night. tonight her new jersey 
hometown  remembered the popular  22-year-old. she took third 
place on "the  voice" in 2014. among those attending was her  
brother who tackled the gunman  and held him down until police  
got there.    

0:44 6/16/16 11:08p 
funerals and 
memorials 

a dance group  in orange county remembers the  victims in the 
orlando attack,  some of them friends who did not  survive. they 
gathered to hold a dance  celebration for a 25-year-old  and a 22-
year-old along with the  47 other victims who were  killed.  

0:29 4/4/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

all eyes on wisconsin tonight where the voting begins just six hours 
from now. and this is a primary that could really be a turning point 
for several campaigns. for republicans ted cruz and the stop trump 
movement are each putting their hopes on the state of wisconsin 
where the polls show cruz leading in the state  

0:15 4/4/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

bernie sanders has five wins under his belt in the latest states. 
sanders is dwayning moment up. but if he doesnt sweep the "state 
of wisconsin, he may not" be able to make a dent in clintons 
delegate lead.  

0:59 4/5/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

now closing the gap but running out of time. ted cruz and bernie 
sanders are setting up the chance for split conventions in both 
parties.  do not tell secretary clinton. "she's getting a little nervous," 
and i don't want her to get more nervous.  tonight's primary now 
gives sanders six straight victories. he says he has confidence 
despite trailing hillary clinton by a wide margin in delegates 

0:26 4/6/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

well, this was part of a" rowdy scene on new york's long "island 
tonight, riot police busy" separating demonstrators both for and 
against donald trump. "inside, two people were arrested" for getting 
into a fight.  
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0:28 4/6/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

and tonight, paul penaka is" looking at 15 years in prison after being 
charged with corruption charges. tenaka refused to answer 
questions after ordering others to avoid an fbi official.  

2:18 4/7/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

"right now, president obama is" here in southern california for a 
quick fundraising trip and you know that means that you can expect 
heavy traffic in several areas out there tomorrow. nbc 4's kate 
larson live in westwood where the president is staying. "  reporter: 
colleen, that's" right. lots of rolling street closures in and around 
westwood as the president's motorcade makes it's way around 
another way of fund-raisers. tonight president was at a fund-raiser 
at disney chairman allan's home in bel air.  

0:21 4/7/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

conceal carry for weapons surging across orange county. permits 
have gone up nearly ten fold. 8500 people in the county can now 
carry a concealed weapon.  

0:58 4/11/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

for the first time in a long time the june 7th california primary is 
expected to play a big part in who wins the republican nomination 
and that's why ted cruz is wrapping up a day of campaigning in 
california.  california is going to decide the republican presidential 
race.   

0:23 4/11/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

an urgent call for additional funds to fight the zika virus. health 
officials say it is a lot scarier than they first thought. emergency 
funding would go for research including the development of a 
vaccine and support for infants born with birth defects linked to the 
virus.  

2:18 4/14/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

a fight night for" democrats in new york tonight. hilary clinton and 
senator bernie sanders taking a page out "of the gop playbook, 
engaging in" the most combative debate yetd. we have the brooklyn 
brawl days before the new york primary. the ninth democratic 
debate "was expected to be intense, so" much is on the line in this 
state in just five days time.  

0:39 4/14/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

a unexpected move by garciti, in his state of the union" "there's, he 
made a game changing" commitment to education. every hard 
working student who graduates from lausd will receive one free year 
of community college. education is just one part of his objectives for 
the city of los angeles.  

0:32 4/15/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

big money draws hillary  clinton back to california days  before the 
primary in new york. in san francisco video shows  george clooney 
heading to a  clinton fundraiser. tomorrow clooney and his wife  will 
hold another event at their  home in los angeles.   

0:36 4/15/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

california is usually just  an afterthought in the  presidential 
primaries but not  this year. for donald trump it might be the  
clincher. he has thousands of volunteers  set to go to work. and 
clark says as far as cruz's  chances it will be over soon.  

0:12 4/15/16 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 
things got heated outside a  trump campaign stop there. fights 
broke out when a sign was  set on fire.  

0:49 4/18/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump ripping his opponents in his own political party with 
the new york primary just hours away. protesters showed up at 
trump's "event in buffalo, with police" arresting six people. "speaking 
to more than 11,000" "supporters, trump mistakenly" said 7-eleven 
when referring to the september 11th attacks.  

0:12 4/18/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

tomorrow's primaries will be key for the gop and the democrats. 
hillary clinton has a nearly 700-delegate lead over bernie sanders. 
but he is gaining ground by "topping the 1,000 mark in terms" of 
delegates.  
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0:53 4/19/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

big wins in the big apple.  i can think of nowhere that i would rather 
have this victory. we don't have much of a race anymore.  donald 
trump is celebrating a huge win taking 60% of the vote. more than a 
two to one margin over john kasich and ted cruz.  

0:21 4/19/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the flint, michigan, water" crisis may now be a criminal case. the 
state attorney general will announce charges against three 
michigan officials. the charges are connected to the contamination 
of flint's drinking water.  

0:49 4/20/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

hollywood is a place dreams made and bernie sanders is looking for 
that sort of an ending. hunt of supporters came out to kick off the 
campaign on hollywood boulevard. there is the first office anywhere 
in the state of california where sanders is looking for more support 
among minority voters.  

0:26 4/20/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

something that most us don't think twice about. "for the homeless, 
think about a" rooms scarce and not always available. now one 
local city councilman wants to help the homeless in venice beach by 
keeping bath rooms open 24 hours a day.  

0:21 4/20/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

harriet tubman will be the next face on the $20 bill. she escaped 
slavery to become a conductor on the underground railroad. she 
risked her life to free slaves.   

0:22 4/21/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

mosquito spraying in orange county is being scrapped. this evening 
the vector control board voted 23-6 against aerial spraying of 
pesticides. 

0:29 4/25/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

with republican rivals teaming up against donald trump tomorrow's 
supertuesday number four could be more crucial. the polling right 
now shows donald trump and hillary clinton leading in all states. ted 
cruz and kasich vowed to support each other.  

0:34 4/25/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the five candidates looking to replace barbara boxer debated for the 
first time. the state attorney general has a double digit lead with 
loretta sanchez in second. the leading republican candidates on 
stage. the two top vote getters in the primary will have their names 
on the november ballot.  

0:23 4/25/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

unique anti-" trump signs are showing up around l.a. they look like 
no parking signs but they read no trump anywhere. these are the 
work of an l.a. based street artist known as plastic jesus.  

1:51 4/26/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

the anaheim city council has now made a decision on a 
controversial resolution involving donald trump. it is an issue so 
divisive it led to pepper spray being used during a clash among 
demonstrators outside. nbc 4's jane yammamoto.  reporter: trump 
protesters faced off outside city hall. tonight inside the city council 
"chambers, both sides taking" sides on this. take a listen. " donald 
trump is selfless," "kind, humanitarian." 

1:56 4/26/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

primaries in five states on the east coast. hillary clinton and donald 
trump are celebrating major wins tonight. "five for trump, four for" 
clinton. the question facing the other "candidates, what do they 
have to" do to stay relevant in this race.  nbc 4's conan nolan has 
the results.  a good night for hillary "clinton, even better one for" 
donald trump who declared himself to be the presumptive nominee 
of the republican party. tonight a five-state sweep for "donald trump, 
none of them" close.   

0:25 4/26/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

there are a few things as frustrating as getting a traffic ticket and 
then paying for it. now there's a plan that could make it less of a 
hassle at least to pay up.  
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0:44 4/27/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

hopeful donald trump will kickoff the california campaign with a rally 
in costa mesa tomorrow. he picked up an endorsement from indiana 
university's legendary "coach, bobby knight." while he was 
campaigning through "indiana today, ted cruz named" carly fiorina 
has his running mate if he wins the nomination.  

1:33 4/28/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

reporter: this corner is where it all started. we saw people jumping 
on street signs and throwing bricks and yelling at people and 
surrounding cars and for many out here it was exactly what they did 
not want to see. anti- donald trump determine "straighters stropped 
traffic," stopping drivers outside the oc fairgrounds. what started as 
a demonstration of civil unrest got unruly quickly. " people are 
throwing things," people are going crazy.   

1:10 4/28/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

let's go to gill in news chopper four.  you witnessed the crowd wild 
and angry at times.  reporter: it was. this is where it was happening 
around 9:30 when we witnessed a bunch of chaos in the streets. the 
police had to get on horseback and push the people down 
eastbound on fair drive. 

2:18 4/28/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

and robert kovacik was inside that amphitheater where thousands 
were cheering on donald trump unaware of the chaos just outside.  
reporter: completely unaware. over the loud speaker this crowd was 
told if you see a protester "being disruptive, please do not" harm the 
protester. but it really wasn't necessary.  

0:33 4/28/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have this new ground video. a man's face covered in blood and 
bandages after he was hit. that man wearing a trump shirt and lying 
on a stretcher as he explains how he was injured. and another 
woman had to be rescued. there she is right there. right now we are 
working to find out the extent of the emergencies requiring 
emergency crews to respond.   

0:00 4/28/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have this new ground video. a man's face covered in blood and 
bandages after he was hit. that man wearing a trump shirt and lying 
on a stretcher as he explains how he was injured. and another 
woman had to be rescued. there she is right there.  

0:30 4/28/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

after what happened in costa "mesa, security is sure to be" tight for 
tomorrow's california g.o.p. state convention in the bay area. 
"donald trump, ted cruz and" kasich be making appearances. it's a 
rare opportunity for republicans to decide the nominee.  

0:36 4/28/16 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

new information now on our breaking news. the protest following 
donald trump's appearance tonight in costa mesa. we just learned 
from police there that tonight they arrested 20 people during the 
melee. at least one person was hurt.  

1:16 4/29/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

caught in the chaos. or instigating a confrontation? the man in the 
middle of the anti- trump mob shares his story and revealing new 
video. " tonight, nbc 4's hetty chang" asked the man punched by the 
protester why he went to the rally to record them on video.  reporter: 
cole is lifted on to a stretcher taken away from the chaos. he shared 
this video from his cell phone. it captures the moment he says an 
angry group of anti-trump protesters attacked him.  they came in 
from the side and the back and blind sided me. 

0:13 4/29/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

he also says he went to the rally to get donald trump to sign a $500 
bill which he says he did. in just a few moments we'll be taking you 
live to the gop convention underway in the bay area.  
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2:11 4/29/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump was greeted by more protesters in the san francisco 
suburb of burlingame today and that's where we find nbc 4's conan 
nolan.  reporter: it was an interesting afternoon for donald trump. he 
compared it to making his way across the border illegally. and this 
may be a preview as to what we can expect at the republican 
national convention in cleveland. ohio governor john kasich showing 
frustrations while polls show he could win in the fall he is the longest 
of long shots to win the party nomination.  

0:35 5/2/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

win tomorrow and forget the talk of a contested convention. donald 
trump says that indiana will be his turning point. with a 15-point lead 
in the nbc news wall street journal poll. the ted cruz campaign 
insists it is a tighter race. 

2:11 5/3/16 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight a triumph.  humble donald trump.  i did not expect this.  the 
reality star turned real life presidential candidate. " ted cruz, i dont 
know if he" likes me or he does not like me but hes one hell of a 
competitor. is this the last of ted cruz? " so the state is set, donald" 
trump is the gop nominee and hillary clinton is still holding on a 
large lead. colin nolan is join us now in the studio. he no longer has 
a path in his nomination. ted cruz calls it quit and donald trump 
starts a new campaign. tonight donald trump reflected "on many 
said ""impossible.""" now hes the likely the nominee for president of 
the united states.  we are going to make america great. 

0:19 5/3/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

california will decide" whether to legal marijuana completely. 
"collected of 600,000 signatures," nearly double the amount 
required. 

0:24 5/3/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

with our californias "primary five weeks away, hillary" clinton is 
stepping up here.  the new opening campaign office. nbc 4 has 
similar events for bernie sanders campaign.  

0:49 5/5/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tomorrow hillary clinton spends a second day campaigning in 
california. this evening she focused on donald trump during a rally 
at east los angeles college.  we can't let what he says go 
unanswered and the kinds of "insults he traffics in just, you" "know, 
be the political" discourse.  clinton talked with conan nolan just 
before the rally today.  

2:12 5/10/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight big concerns in south la. people tell us cloudy brown 
waters coming out of their tap fair and the schools in the area 
making students drink bottled waters. live with what dwp is saying of 
"the quality of the water," beverley. " reporter: that's right," colleen 
for the effected school in la. dwp gave them the all clear last month. 
concerns of persisting the "agency, utility says they are" doing the 
best they can to make things right.   

0:23 5/10/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump celebrating a big win tonight in the primary. trump took 
the state of nebraska. republican leader promised today to unify 
their party behind him.  

0:27 5/13/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the parents of two boys who  drowned when the family car  plunged 
off the pier into the  san pedro harbor are suing the  city of l.a. the 
two boys died.  

2:05 5/17/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

they traded victory for  victory. clinton taking kentucky and  sanders, 
picking up a  much-needed win in oregon. sanders, acknowledged 
his win at  a large rally at cal state do  ming gez hills tonight. and 
colin nolan is there for us. conan? while senator sanders admits  his 
path to the party's  nomination is a difficult one,  but he says it's still 
possible. and the folks here tonight  believed him. 
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0:41 5/17/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight, donald trump and  megyn kelly sat down face to  face to talk 
about some of his  controversial comments and  tweets, many of 
them aimed  directly at kelly.  

0:47 5/23/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

all three presidential  candidates are swinging into  southern 
california this week  ahead of the june 7th primary. senator bernie 
sanders arrived  first. he held a rally tonight on the  football field at 
santa monica  high school.   our diversity is our  strength. 

0:26 5/23/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a local emergency. that's what city leaders in seal  beach declared 
in response to  the fire that destroyed a vacant restaurant at the tip 
of their  historic pier last week. the city council approving the  
resolution a couple of hours  ago.  

0:58 5/24/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

violent  clashes outside a donald trump  rally in new mexico right 
now.  protesters breaking through the  barricades and taking over 
the  streets.  nbc's jacob rascon caught right  in the middle of it all.   
reporter: hundreds of  protesters gathered outside the  albuquerque 
convention center.  it started out peaceful, but  then dozens of them 
started to  throw rocks and bottles at the  officers who responded 
with  smoke canisters as well as  pepper spray.  

0:20 5/24/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump is now  here in southern california  tonight.  our 
assignment desk just heard  from his representative.  and he is set 
for a rally in  anaheim at noon tomorrow and  will then go to the 
primary in  washington and now is just ten  delegates shy of the gop  
nomination.   

3:44 5/24/16 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

when donald trump returns to  southern california tomorrow you  
probably wouldn't see any big  names from the world of  
entertainment at the rally.  but hundreds of industry  professionals 
may be silently  rooting for him and hoping no  one ever finds out.  
the investigative reporter janet  susko looks into hollywood's  right 
wing movement.   reporter: there is a  conversation taking place in  
hollywood, in quiet corners at  premier parties, and during  breaks at 
movie sets.  the kind of talk celebrities  would prefer to keep in 
shadows.   i see trump as a guy with big  ideas and wants to protect 
our  country.   this hollywood tough guy has  played it all.  

0:22 5/24/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary  clinton and bernie sanders both  fighting for votes in the 
inland  empire.  both held events in riverside  among several stops 
in southern  california.  

0:17 5/25/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump is wrapping up an eventful visit to southern california 
with a  fund-raiser at this santa monica home. the gop candidate 
attended a  reception and dinner hosted at  the home of the investor 
thomas  barrick jr. the chairman of the rnc was also there.  

0:32 5/25/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight's fund-raiser comes  just hours after this. this violent protest 
at a trump  rally in anaheim today. at least one person ended up in  
the hospital. more than a dozen people  arrested.  hundreds of 
protesters  clashed with trump supporters  outside the anaheim 
convention  center.  

0:20 5/25/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

democrat bernie sanders  wrapping up his second night  here in 
southern california with a rally in lancaster. sanders stressed the 
importance  of a win in california's june  7th primary.  

0:33 5/26/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

bernie sanders is riding a  wave in southern california with  poll 
numbers showing a dead heat  with hillary clinton here.   there is 
nothing we cannot  accomplish.  sanders appeared at a rally  in 
pomona as a survey shows  sanders with 44% to 46% for  clinton.  
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0:15 5/26/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

hillary clinton is in northern  california with events in san  jose and 
san francisco, then  tomorrow in oakland. talking to supporters 
tonight,  she vowed that democrats will  rally together despite the  
problems now with bernie  sanders.  

0:18 5/26/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

donald trump will be  back in southern california  tomorrow two days 
after protests  erupted outside his appearance  in anaheim. the 
event will be held at the  san diego convention center.  

0:34 5/27/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight donald trump is  praising police in san diego for  how they 
handled an angry crowd  of demonstrators outside the  convention 
center today. you can see what happened in  this video.  

0:14 5/27/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

after a couple days of talk  it is just that, a lot of talk. the idea of a 
debate between  donald trump and bernie sanders  will not happen. 
trump said it would be  inappropriate for him to debate  the second 
place finisher.  

0:17 5/27/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

bernie sanders is campaigning up  and down california. he will stop 
in santa barbara,  santa maria and bakersfield  tomorrow. he will 
wrap up with an  appearance on an hbo show,  "realtime with bill 
maher."  

0:17 5/27/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

the california primary is june  7th, just ten days away. the only 
contest between now and  then is the puerto rico  democratic 
caucuses on june 4th.   

0:31 5/30/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

animal rights activists  tried to rush the stage at a  bernie sanders's 
rally in  oakland. you can see the secret service  pushing them back 
and then this  happened. you can hear the crowd react  when one 
of the protesters  appears to be hit with a night  stick.  

0:23 5/31/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

here's one of them, new  tonight road signs went  political when 
someone hacked  into the sign system. texas transportation officials  
are not laughing. they are trying to figure out  who did it. sign 
tampering can carry up to  ten years in prison.   

0:29 6/1/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

in just six days the  california primary and tonight  the presumptive 
gop nominee,  donald trump took his campaign  to the state capital 
in  sacramento.  you suck! you suck! you need to get out of here. 
you need to get out of here.  

0:20 6/1/16 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

senator bernie sanders is  just about well, 15 mile as way  in a rally 
in davis. a new nbc news, "wall street  journal" poll shows sanders 
two  points behind clinton in  california. 

0:34 6/2/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

all the presidential  candidates are here in  california. outside a 
donald trump rally in  san jose, protesters clashed  with police and 
trump  supporters. trump supporters were taunted  and attacked 
one wearing a trump  jersey was egged by protesters.  

0:18 6/2/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

a new poll shows democratic  presidential candidates, hillary  
clinton and bernie sanders are  in a dead heat ahead of the  primary 
in california.  

1:42 6/3/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

nbc 4 adrian is live in san  bernardino tonight where hillary clinton 
rallied supporters  earlier.  reporter: you can feel the  intensity here 
at san  bernardino. we heard clinton spoke and we  talked with her 
supporters. tonight, we are also hearing  donald trump. none of the 
candidates are  holding back.  hundreds are packed in the  gym and 
excited to see here  candidates.  

0:26 6/3/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

we all deal with a lot of traffic. not enough green space but there is 
an opportunity to change all  of that in silver lake. the reservoir is 
now draining  that beach of 96 acres of prime  real estates.   
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2:09 6/6/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

the stars come out for  hillary clinton in hollywood  tonight on a night 
when she  makes history as the first woman  to become a 
presumptive  presidential nominee.   after polling the 714  
superdelegates, they are  convinced she could be the first  woman 
ever nominated by a major  political party for president of  the united 
states.  

0:43 6/6/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

his supporters don't want  him to back off. despite the odds, bernie 
sanders  supporters say they will  continue to fight to make him  the 
democratic candidate.   bernie, bernie, bernie.   this group of 
supporters out  in full force on fairfax avenue  this evening. several 
cars honked in support.  

0:24 6/6/16 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

roger clinton is free on  bail after being arrested on a  dui charge in 
redondo beach. he posted $15,000 bail. he was arrested last night 
for  driving erratically.  

2:26 6/7/16 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 

in california, all eyes are on bernie sanders. he's at the santa 
monica airport right now. he says he's not backing down. he's 
fighting on until the last  primary on june 14th. let's listen in. [ cheers 
and applause ] \m\m well, obviously bernie sanders,  bernie sanders 
has just wrapped  up his address to a hangar full  of supporters 
tonight. and once again, the big story  out of this, he is not backing  
down an inch. says he's going to continue. the last primary in 
washington,  d.c. conan nolan is live there for us right now. conan?  
reporter: you know, there was a lot of rumor here that this  was a 
bitter defeat for mr.  sanders. he spent so much time, so much  
money, crisscrossing california. 

0:11 6/7/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

here are the latest numbers with 33% of the votes counted so far. 
hillary clinton has 60% compared to bernie sanders, roughly a 22%  
difference here.    

2:21 6/7/16 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

let's go over to hillary  clinton's historic night. robert?  chuck and 
colleen, the former first lady is now the very first lady in the united 
states to do  what no woman has done before. tonight, she 
celebrated under an actual glass ceiling in brooklyn promising not to 
smash this one. take a look, this is the new  social media moniker of 
the  clinton campaign. "history made." so much more than just a 
victory rally. a political milestone reached.  tonight belongs to all of  
you.   

0:47 6/7/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight donald trump  promised a fight. the presumptive republican  
nominee wants bernie sanders'  supporters and voters to join  him.   
to all of those bernie  sanders voters who have been  left out in the 
cold by a rigged system of superdelegates, we  welcome you with 
open arms.  

2:05 6/7/16 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

back here in california, the stakes are high in the race for  u.s. 
senate. the top two finishers will go on to the november general  
election. and they are both democrats. state attorney general 
camilla  harris and representative  loretta sanchez far outpaced the 
field tonight. they are the clear leaders. now the results are still 
come  in but here's a look at where  they stand right now. see that 
kamala harris is  leading with 41% of the vote  followed by loretta 
sanchez. nbc 4's beverly white is live in anaheim where sanchez 
addressed  her supporters. beverly?  reporter: that's right,  chuck. 
we're in the beer garden where  the second place finisher took  the 
stage about 9:45 to say the  hard work begins tomorrow but  listen 
now how the california  attorney general kamala harris  spoke later 
to celebrate  finishing first.  california voted and it said  we are a 
state that's unified. i thank you all for the support  and the help 
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0:48 6/7/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

there are two big races in  l.a. county to fill seats on the powerful 
board of supervisors. district 4, this represents  cerritos, diamond 
bar, janice  hahn leading steve napolitano. she needs a majority of 
50%  plus. the other race covers district  5.  

0:36 6/7/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

there were some problems at  polling locations across los  angeles 
county today. nothing unusual about that. machines at some polling  
stations were not accepting  ballots. other locations opened their  
doors hours after the voting was set to begin. and that's what 
happened in  hancock park.  it was a little annoying.  

0:16 6/7/16 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

and as we go to break here,  we have more results from  decision 
2016. beginning with the district 1  seat where the orange county  
board of supervisors.  

1:28 6/7/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

just in, bernie sanders wins the democratic presidential  primary in 
montana. it's certainly clear he is not  backing down, not yet. at a 
rally in santa monica a few minutes ago, he said he is  continuing 
his mission,  continuing the fight. nbc 4's conan nolan is there  live 
for us. conan?  reporter: that's right,  colleen. keep in mind that 
bernie sanders tonight got trounced.  

0:24 6/7/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

the headline tonight,  hillary clinton made history  while bernie 
sanders vows to  keep fighting.  clinton declared victory  tonight as 
the first woman in  u.s. history to be a major  political party nominee 
for  president but senator bernie  sanders is not giving up.  

0:16 6/7/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

here are the numbers from  riverside. where the incumbent mayor 
there  rusty bailey is running for a  second term with five  
challengers on the ballot. his closest competitor city  council 
member paul davis. the spread is almost 50%.   

0:09 6/7/16 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

and we have an update on the only statewide measure on the  
ballot, prop 50 overwhelmingly  passed. this allows both houses of 
the  legislature to suspend lawmakers under investigation without 
pay.  

1:03 6/8/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

today clinton did a number of  one-on-one interviews with  networks 
rather than answer  questions at a news conference.  is this going 
to be the  nastiest campaign ever?  absolutely not. he -- i am 
running a campaign of  issues. donald trump has a meeting  tonight 
as well.  the clintons have turned the  politics of personal 
enrichment  into an art form for themselves.  

0:23 6/8/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

starting tomorrow cigarette  smokers age limit will be raised  to 21. 
california is the second state  to up the smoking age. hawaii was the 
first.  

0:30 6/9/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

a momentous day for hillary  clinton. the democratic nominee picked 
up  endorsements from president  obama and senator elizabeth  
warren.  i am ready to get in this  fight and work my heart out for  
hillary clinton to become the  next president of the united  states.   

0:16 6/9/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

today bernie sanders made it  to the white house meeting with  
president obama and then rallied  his supporters before next  
tuesday's final primary in  washington d.c. reminding them  to send 
a message although he  already agreed to support  clinton after the 
primary.  

0:24 6/9/16 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

another sign that the next  five months are going to be  contentious, 
a twitter fight  between hillary clinton and  donald trump. trump said 
obama just endorsed  crooked hilary. he wants four more years of  
obama but nobody does. clinton fired back with delete  your 
account.  
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0:36 6/14/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of torrance is hearing  from both sides in a plan to  trap and 
kill coyotes. they held a meeting on the  growing coyote problem.  
coyotes are not a good thing. and the number is alarming.   we 
understand that residents  want coyotes to go away. 

0:44 6/15/16 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the santa monica rampage, the silah vista mass murder, the san 
bernardino mass shooting.  moments ago, tammy baldwin from 
wisconsin read a list of mass shootings in just this past decade. a 
democratic filibuster is going into its second day.  

0:26 6/15/16 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

he wasn't on the job very long at all. the mayor of oakland has now 
removed the interim police chief five days after she appointed him 
to the job. the mayor said she lost confidence about him after she 
got some new information but didn't say what that information was.  

0:20 6/16/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a member of  congress takes action on an nbc  4 story about 
compton's murky  tap water. the representative is formally  asking 
the epa to test the  drinking water. the residents are concerned  
about the brown tinge. the city says it is safe to  drink.   

0:34 6/16/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the primaries are over but  the bernie sanders campaign  continues.  
i look forward in the coming  weeks to continued discussion  
between the two campaigns to  make certain that your voices  are 
heard. 

0:15 6/16/16 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

it was a year ago that  donald trump launched his  campaign. the 
presumptive republican  nominee slammed hillary  clinton's push for 
gun control  in the wake of the orlando  shootings.   

0:31 6/20/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

a 19-year-old man accused of  trying to steal an officer's gun  to 
shoot donald trump at a  campaign rally appeared in court  today. 
he was arrested on saturday at a  structure rally in las vegas. police 
say he claims he wanted  an autograph but reached for an  officer's 
gun before being  detained. 

0:25 6/20/16 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 

the senate voted down four  proposed gun control measures  today 
and democrats and  republicans blame each other. two plans were 
offered by  republicans and two by democrats  all went town to 
defeat. senator mark kirk was the only  to vote in face-to-face of the  
democratic bills.  

2:51 6/22/16 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

the unprecedented developments, still under way and now, in to our 
14, democrats are staging that good old fashioned sit in, demanding 
a vote on gun control and doing it with a modern twist, they have 
been streaming their protest all day and in to tonight on social 
media. including representatives from here in southern california. 

0:29 6/23/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

democrats declaring a  victory at the end of their  historic 25 hour sit 
in for  tougher gun laws while paul ryan  called it a publicity stunt. 
the democrats left for a summer  recess along with their  republican 
colleagues. on the other side, the senate  voted to allow more 
debate on a  plan to block sales to people on  the no-fly list.   

0:36 6/27/16 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

in san pedro congresswoman  janis hahn tonight host aid  sit-in over 
gun control. she was joined by area residents in a community sit-in. 
congresswoman hahn was one of the 170 lawmakers involved in  
that daylong sit-in protest on  the house floor over stricter  gun laws.  

0:33 6/28/16 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

bernie sanders  er lining outside.  they were progressive platform at 
the connection in philadelphia. clinton is in town for two fundraisers 
tonight including one at the home of the investors.  
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0:27 6/28/16 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

california maybe one step closer to legalizing marijuana. elected 
officials say in order to legalize pot for recreational use, it will allow 
adults over 21 to possess. four other states are already allowed of 
recreational use of marijuana.  

2:34 6/30/16 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

talking to elected officials who are red hot about taxpayers money 
allegedly used to party.  what happens in vegas is not going to stay 
in vegas.  contractors hired by the lapwd launched.  there was time 
where it was costing the city $11 million a month in lost buildings.  

0:30 6/30/16 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

weeks after democrats staged that 25 hours sit-in. the house will 
vote on the gun bill.  california is about the toughest elimination. 
state lawmakers want to sweep gun packages and regulations. 
today, they approved twelve mills which would regulate california to 
purchase ammunition and ban high capacity magazines.  

0:40 5/9/16 11:32p 
health and 

medical 

an olympian" opens up about beating cancer and how women can 
take control of their health.  this is not something that was available 
when i was going through my diagnosis.  

0:23 5/11/16 11:33p 
health and 

medical 

too much folic acid may increase autism. pregnant women are told 
to take it. this spugs high levels of folic acid in a mother's blood 
during childbirth could increase the rick of autism.  

0:34 5/20/16 11:18p 
health and 

medical 

a cross  fit gym is an impromptu  emergency room when a man  
collapses during his workout.  ready?  don't touch the patient.   start 
cpr.   go ahead.   this happened in georgia. a body camera video 
shows the  moments when police arrived to  find the man 
unresponsive on the  floor.   

0:48 5/26/16 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

a superbug has scientists  concerned for the potential of a  greater 
health threat. a superbug has now arrived in  the united states. a 
woman in pennsylvania has this  mutant e. coli strain. this particular 
bug can be  treated with last-ditch  antibiotics but scientists are  
concerned that the mutant strain  might latch on to other bacteria  
and create something with no  known cure.      

0:39 6/1/16 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

nearly dozen deaths a a local  hospital are now being linked to 
tainted medical equipment. the l.a. times first reported  the link last 
month.  

0:24 6/29/16 11:14p 
Health and 

Medical 

cookie dough can put you at risk of e. coli. the company voluntarily 
recalls 10 million pound of flour and at at least 38 people in 28 
states have been reportedly sick.  

0:48 4/12/16 11:17p housing 

residents want the owner of a drug and alcohol treatment facility to 
move it out of their community. that home opened in february in a 
rented home in the covenant hills neighborhood.  it is a disabling 
illness but we shouldn't have to be impacted.  

0:37 4/18/16 11:10p housing 

protesters crash a meeting "in venice, criticizing a housing" plan 
who they say will push out the people who already live there. the 
meeting was invitation only. but that did not stop this group from 
walking in and shutting down the meeting. 

0:24 4/21/16 11:17p housing 

several tiny houses that were confiscated from a homeless group in 
south los angeles are now being returned. the city of los angeles 
agreed "to return the homes, but it's" not clear where they're going 
to be set up next. 

0:31 5/20/16 11:09p housing 
protests over affordable  rent. renters gathering after the  owner 
served them with a 30-day  eviction notice. the tenants say the 
landlord is  trying to pave the way for a new  development.  

0:24 4/4/16 11:33p lifestyle 
dramatic scene caught on camera here after three horses got stuck 
on a mountain near palm springs. this is one of those horses being 
air lifted to safety after falling down a pretty steep cliff.  
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0:23 4/4/16 11:33p lifestyle 

you may have seen birds hatch. for the first time ever the world was 
able to watch the birth of a live california condor live on the internet. 
it started hatching today at the hopper mbt national wildlife center in 
ventura county.  

0:29 4/7/16 11:18p lifestyle 
this involves a dangerous "climb, an iphone, this is a new" video 
that shows what a man is willing to do. the only way out was by 
helicopter. he'll be billed for that.  

0:44 4/8/16 11:17p lifestyle 
the paddle boarder  who shoot this encounter with a  shark is calling 
it surreal and  cool. during a lunchtime break, maximo  trinidad 
strapped on a gopro to  his board there and caught this.  

0:44 4/11/16 11:16p lifestyle 
trust me when i say these are pictures you will not forget. a sleepy 
kayak trip on a bayou gets a spike of adrenaline. " oh, my god that's 
a big" gator.  his little girl is also with him and she is freaked out.  

0:38 4/11/16 11:33p lifestyle 

an orange county mother of two is taking a motto to the boston 
marathon. when she crosses the finish line she will be the first 
female double amputee to do so. she lost her lower legs at 19 
trapped in a snowstorm after a car wreck.  

0:38 4/13/16 11:17p lifestyle 

when people in" montana put their mind on "something, they are not 
easily" deterred. "and in fact, nothing could" disturb one particular 
couple "kissing in a bar in montana, not" even the thieves that were 
robbing the place at the same time.  

0:22 4/13/16 11:18p lifestyle 
the caribbean island of st. barts planes fly low over a hill to make 
the final approach to the runway and this video show house low as 
a photographer was almost hit.  

0:28 4/13/16 11:33p lifestyle 

napster and facebook billionaire sean parker hosted this gala to 
celebrate a big "announcement he made today, he" is donating 
$250 million for a plan he has to cure cancer. his money is going to 
"immunotherapy, that is where the" body's immune system kills 
cancer cells.  

0:32 4/14/16 11:17p lifestyle 
well this is a chase so unusual it was covered nonstop for two hours 
on japanese television. a large wire walking chimpanzee "escaped 
from the zoo, climbed up" a telephone pole  

0:24 4/15/16 11:16p lifestyle 

an oklahoma teacher's  standpoint and bus driver called  a hero 
tonight. she jumped into action when a  5-year-old boy starts to 
choke  on a coin. she gives the heimlich maneuver  and a quick hug 
and they are on  their way. 

0:37 4/15/16 11:33p lifestyle 

a 17-year-old boy from san  marie know high school has a  special 
request for taylor  swift.  will you go to prom with me  with swaggy 
tony.   he just turned 17 and his  wish is to take taylor swift to  the 
prom and he won first place  at the special olympics 100 yard  dash. 

2:53 4/18/16 11:07p lifestyle 

a mad dash to pay uncle sam. people lining up at post offices in a 
race to send off their taxes before midnight. "kate larsen, live at a 
very busy" post office in south l.a. car after car streaming in. they 
know they have less than an "hour, right?"  it's getting down to the 
last "minute, colleen." about 50 minutes to file your taxes.  

0:40 4/18/16 11:33p lifestyle 

do you believe in ghosts. "before you answer, take a look" at this. 
one texas tourist saw an "unexpected guest, when he" snapped the 
photo at the stanley hotel in california.  i don't like strangers in any 
photos. i waited until the area was clear.  

0:33 4/19/16 11:17p lifestyle 

this is pretty interesting. rescue teams in russia had to get creative 
to free four killer whales trapped in the ice. you see the long poles? 
they cleared the ice. some of them got in the water to move the big 
chunks around by hand and it worked.  
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0:47 4/20/16 11:14p lifestyle 

it is hard to play baseball without jerseys and gloves. someone stole 
all of. from the baseball team at riverside community college. now 
an nbc 4 viewer wants to help out. the coach said he walked in and 
someone had emptied everything. one player didn't even have a 
jersey to wear to the game. the coach says this is a big hit for his 
team.   

0:20 4/20/16 11:17p lifestyle 

check out this amazing video. a softball game in virginia comes to a 
stand still when a so-called dust devil blows right through the middle 
of the field. "the up pier, the players just" stopped what they were 
doing until it disappears.  

0:19 4/25/16 11:18p lifestyle 
a sinkhole at a busy "intersection in china, an" officer races to grab 
traffic cones and the crack turns into a gaping hole. no one was 
hurt.  

0:33 4/26/16 11:13p lifestyle 

a dog walking" controversy. we have video of a woman from 
stockton. it has gone viral after calling out a pet owner for what she 
calls abuse. take a look. amanda brockovich took this cell phone 
video driving while her dog runs alongside the car with the leash.  

0:22 4/28/16 11:33p lifestyle 

rock the red celebrating women's heart health through the art of 
music. honored by the american heart association for making a 
difference in their communities. the event was held at the grammy 
museum in downtown l.a. and i was honored to serve as the emcee 
of the event.   

0:37 4/29/16 11:32p lifestyle 

for those of you who like "looking at homes, hillside views" and four 
bedroom but possible toxic material. that is part of the listing for a 
home on the market for "$770,000.00 " the home is being 
advertised on red fin with details about rotting floors an illegal 
plumbing but what stands out are references to possible toxic 
material on the property.  

0:41 5/2/16 11:07p lifestyle 

the kindness of a stranger may help a boy with cerebral palsy in 
whittier. he is only communicate using a "special tablet that uses 
$7,000." someone stole that tablet last night from the family suv that 
was parked in the driveway.   

0:16 5/2/16 11:33p lifestyle 

25 dogs and a few cats rescued from a home in torrance. the 
carson shelter helping those animals who need serious help as well. 
it is asking for people to foster other animals to make room for the 
other animals that were rescued. 

0:25 5/4/16 11:34p lifestyle 

breakups never easy this one came with a side of graffiti. you know 
you're having a bad day if this is your car. this has gone viral with 
white range rover covered in red spray "paint, the words cheater, 
hope" she was worth it and it's over.  

0:25 5/5/16 11:33p lifestyle 
a bathtub turns into a rescue operation when a dog gets his paw 
stuck in the drain. when he tried to jump out one of his legs was 
wedged in the drain.  

0:30 5/6/16 11:33p lifestyle 
special story here, congrats" to cal state bianca the recipient for the 
nbc "scholarship, one of her many" awards announced today. shes 
a graduate for cal state "as well as tonights mc, nbc" forest 

0:44 5/10/16 11:16p lifestyle 
a couple got a slimy surprise. the cousin found the two foot python. 
the couple had no idea how the snake got into the apartment. "boy, 
can you imagine coming home" and seeing that.  

0:29 5/12/16 11:33p lifestyle 
burbank tonight the backdrop """for a gripping documentary, one""" 
man on a mission to save children kidnapped and turned into sex 
slaves. ken ballard quit his job to rescue children.   
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1:59 5/13/16 11:06p lifestyle 

the man pulled from this  fiery accident says thank you to  the good 
samaritan who saved his  life. and only nbc 4 cameras were  
allowed to capture that moment. hetty chang has more on the  
reunion for us.  reporter: an emotional  reunion indeed. the driver 
was just released  from the hospital tonight and  came straight here 
to the scene  of the accident and straight  here to thank the man 
who saved  his life.  

0:44 5/13/16 11:17p lifestyle 

a dog that was  rescued returned the favor for  his new family when 
he took a  snakebite to protect one of the  youngest members. this 
is hoss. he was playing outside with a  7-year-old girl when a  
rattlesnake cornered them.  

0:57 5/16/16 11:15p lifestyle 

we would like you to meet  aidan, this is a boy with a big  wish. he 
just wants people to see his  sign and send him well wishes  for 
surgery. aidan is at children's hospital  los angeles. he has cancer 
and he is 5 years  old and already has been through  so much.  

0:28 5/24/16 11:18p lifestyle 

take a look, the call of the  wild you can't forget.  take a look, that is 
a cat, and  a camper.  the woman was camping at a park  in 
botswana when the female lion  started to lick the rain water  off her 
tent. 

0:14 5/25/16 11:33p lifestyle 

when robbers stormed a  video game store last week in  maryland, 
one little boy wasn't  going to sit by quietly. a 7-year-old got in a few  
punches before a robber grabbed  him and ordered him to the floor 
with the others. 

0:26 5/25/16 11:33p lifestyle 

cruising and snoozing. not what you want to see. but a viral video 
appears to  show a tesla driver asleep at  the wheel while the car is  
moving along on autopilot. take a look. in the video you can see the  
driver seeming to be out cold as his car moves along in traffic  here. 
not clear where the video was  taken but it's gotten the  attention of 
tesla officials.  

0:27 5/26/16 11:17p lifestyle 
the santa monica pier is  celebrating the ferris wheel's  birthday by 
turning the lights  back on. now it is solar powered.  

0:25 5/27/16 11:34p lifestyle 
the queen mary turned 80  today. she was the most luxurious ocean  
liner at sea. she was converted into a troop  transport and in 1967 
the keep  mary tied up in long beach and  has been here ever since.  

0:28 5/30/16 11:34p lifestyle 

let's say you rescue an  alligator and you secure it in  your suv 
temporarily believing  all is well. it is not. that is what happened to  
christie when she found the  alligator had managed to get  over the 
front seept and was  stuck between the steering wheel  and dash 
board. 

0:25 6/2/16 11:16p lifestyle 
if you fear snakes this is a  nightmare. a man in south carolina 
grabbed  his cell phone and a broom when  he saw two snakes 
dangling from  his ceiling.  

0:25 6/2/16 11:33p lifestyle 
the city of los angeles  honoring victims of gun violence  by lighting 
up city hall in the  color of orange. it's part of the wear orange  
campaign.  

0:23 6/2/16 11:33p lifestyle 
a tucson driver captured dash  cam video of a meteor burning up  
over arizona. people in the area said it felt  like a sonic boom and 
shook the  house at 4:00 a.m. on thursday.  

0:29 6/8/16 11:17p lifestyle 

this is a very large mobile  home in the box over my  shoulder. the 
owner sold the ground under  the home, so they are navigating  
traffic. once the home is back on their  ground, they plan to add a  
second story.   
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0:29 6/8/16 11:33p lifestyle 

an eatery has been named to  the restaurant of the year. the chef 
and daniel patterson  opened the doors on east 103  street last year 
and last month  they expanded up to san  francisco's tenderloin 
district.  

0:24 6/9/16 11:09p lifestyle 

just before we came on the  air tonight we got word that  seaworld 
just announced the  original bubbles the whale died. he performed 
at the old marine  land and when that park closed  the pilot whale 
was moved down  to seaworld and san diego  believed to be in her 
mid 50s,  bubbles was the oldest pilot  whale in captivity.  

0:44 6/13/16 11:33p lifestyle 

this is graduation season  but form former lincoln high  school 
students waited 71 years  to walk across the stage  tonight. they 
were all drafted in 1944 to  serve in world war ii. they had to drop 
out before  graduating. julian's wife also had to drop  out. but after 
help from lopez's  daughter all four participated  in tonight's 
ceremony. 

0:24 6/15/16 11:34p lifestyle 
calling all father of the bride fans. remember the white picket fence, 
the shutters, in the movie the house is said to be located in san 
moreno but it is actually in pasadena.  

0:35 6/16/16 11:33p lifestyle 
her father was killed in the  line of duty when she was just 1  year 
old. tonight as that young lady  graduated from high school the  
officers were there.  

0:33 6/21/16 11:15p lifestyle 

with more than 100 million  views on chinese social media  this is 
one way not to motivate  your workers. the people being spanked 
on  stage are bankers. the man dishing out the  punishment was 
hired to improve  staff performance. he says he usually asks people  
if they were okay with this  treatment but forgot this time  around. 
the bank's president has been  suspended.   

0:27 6/22/16 11:17p lifestyle 

take a look at this, a job that the crane operator will not soon for get. 
he was called to get a suv out of the pool. the driver was not hurt. 
said he fell asleep at the wheel. well the crane had to lift it out of the 
swimming pool, spin it around for a while to let the water drain out 
before putting it back on the ground. 

0:17 6/29/16 11:34p lifestyle 
the night annual summer night lights of recreational centers offering 
games and activities. it is all free and the program runs through 
august 6th.  

0:43 4/5/16 11:16p religion 

we're hearing" from the couple behind a controversial new billboard 
that takes aim at the church of scientology in echo park. "it reads, to 
my loved one in" "scientology, call me." phil jones and his wife used 
to be members but left a few years "ago and ever since, they 
haven't" seen their adult children. 

0:52 6/6/16 11:07p religion 

a heated confrontation  outside the lancaster city hall. this was the 
scene, members of  the satanic temple of l.a.  performed a ritual to  
commemorate the dade 6/6/16. several people identifying  
themselves as christians showed  up to protest. the members of the 
temple want  to bring light to their  religion.    

0:42 4/6/16 11:16p safety 

a new warning for "drivers exploding, tecada air" "bags, the kind 
that nbc 4 has" "investigated, is blamed for" "another death, the 
tenth in the" u.s. in this case a 17-year-old girl from texas was killed 
when the air bag deployed and sent "shrapnel under her neck, 
another" man held her in his arms as he waited for officers to arrive.  
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1:47 4/8/16 11:09p safety 

residents living near the  toxic excise battery plant are  concerned 
their children have  been exposed to high levels of  lead. and today, 
health officials  release some disturbing new  evidence. nbc 4's kate 
larsen has been  talking with parents in bell  gardens. the people 
meeting in this  east l.a. home tonight live  within the state 
designated  impact zone for possible lead  con tom nation for the 
former  exide battery recycling plant in  vernon.   

0:28 4/8/16 11:33p safety 
some residents in porter  ranch are calling for a complete  shutdown 
of al si o canyon even  though the gas leak was capped.  

0:38 4/12/16 11:09p safety 

her friend was killed in the massacre in charleston and a pastor in 
orange is on a mission to end gun violence. the minister of new 
hope presbyterian church hosted a town hall meeting. they talked 
about gun "legislation, law enforcement and" mental health 
treatment.   

0:49 4/13/16 11:08p safety 

there was a strong odor and residents are asking is natural gas 
leaking again? 43 people complained about a smell that was similar 
to the gas problem that caused problems for five months. they saw 
a slight increase at one of the eight monitoring stations.  

0:19 4/15/16 11:08p safety 

nearly 700 porter ranch  residents are filing claims  against 
california regulators. a law firm says this is just the  first wave of 
claims. each client is seeking more than  $3 million in personal 
injury  and property damage. more claims are coming next  week.   

0:26 4/25/16 11:33p safety 
a salmonella scare has cvs pharmacies recalling a tea sold 
nationwide. an ingredient produced by a raw material supplier 
tested positive for salmonella in another product.  

0:25 4/27/16 11:16p safety 
pilgrim's pride is pulling chicken products distributed to schools 
across the country. the company said the chicken may be 
contaminated with extraneous matter.  

0:34 5/3/16 11:07p safety 
the takata bag recalled is now to double incise. federal authorities 
tell nbc news that police say another 35 million air bags are going to 
be recalled. nbc 4 is investigating the air bag situations.  

0:51 5/4/16 11:06p safety 

the san andreas fault is "locked, loaded and ready to" roll. that is a 
warning from the seismologist who says a big earthquake is long 
overdue here in southern california.  the springs of the fault system 
are wound tight and we're "worried some day, we don't any" "when, 
it will break and we'll" have major earthquakes.   

0:47 5/9/16 11:14p safety 

light up" "shoes are a hot item among kids," too hot for a family in 
texas. they picked up a pair of light up sneakers from a payless 
store and the 2-year-old left the shoes in the backseat of the suv. 
the next morning the shoes were smoldering.   

0:42 5/9/16 11:15p safety 

two parents are questioning the safety of pop up carnival rides. their 
daughter was injured on one. her hair was caught in a spinning ride 
on saturday. the ride threw the child to the floor and ripped her hair 
from her scalp leaving her with a fractured skull.   

0:31 5/9/16 11:20p safety 

trader joe's has add 60 additional products to a recall over a 
possible listeria contamination. 68 frozen food products may contain 
vegetables from a frozen food company that may have been 
contaminated.  

2:16 5/12/16 11:03p safety 

new problems for families in porter ranch. there are traces of metal 
in homes involved in the gas leak.  reporter: so the leak is capped. 
and so many families return home and they say they still feel sick. 
now they realize there is a reason why. although mike gato says 
this is a small vindication for families suffering with symptoms.  
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0:21 5/17/16 11:33p safety 
and the quaker oats company,  recalling its quinoa granola  bars. 
the listeria warning came from  the supplier of sun flower  seeds.  

0:38 5/19/16 11:09p safety 

residents in porter ranch  fighting a new battle. the issue, who is 
going to foot  the bill for cleaning their  homes. residents rallied 
outside a  meeting where officials  discussed the environmental  
testing done.  

0:31 5/20/16 11:17p safety 
tonight a frozen food recall  linked to listeria and covers  hundreds 
of items. in fact 400 products from crf  frozen foods in washington 
sold  under 40 brand names at costco,  trader joe's and safeway. 

0:27 5/23/16 11:05p safety 

we have a health advisory  after a fast-moving brush fire  spread in 
the hills above  lakeview terrace. the problem is a shift in the  winds 
could move the smoke to  the san gabriel valleys and the  eastern 
part of the san fernando  valley. 

0:22 5/26/16 11:17p safety 
the clean up continued today  at the porter ravage homes. some of 
the cleaning wasn't up  to the health inspector  standards and they 
were not  probably trained or equipped for  the job.  

0:41 5/27/16 11:17p safety 

the largest auto recall in  u.s. history just got bigger. the air bags 
can explode with so  much force that they send  shrapnel into the 
drivers and  passengers. the defect is blamed for 100  deaths and 
11 injuries.  

0:25 5/30/16 11:11p safety 

the ocean will remain off  limits for swimmers in the new  port beach 
area until tomorrow  morning following a suspected  shark attack 
over the weekend. new port beach life guards  rescued a woman 
yesterday.  

0:25 5/31/16 11:02p safety 

tomorrow they are expected  to reopen a stretch of new port  beach 
after a mother is bitten  by a coach. she survived the shark attack 
on  sunday near corona del mar. she was training in deep water  for 
a triathlon. 

0:22 5/31/16 11:33p safety 
you might want to check your  cabinets. general mills is recalling 10  
million pounds of flour. health officials are  investigating 38 cases of  
illness across the country. 

0:25 6/2/16 11:17p safety 

the sizzling heat is  attracting swimmers and surfers  to the coast 
but the life guards  are not ready for the crowds. only a third of the 
life guards  were on duty today and they  won't be fully staffed for 
three  weeks.  

1:50 6/6/16 11:00p safety 

a hazmat scene in  hollywood as firefighters  responding to a patient 
with a  possible infectious disease. robert kovacik joins us live  right 
now. what do we know?  reporter: what we know and  the most 
important thing to tell  you is that this patient does  not have ebola. 
what we are witnessing right now  with the lapd and lafd present  
and the street closed off  happened earlier this evening  when a 
woman in her 40s who had  just returned from a trip to  africa 
became very ill, so ill  that 911 was called and the  fears that she 
had ebola. 

2:04 6/6/16 11:05p safety 

shark sightings close to  sunset beach. closed now for the second 
time  in two days. nbc 4 ease hetty chang is live  in huntleton beach 
where the  ocean is off limits until the  morning.  reporter: this is a 
popular  surfing spot but no one has been  in the water since this  
afternoon. the sharks that they have seen  recently appear to be 
much  larger than juveniles.   there is your shot.  reporter: news 
chopper 4 over  sunset beach with a clear shot  of just one of the 
several  sharks spotted 50 yards from  shore. 

0:27 6/8/16 11:09p safety 
if you see what appears to  be an emergency at ucla, it is a  drill and 
in response to last  week's deadly shooting on  campus. the drill 
starts at 8:30 and  will continue through lunch  time.  
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0:20 6/8/16 11:32p safety 
a warning, if you have food  allergies, a popular snack is  being 
recalled. frito-lay is recalling rold gold  pretzels because they may 
have  tiny particles of peanuts.  

2:05 6/9/16 11:02p safety 

the tap water in  compton looks like coffee now. residents want to 
know how  anyone could think that is safe  considering this is not 
the  first time. in compton with the striking  example of what people 
see when  they turn on the faucet there.   

0:27 6/14/16 11:10p safety 

residents could smell it but  satellites could see it. escaping 
methane from north  america's biggest natural gas  disaster invisible 
on earth but  not on space. nasa repurposed an old satellite  to take 
the picture. the red is methane gas.  

0:55 6/20/16 11:15p safety 

investigators are trying to  determine if a flaw that led to  the recall 
of millions of  vehicles is also what killed  anton yelchin. he died 
pinned between a jeep  and a mailbox and a fence. this happened 
when the jeep  apparently on its own rolled  town the driveway.  

2:01 6/21/16 11:07p safety 

a handful of animals was  treated for heatstroke in the  last 24 hours 
and just as summer  begins to kick off this is a  good time to remind 
you to keep  your pets safe during the heat. marin austin is live with 
the  story of one dog. 

2:34 6/24/16 11:07p safety 

their mission is to care for animals in the city of la and now they are 
facing questions about a kitten left alone in an animal services 
vehicle at the peak of a recent heat wave. robert is trying to get 
some answers as to what went wrong here. 

0:24 6/27/16 11:33p safety 
major recall to tell you  about from ikea tonight. the furniture 
company recalling  27 million dressers sold over  decades because 
they can tip  over. so far six children have died 

0:35 6/28/16 11:10p safety 

a team of firefighters honored tonight for saving a 3 years old boy. 
mason was there celebrating the event. this was hosted by the city 
council. those same firefighters rushed into rescue mason after he 
nearly drowned at a hotel pool.   

0:40 6/29/16 11:08p safety 

lax police wants to make sure that they have beefed up security at 
the airport. they know the event in istanbul is not going to stop 
people traveling over the 4th of july holiday weekend and seeing 
increase security should be reassuring.  

0:18 6/29/16 11:15p safety 

toyota has a problem of its prius hybrid forcing them to pull millions 
of vehicles off the road.  it involves with leaky fuel tanks. yesterday, 
toyota announced that a car needed repairs of air bags that might 
cause injuries.  

0:25 6/29/16 11:16p safety 

warning letters went out to homeowners and renters. apparently, 
they're patriotic display of flags is illegal.  someone complaining 
these flags are hung across the street too low for traffic. he hopes 
the city will allow for displays like this.  

1:06 4/14/16 11:00p severe weather 

the spots we have been monitoring over the last hour. 39 mile an 
hour winds and the wind prone spots in the west fernando valley are 
getting the gustier winds. overnight tonight and through "tomorrow, 
including the drive to" work. we could be coming in to the gustiest 
period.  

0:42 4/15/16 11:01p severe weather 

fritz coleman is tracking  the heavy winds kicking up once  again.   
let's look at the gusts and  the orange and yellow are the  strongest 
at this hour. in the santa clarita valley, new  hall at 25. in the inland 
empire where they  are seeing the brunt of the  winds, 40 in rialto. in 
the south not geared up. orange county at 37 miles an  hour. there 
is a high wind warning in  the gold areas until noon  tomorrow. and 
wait until you see where the  winds are going to take the  
temperatures. all that in my futurecast is  just ahead.   
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1:59 4/25/16 11:03p severe weather 

rain. hail. wind. "and close calls, flying canopies" and falling signs. 
southern california hit with strong spring storms with more on the 
way.  it is our other big story "tonight at 11:00, the weather" and we 
have team coverage for "you, fritz coleman who is" tracking the 
gusty winds. " and the close call, we find."  reporter: many are in 
disbelief tonight showing us surveillance video to prove it happened. 
a massive green canopy part of valencia car wash pushed by a 
strong gust of wind.  sundayly a tornado came in and start blowing 
everything.  it was like in slow motion.   

2:06 4/25/16 11:05p severe weather 

it takes a lot to topple a giant bucket of the colonel. the signature 
sign came crashing down at 45th and atlanta. hetty chang is there 
with more.  reporter: this kfc is busy for the most unexpected 
reason. look at what the wind gust did to this large kfc bucket sign. 
people have been taking selfies and posting on social media and 
stopping in for dinner. this long beach resident had to see it up 
close for herself.  

1:28 5/6/16 11:00p severe weather 

suddenly trapped.  i went to the intersection and the car died.  he 
called 911 but firefighters were already there to guide her to safety.  
they said take your keys and keep it unlocked an get out of your 
car.  getting out of the building was the concern down the street.   

0:42 5/6/16 11:01p severe weather 

there was trouble the" "north as well, the 5 freeway is" back open 
after mudslide caused lane closures and huge backups out there. 
new video tonight shows the mud covered a large part of the 
northbound lanes and crews out there working most of the night to 
clean it up.  

0:15 5/6/16 11:03p severe weather 

here is some video" "just in, it shows the kind of" damage from the 
rain they got in ontario. "this is an apartment and, as you" "can see, 
it is flooded out." a lot of water inside. a family was forced to 
evacuate. 

0:36 5/9/16 11:06p severe weather 

that is an incredible shot," "touchdown, new video showing a" 
"massive tornado, part of a" severe weather system that swept 
through oklahoma and raced across the plain states. at least two 
people killed and others trapped by the storm system that moved 
through the region.   

0:27 5/31/16 11:17p severe weather 
no doggie paddling out of  this mess. this is video from the houston,  
texas area showing a dog  struggling to keep his head  above the 
rising flood waters.  

1:18 6/20/16 11:05p severe weather 

fritz coleman is tracking the  red flag warning and the air  quality 
from that huge plume of  smoke.   extreme fire circumstances. 25 to 
35-mile-an-hour winds  occasional gusts north to south  to 55 miles 
an hour. we have extreme heat and 10%  relative humidity. both of 
the fires are beginning  to merge. 78 degrees, 45% relative  
humidity and an onshore wind  gusting to 14 miles an hour. close to 
the colby fire.  

1:55 6/20/16 11:07p severe weather 

110 degree heat taxing  people and the power grid. hetty chang is 
live where people  are questioning the move on this  being the 
hottest day of the  year so far.  reporter: is it a good  question. a lot 
of frustrated people in  inglewood. 500 to be exact. those people will 
not have power  until 6:00 in the morning. it has nothing to do with 
the  heat. this is a planned power outage  according to edison wired 
for  maintenance which has more  people upset asking why would  
anyone plan an outage here on  the hottest day of the year.  
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1:17 6/21/16 11:03p severe weather 

there's also a warning about  the air out there as smoke from  the 
fires continue to fill the  sky. fritz coleman joins us with more  on 
that.   all the weather elements are  cooperating, the temperature,  
relative humidity and winds are  as peaceful and cooperative as  
they have been all day.  

0:19 4/8/16 11:33p technology 

we have some new video that  shows the falcon 9 rocket from  
spacex in hawthorn making an  historic landing on a platform  out in 
the atlantic ocean. this is the first ocean landing  after four previous 
attempts. 

0:32 4/26/16 11:06p technology 

a mysterious green light over southern california tonight raising a 
question. the light seems to be streaking towards the ground. 
"people in san bernardino county," downtown los angeles and down 
at the beach in san clementi report seeing the light 

0:22 5/18/16 11:33p technology 
66,000 pound space shuttle  fuel tank is sitting in marina  dell ray 
after a month-long  journey at sea. it's on display after arriving  
today from a nasa facility in  louisiana.  

2:42 5/20/16 11:01p technology 

three, two, one and there  you see it, the backup begins. traffic 
trouble as space junkies  try to get a glimpse of the  shuttle history. 
the tank is about to take off.  reporter: and we are t-minus  60 until 
that tank takes off. then what happens? streets are going to close. 
power lines are going to come  down and for drivers it's going  to be 
a saturday sacrifice. once the trailer carrying this  tank starts 
moving, it cannot go  backwards and it cannot make  wide turns.  

0:36 5/27/16 11:18p technology 
it is three in a row for  space x and began at cape  canaveral, 
florida. the real accomplishment here is  what happened about ten 
minutes  after this launch. 

0:28 6/20/16 11:33p technology 

it seems these days anybody  can launch a rocket. the real 
challenge is to land a  rocket. that is blue originen a  competitor of 
space x and it is  getting used to this. this is the fourth successful  
test of a reusable rocket.  

0:29 6/24/16 11:16p technology 

this new system is called data com using text communication 
instead of radio to relay information to the pilots. the idea is to 
reduce human error that comes to radio communication. lax officials 
are hoping the upgrade wills help reduce flight delays.  

0:29 6/30/16 11:14p technology 

this happened in florida back in may, the car was a tesla model s. it 
happened when a tractor trailer made a test on the highway. the 
driver had the so called system engaged at the time. tesla released 
a statement saying the autopilots is still a testing mode and drivers 
need to put their hands on the wheels at all time.  

0:24 4/20/16 11:33p Transportation 
take a break. why drive when you can ride a bike? today l.a. city 
council panl rolled out the bike. it allowed people to rental a bike. 
"there are about a 1,000 bicycles" available.  

0:26 4/27/16 11:16p Transportation 
a scare out of seattle after multiple bird strikes caused an 
emergency landing. look at the large dent on the nose of this jet. 
several birds hit after take off.  

0:31 5/4/16 11:09p Transportation 
dozens of passengers injured "and terrified, they were living" their 
final moments as a flight to indonesia hits severe turbulence. "in the 
video, you can hear" "people praying, children are" crying. 

0:52 5/5/16 11:03p Transportation 

will kohlschreiber has been out there for hours tonight. what is the 
situation at this point?  we have the two right lanes closed on the 
eastbound side of the 91 free past the 241 around green river and 
the traffic is still taking a good long time before it really empties out 
here. look at that. it is just slow.  
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0:26 5/9/16 11:33p Transportation 

at times driving in southern california is enough to give anyone road 
rage. and los angeles has it bad. in fact it's the wonder. the auto 
insurance center says that l.a. is the home to the most posts 
containing the words  

0:32 5/12/16 11:17p Transportation 

there is some good news for travellers. a screening system is back 
online but not before it caused a massive luggage backup. this is 
sky harbor in phoenix. """more than 3,000 checked bagged""" filled 
an entire parking lot. 

0:21 5/19/16 11:33p Transportation 
the wait is finally over. starting tomorrow you can catch  a train all 
the way to the  coast. seven new mel metro stations  will open in 
about 12 hours.  

0:32 5/26/16 11:09p Transportation 

more than 100 flights were  delayed or cancels at l.a.x.  because of 
a computer software  problem that forced the faa to  declare a 
ground stop. the problem eridge nated at san  diego approach 
control at 8:00  a.m. and held up flights as far away  as denver.  

0:28 5/31/16 11:05p Transportation 

interstate 5 is california's  primary north/south highway but  a fast-
growing sinkhole has shut  down a portion of the freeway. the 
northbound lanes south of  tracy and east of san jose will  be closed 
until thursday.  

0:25 5/31/16 11:17p Transportation 

a passenger on board a  united airlines flight captured  this video 
moments after several  panels come off of the plane mid-flight. he 
says the plane was about to  land at newark airport when the  pilot 
jerked the plane back up  into the air and two ceiling  panels fell off.  

0:50 6/8/16 11:16p Transportation 
department of transportation  has cut down on the number of  
speeding tickets. that could put you at risk. they have to view the 
streets  and use the speed guns. but those have expired.   

0:23 6/10/16 11:33p Transportation 

it is pride weekend here in  la if you plan ongoing anywhere  near 
west hollywood, traffic  will be a problem   we talked to the city 
council members who say it is a  basically three days celebration 
out there. 400,000 people to the area  especially on the parade on  
sunday. right now on our nbc app, you  can find information on all 
road closures.  

0:59 6/22/16 11:05p Transportation 

new at 11:00, a reported gun threat forces a delta flight bound for 
lax to divert to tucson with military fighter  escorts. the cell phone 
video shows a passenger being detained after he threatened that 
he had a gun during the flight from san antonio, to l.a. f-16 fighters 
were called in to escort the plane to tucson, all 80 passengers and 
crew members were removed as they searched the luggage, they 
landed at lax around 9:30 tonight.  
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
11:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 

career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 
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time

Mon 3/28/16 Tue 3/29/16 Wed 3/30/16 Thu 3/31/16 Fri 4/1/16 Sat 4/2/16 Sun 4/3/16
start 
time

5:00a Nutr8690 (Paid Program) Nutr8690 (Paid Program) 5:00a

5:30a On the Money [#1749] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a Floogals 8:00a

8:30a Nina's World 8:30a

9:00a Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

9:30a 9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a
Soccer Premier League 

Goal Zone 
11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p Going Roggin 3:00p

3:30p Astroblast org sch 4/2 [#114] 
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program)  (3:19p)
3:30p

4:00p
The Chica Show org sch 4/2 

[#101] 
Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 

Program)  (3:49p)
4:00p

4:30p
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

4/2 [#101] 
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7602]
4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#22175] Extra [#22176] Extra [#22177] Extra [#22178] Extra [#22179] Open House [#5330] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#5101] Access Hollywood [#5102] Access Hollywood [#5103] Access Hollywood [#5104] Access Hollywood [#5105]
LXTV: First Look Spring 

Break [#3297] 
7:30p

8:00p 8:00p

8:30p 8:30p

9:00p The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

9:30p Crowded 9:30p

10:00p Blindspot (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Shades of Blue
Dateline NBC (The Hometown 

Hero & The Homecoming Queen) 
Dateline NBC (Deadly Desire) 10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look Spring Break 

[#3297]  (1:02a)
1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5328] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program)  (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Nutr8690 (Paid 

Program) 
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1446R]

Steve Harvey [#4119]

Ellen [13047R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4115R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV032916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1447R]

Steve Harvey [#4065]

Ellen [13085R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV032916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4118R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV033016]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1448R]

Steve Harvey [#4102]

Ellen [13097R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV033016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4124R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV033116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1449R]

Steve Harvey [#4129]

Ellen [13099R]

NBC4 News at 5p

You, Me and the 
Apocalypse

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV033116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4127R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV040116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1450R]

Steve Harvey [4077R]

Ellen [13114R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV040116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4083R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Golf Shell Houston 
Open 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Death of a Golden 

Girl) 

Figure Skating World 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

Saturday Night Live    
(Peter Dinklage & 
Gwen Stefani) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1021] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Boston @ 

Chicago 

Golf Shell Houston 
Open  (12:07p)

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22180]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/4/16 Tue 4/5/16 Wed 4/6/16 Thu 4/7/16 Fri 4/8/16 Sat 4/9/16 Sun 4/10/16
start 
time

Tummy Tuck / Md (Paid 
Program) 

Hybrid Proven L (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1750] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201615]
9:00a

Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1454]  (2:12p) 2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:13p)
2-Back 2 Life 5 (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Steve Harvey jip [#4123]  
(3:38p)

Astroblast org sch 4/9 [#115] 
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

The Chica Show org sch 4/9 
[#102] 

On the Money [#1750] 4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
4/9 [#102] 

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7603]

4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22181] Extra [#22182] Extra [#22183] Extra [#22184] Extra [#22185] Open House [#5331] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5106] Access Hollywood [#5107] Access Hollywood [#5108] Access Hollywood [#5109] Access Hollywood [#5110]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Chicago [#3298] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Blindspot (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D.
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit 

(10:01p) Dateline NBC Saturday Night Live    
Dateline NBC (The Man Who 

Wasn’t There) 
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Chicago [#3298]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5329] 1:30a

2:00a

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Arthro 7 V.1B (Paid 

Program) 
Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV040416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1451]

Steve Harvey jip [#4133]  
(3:05p)

Ellen [#13128]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV040416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4121R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV040516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1452]

Steve Harvey [#4054]

Ellen [#13129]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV040516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4128R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV040616]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1453]

Steve Harvey [#4135]

Ellen [#13130]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV040616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4112R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV040716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (2:17p)

Ellen [#13131]

NBC4 News at 5p

Little Big Shots

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV040716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4134R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV040816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1455]

Steve Harvey [4114R]

Ellen [#13132]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV040816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4092R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

National Hockey 
League Pittsburgh @ 

Philadelphia 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Consumed) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Russell Crowe & 
Margo Price) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1022] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Pacific Rim 

Championships 

Figure Skating World 
Figure Skating 
Championships 

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22186]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/11/16 Tue 4/12/16 Wed 4/13/16 Thu 4/14/16 Fri 4/15/16 Sat 4/16/16 Sun 4/17/16
start 
time

30 Free V3 (Paid Program) 
Meaningful Beau (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Open House [#5332] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201616]
9:00a

The Chica Show org sch 4/16 
[#103] 

9:30a

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
4/16 [#103] 

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League 
Goal Zone 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin jip  (3:07p)
Nu Wave Bogo Lo (Paid 

Program)  (3:03p)
3:00p

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program)  (3:33p)

3:30p

On the Money jip [#1751]  
(4:03p)

4:00p

NBC Nightly News
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7604]
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22187] Extra [#22188] Extra [#22189] Extra [#22190] Extra [#22191] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5111] Access Hollywood [#5112] Access Hollywood [#5113] Access Hollywood [#5114] Access Hollywood [#5115] 7:30p

The Carmichael Show 8:00p

NBC4 News 8:30p

Crowded (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Blindspot (10:01p) Game of Silence Game of Silence
Dateline NBC (High Desert 

Mystery) 
Dateline NBC (While He Was 

Sleeping) 
Dateline NBC (The Client) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Fitness 
Fanatic [3295R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7601] 1:30a

2:00a

Meaningful 5 V. (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
Cize (Original) (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV041116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1456]

Steve Harvey [#4143]

Ellen [#13133]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV041116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4119R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV041216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1457]

Steve Harvey [#4144]

Ellen [#13134]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV041216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4065R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV041316]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1458]

Steve Harvey [#4139]

Ellen [#13135]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Strong

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV041316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4102R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV041416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1459]

Steve Harvey [#4146]

Ellen [#13136]

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV041416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4129R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV041516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1460]

Steve Harvey [4067R]

Ellen [13106R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV041516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4077R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 

Rangers @ Pittsburgh 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1023]

Boxing Premier 
Boxing Champions 

Extra Weekend 
[#22192]

Saturday Night Live     
(Julia Louis-Dreyfus & 

Nick Jonas) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1023] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
AVP 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - St 

Louis @ Chicago 

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22192]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/18/16 Tue 4/19/16 Wed 4/20/16 Thu 4/21/16 Fri 4/22/16 Sat 4/23/16 Sun 4/24/16
start 
time

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1752] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

Astroblast 9:30a

Today Show The Chica Show 10:00a

Today Show (10:24a) Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

Astroblast org sch 4/16 [#116] 11:00a

Riverside Honda (Paid 
Program) 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit 

2:00p

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1462]  (2:18p) 2:30p

Going Roggin
Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 

Program)  (3:10p)
3:00p

Open House [#5333]
Powered Lift Nv (Paid 

Program)  (3:40p)
3:30p

NBC Nightly News
On the Money jip [#1752]  

(4:10p)
4:00p

NBC4 News
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7605]
4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22193] Extra [#22194] Extra [#22195] Extra [#22196] Extra [#22197] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5116] Access Hollywood [#5117] Access Hollywood [#5118] Access Hollywood [#5119] Access Hollywood [#5120] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Blindspot (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Game of Silence (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (Prince: Life & 

Death of an Icon) 
Dateline NBC (After Midnight) 

Dateline NBC (The Unusual 
Suspect) 

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Foodie 
Destinations [#3299]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7602] 1:30a

2:00a

Hdam0328Losa (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
30 Free V3 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV041816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:02p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1461]

Steve Harvey [#4152]

Ellen [#13137]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV041816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4133R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV041916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4140]

Ellen [#13138]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV041916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4054R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042016]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1463]

Steve Harvey [#4141]

Ellen [#13139]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4135R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1464]

Steve Harvey [#4147]

Ellen [#13140]

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4123R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:14p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1465]

Steve Harvey [4099R]

Ellen [13034R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4114R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - NY 

Rangers @ Pittsburgh 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - St. 

Louis @ Chicago 

NBC4 News

Extra Weekend 
[#22198]

Saturday Night Live    
(Goodnight Sweet 

Prince) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1024] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 

Washington @ 
Philadelphia 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 

Dallas @ Minnesota  
(11:57a)

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22198]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 4/25/16 Tue 4/26/16 Wed 4/27/16 Thu 4/28/16 Fri 4/29/16 Sat 4/30/16 Sun 5/1/16
start 
time

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program) 

21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1753] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201618]
9:00a

Open House: George to the 
Rescue [#7606]

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Soccer Premier League Goal 
Zone  (11:34a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Open House [#5334] Astroblast org sch 4/30 [#118] 3:30p

NBC Nightly News
The Chica Show org sch 4/30 

[#105] 
4:00p

NBC4 News
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

4/30 [#105] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22199] Extra [#22200] 1st Look: 100 Days to Rio Extra [#22202] Extra [#22203] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5121] Access Hollywood [#5122] Access Hollywood [#5123] Access Hollywood [#5124] Access Hollywood [#5125] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Blindspot (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Game of Silence (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (The Quiet 

One) 
Dateline NBC (Miami Heat) 

Dateline NBC (House of 
secrets) 

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Triple Crown 
[#3301]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7603] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

5/16 La Fbs (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1466]

Steve Harvey [#4153]

Ellen [#13141]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4143R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042616]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1467]

Steve Harvey [#4155]

Ellen [#13142]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4144R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1468]

Steve Harvey [#4151]

Ellen [#13143]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4139R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1469]

Steve Harvey [#4154]

Ellen [#13144]

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4146R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV042916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1470]

Steve Harvey [#4137]

Ellen [#13145]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV042916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4067R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs -  NY 
Islanders @ Tampa 

Bay 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - 

Pittsburgh @ 
Washington 

NBC4 News (8:09p)

Extra Weekend 
[#22204]

Saturday Night Live    
(Peter Dinklage & 

Gwen Stefani) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1025] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Red 
Bull - Volcom Pipe 

Pro 

National Hockey 
League Playoffs - St. 

Louis @ Dallas 

NBC4 News

Little Big Shots

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22204]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/2/16 Tue 5/3/16 Wed 5/4/16 Thu 5/5/16 Fri 5/6/16 Sat 5/7/16 Sun 5/8/16
start 
time

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program) 

Cs 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Open House [#5335] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Today Show Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201619]
9:00a

Today Show jip  (9:23a)
The Chica Show org sch 5/21 

[#108] 
9:30a

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
5/21 [#108] 

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Grim Sleeper Verdict  (1:36p) 1:30p

NBC News Special Report Kasich 
Ends Campaign  (2:07p) 2:00p

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1473]  (2:25p) 2:30p

On the Money [#1754] 3:00p

Astroblast org sch 5/7 [#119] 3:30p

The Chica Show org sch 5/7 
[#106] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
5/7 [#106] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22205] Extra [#22206] Extra [#22207] Extra [#22208] Extra [#22209] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5126] Access Hollywood [#5127] Access Hollywood [#5128] Access Hollywood [#5129] Access Hollywood [#5130] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Blindspot (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Game of Silence (10:01p) Saturday Night Live    
Dateline NBC (The House on 

Sidney’s Cove) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Cool Jobs 
[3296R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7604] 1:30a

2:00a

Cize (Original) (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
5/16 La Fbs (Paid 

Program) 
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV050216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1471]

Steve Harvey [#4157]

Ellen [#13146]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV050216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4152R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV050316]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1472]

Steve Harvey [#4126]

Ellen jip [#13147]  
(4:01p)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV050316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4140R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV050416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4148]

Ellen [#13148]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV050416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4141R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV050516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1474]

Steve Harvey [#4130]

Ellen [#13149]

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV050516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4147R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV050616]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1475]

Steve Harvey [#4156]

Ellen [#13150]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Adel 
Live in New York City 

Dateline NBC (The Girl with 
the Red Shoes ) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV050616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4099R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals - 

St. Louis @ Dallas 

Horse Racing 
Kentucky Derby 

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals - 

St. Louis @ Dallas  
(4:08p)

NBC4 News (7:05p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1026]

Extra Weekend 
[#22210]

Saturday Night Live    
(Brie Larson & Alicia 

Keys) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1026] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Rolex Equestrian 

Champs 

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals - 

NY Islanders @ 
Tampa Bay 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (On 
Assignment) 

Little Big Shots finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22210]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/9/16 Tue 5/10/16 Wed 5/11/16 Thu 5/12/16 Fri 5/13/16 Sat 5/14/16 Sun 5/15/16
start 
time

21 Day Fix Sequ (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1755] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

Astroblast 9:30a

The Chica Show 10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

Open House jip [#5336]  
(4:05p)

4:00p

Life Connected Special in 
Celebration of Asian Pacific 

Heritage Month  (4:42p)
On the Money [#1755] 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22211] Extra [#22212] Extra [#22213] Extra [#22214] Extra [#22215] Open House [#5336] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5131] Access Hollywood [#5132] Access Hollywood [#5133] Access Hollywood [#5134] Access Hollywood [#5135]
LXTV: First Look The 

Future [#3302] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Blindspot (10:01p) Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Game of Silence (10:01p)
Dateline NBC (The Trouble in 

Quitman) 
Saturday Night Live    

Dateline NBC (Mystery in 
South Beach) 

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The Future 
[#3302]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7605] 1:30a

2:00a

Meaningful 5 V. (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV050916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1476]

Steve Harvey [#4145]

Ellen [#13151]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV050916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4153R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051016]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1477]

Steve Harvey [#4149]

Ellen [#13152]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4155R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051116]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1478]

Steve Harvey [#4132]

Ellen [#13153]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4151R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051216]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1479]

Steve Harvey [#4163]

Ellen [#13154]

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4154R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051316]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1480]

Steve Harvey [#4150]

Ellen [#13155]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4137R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Golf The Players 
Championship 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (Internal 

Affairs) 

Saturday Night Live    
(Drake ) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1027] 

(1:32a)

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Soccer Premier 
League Goal Zone  

(9:18a)

Golf The Players 
Championship 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (On 
Assignment) 

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22216]

Dateline NBC

Dateline NBC
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/16/16 Tue 5/17/16 Wed 5/18/16 Thu 5/19/16 Fri 5/20/16 Sat 5/21/16 Sun 5/22/16
start 
time

6/16 Los Angele (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1756] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201621]
9:00a

Astroblast 30 Free V3 (Paid Program) 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Cs 1 V. 3 / Nd  (Paid 
Program) 

3:00p

Solar 4 America (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Open House [#5337] 4:00p

On the Money [#1756] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22217] Extra [#22218] Extra [#22219] Extra [#22220] Extra [#22221] NBC4 News (7:09p) 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5136] Access Hollywood [#5137] Access Hollywood [#5138] Access Hollywood [#5139] Access Hollywood [#5140]
Life Connected Special in 

Celebration of Asian Pacific 
Heritage Month 

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Carmichael Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Crowded 9:30p

Blindspot (10:01p) Chicago Fire finale Chicago P.D. Game of Silence (10:01p) Dateline NBC (The Informant) Saturday Night Live    
Dateline NBC (On 

Assignment) 
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The Ones To 
Watch [#3303]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7606] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King V9 (Paid 

Program) 
6/16 Los Angele (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051616]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1481]

Steve Harvey [#4158]

Ellen [#13156]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4157R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1482]

Steve Harvey [#4161]

Ellen [#13157]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago Med finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4126R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051816]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1483]

Steve Harvey [#4159]

Ellen [#13158]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4148R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV051916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1484]

Steve Harvey [#4160]

Ellen [#13159]

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV051916] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4130R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV052016]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:03p)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1485]

Steve Harvey [#4162]

Ellen [#13160]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV052016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4156R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NASCAR Special - 
Smithfield Building 43 

NBC Sports Special 
America's Cup New York 

NBC Sports Special 
FIVB Grandslam 

Horse Racing The 
Preakness 

National Hockey 
League Conf Finals - 
St. Louis @ San Jose  

(4:19p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1028]

Extra Weekend 
[#22222]

Saturday Night Live     
(Fred Armisen & Courtney 

Barnett) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1028] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

French Open Tennis

Cycling Amgen Tour 
of California 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (On 
Assignment) 

Little Big Shots

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22222]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/23/16 Tue 5/24/16 Wed 5/25/16 Thu 5/26/16 Fri 5/27/16 Sat 5/28/16 Sun 5/29/16
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 
Possible Threat at LAX  (9:14a) 9:00a

Today Show (9:18a) 9:30a

Today Show 10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

The Meredith Vieira Show jip 
[MV052616]  (11:22a)

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave org sch 
5/28 [#122] 

Hv320-2:Blokere (Paid 
Program)  (3:01p)

3:00p

Astroblast org sch 5/28 [#122] 
Los Angeles Sol (Paid 

Program)  (3:31p)
3:30p

The Chica Show org sch 5/28 
[#109] 

On the Money jip [#1757]  
(4:01p)

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
5/28 [#109] 

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201622]

4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22223] Extra [#22224] Extra [#22225] Extra [#22226] Extra [#22227] Open House [#5311] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5141] Access Hollywood [#5142] Access Hollywood [#5143] Access Hollywood [#5144] Access Hollywood [#5145]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Chicago [3298R] 7:30p

The Carmichael Show 8:00p

The Carmichael Show 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Blindspot finale  (10:01p) Chicago P.D. finale 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Chicago [3298R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5335] 1:30a

2:00a

6/16 Los Angele (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
6/16 Los Angele (Paid 

Program) 
Motor Sports Formula 

1 - Monaco 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV052316]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1486]

Steve Harvey [#4167]

Ellen [#13161]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV052316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4145R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV052416]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1487]

Steve Harvey [#4165]

Ellen [#13162]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice finale 

The Voice finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV052416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4149R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV052516]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1488]

Steve Harvey [#4173]

Ellen [#13163]

NBC4 News at 5p

Heartbeat finale 

Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit finale 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV052516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4132R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News Special 
Report Police Pursuit 

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1489]

Steve Harvey [4121R]

Ellen [#13164]

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong

NBC Specials Red 
Nose Day 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV052616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4163R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV052716]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1490]

Steve Harvey [4139R]

Ellen [13121R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Dateline NBC (Mystery 
in Big Sky Country) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV052716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4150R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1029]

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

French Open Tennis

Golf Senior PGA 
Championship  

(12:32p)

Track & Field 
Prefontaine Classic 

NBC4 News

NBC Movie of the 
Week King Kong 

Saturday Night Live    
(Russell Crowe & 

Margo Price) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1029] 

(1:32a)

Motor Sports Formula 
1 - Monaco 

Today In L.A. 
Weekend (7:03a)

Meet the Press

French Open Tennis

Golf Senior PGA 
Championship 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (On 
Assignment) 

American Ninja Warrior 
All Stars 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22228]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 5/30/16 Tue 5/31/16 Wed 6/1/16 Thu 6/2/16 Fri 6/3/16 Sat 6/4/16 Sun 6/5/16
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
UCLA Shooting 

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Ellen [13021R] Going Roggin
Cs 1 V. 9 / New (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Police Pursuit  (3:42p)

Ic 1 V.2A / Cr  (Paid 
Program) 

Roofing 2016 Ju (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p Floogals org sch 6/4 [#101] On the Money [#1758] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News
Nina's World org sch 6/4 

[#103] 
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201623]
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22230] Extra [#22231] Extra [#22232] Extra [#22233] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5147] Access Hollywood [#5148] Access Hollywood [#5149] Access Hollywood [#5150] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Extra [#22229] 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5146] America's Got Talent (9:22p) 9:30p

Dateline NBC (Shining Star) Maya & Marty The Night Shift Dateline NBC (Rear Window) Game of Silence 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Foodie 
Destinations [3299R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5336] 1:30a

2:00a

Meaningful 5 V. (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22234]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Penn Mutual Collegiate 
Rugby Championship  

(1:01p)

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (On 
Assignment) 

American Ninja Warrior

French Open Tennis

NBC Sports Special 
P&G Championships 

Saturday Night Live    
(Julia Louis-Dreyfus & 

Nick Jonas) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1030] 

(1:32a)

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

NBC4 News Special 
Report Calabasas 

Brush Fire 

French Open Tennis

Motor Sports Gobal 
Rallycross 

NBC Sports Special 
Penn Mutual Collegiate 
Rugby Championship 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV060316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4162R]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1030]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

French Open Tennis

Steve Harvey [4080R]

NBC4 News at 4p 
(4:09p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV060216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4160R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

Strong finale 

Game of Silence

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

French Open Tennis

Steve Harvey [4102R]

Ellen [13172C]

NBC4 News at 4p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV060116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4159R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show jip  
(10:04a)

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11am

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [4109R]

Ellen [13171C]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV053116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4161R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News Special Report 
UCLA Shooting  (10:15a)

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1492R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [4134R]

Ellen [#13165]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV053016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4158R]

NBC4 News Special 
Report Police Pursuit 

French Open Tennis 
jip  (1:22p)

Ellen [13126R]

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 

game #1 - San Jose @ 
Pittsburgh 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/6/16 Tue 6/7/16 Wed 6/8/16 Thu 6/9/16 Fri 6/10/16 Sat 6/11/16 Sun 6/12/16
start 
time

Meaningful Beau (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1759] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave 9:00a

Astroblast 9:30a

The Chica Show 10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1499]

12:00p

Late Night with Seth Meyers 
(12:40p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Solaris Infomer (Paid 
Program) 

3:00p

Open House [#5339] 3:30p

NBC4 News at 4p NBC4 News at 4p Going Roggin (4:02p) NBC Nightly News 4:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News
Access Hollywood Weekend jip 

[W1031]  (4:32p) NBC4 News 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22236] Extra [#22237] Extra [#22239] Open House [#5339] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5152] Access Hollywood [#5153] Access Hollywood [#5155]
LXTV: First Look The 

Future [3302R] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Extra [#22235] Extra [#22238] 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#5151] Access Hollywood [#5154] 9:30p

Dateline NBC (Secrets in the 
Snow) Maya & Marty The Night Shift Dateline NBC (Indiscretion) Dateline NBC (The Feud) Maya & Marty

Dateline NBC (Orlando 
Shooting) 

10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The Future 
[3302R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:40a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5337] 1:30a

2:00a

Midnight Mayhem (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look
NBC News Special Report 
Orlando Shooting  (4:11a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
La Ota 6/16 (Paid 
Program)  (4:34a)

Today in LA 430a 
(4:35a)

4:30a

NBC4 News (8:03p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1031]

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22240]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC News Special 
Report Orlando 

Shooting  (7:15a)

Motor Sports Formula 1 - 
Canada  (12:35p)

Golf Women's PGA 
Championship 

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
game #6 - Pittsburgh 

@ San Jose 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1031] 

(1:32a)

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

American Ninja Warrior

Saturday Night Live    
(Larry David & the 

1975) 

Golf Women's PGA 
Championship 

Horse Racing 
Belmont Stakes 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV061016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4139R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Steve Harvey [4112R]

Ellen [13177C]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

Steve Harvey [4121R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1500]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News (8:02p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon 

(11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
jip [MV060916]  (2:08a)

Steve Harvey [#4120]

Ellen [13176C]

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 

game #5 - San Jose @ 
Pittsburgh 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV060816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4173R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Days of Our Lives

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1498]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4166]

Ellen [13175C]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV060716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4165R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1497]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4175]

Ellen [13174C]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV060616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4167R]

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1496]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4174]

Ellen [13173C]

National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup 
game #4 - Pittsburgh 

@ San Jose 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/13/16 Tue 6/14/16 Wed 6/15/16 Thu 6/16/16 Fri 6/17/16 Sat 6/18/16 Sun 6/19/16
start 
time

Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Roofing 2016 Ju (Paid 
Program) 

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a
NBC News Special Report 
Orlando Shooting  (8:32a) Today Show (8:33a) Nina's World 8:30a

Today Show Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201625]
9:00a

Today Show (9:39a) Astroblast
Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave org sch 

6/4 [#123] 9:30a

Today Show The Chica Show Astroblast org sch 6/4 [#123] 10:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Orlando Shooting  (10:32a) Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

Days of Our Lives 1:00p

NBC News Special Report 
Orlando Shooting  (1:43p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin 30 Free V3 (Paid Program) 3:00p

The Chica Show org sch 6/4 
[#110] 

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
6/4 [#110] 

Open House [#5340] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News On the Money [#1760] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

NBC Nightly News Extra [#22242] Extra [#22243] Extra [#22244] Extra [#22245] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5156] Access Hollywood [#5157] Access Hollywood [#5158] Access Hollywood [#5159] Access Hollywood [#5160] 7:30p

Caught on Camera with Nick 
Cannon

8:00p

NBC4 News 8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Spartan: Ultimate Team 
Challenge Maya & Marty The Night Shift

Dateline NBC (On 
Assignment) Dateline NBC 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Scotland [3293R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5285] 1:30a

2:00a

Meaningful 5 V. (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cs 1 V. 9 / New (Paid 

Program) 
Meaningful Beau 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#22246]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Movie of the 
Week Despicable Me 2 

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1032] 

(1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
America's Cup Chicago 

Motor Sports Global 
Rally Cross 

NBC Sports Special 
AVP 

NBC4 News
Boxing Premier 

Boxing Champions 

Extra Weekend 
[#22246]

Saturday Night Live    
(Peter Dinklage & 

Gwen Stefani) 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV061716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4080R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
Laureus Sports Awards 

Motor Sports AMA 
Motocross 

NBC Sports Special 
AVP 

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1505]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4169]

Ellen [#13170]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV061616] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4102R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Manson) 

Aquarius

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1504]

Steve Harvey jip [#4164]  
(2:04p)

Ellen [#13169]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV061516] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4109R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4171]

Ellen [#13168]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV061416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4134R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1503]

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1502]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4170]

Ellen [#13167]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV061316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4129R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC News Special Report 
Orlando Shooting  (9:15a)

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4172]

Ellen [#13166]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1501]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/20/16 Tue 6/21/16 Wed 6/22/16 Thu 6/23/16 Fri 6/24/16 Sat 6/25/16 Sun 6/26/16
start 
time

30 Free V3 (Paid Program) 5:00a

On the Money [#1761] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201626]
9:00a

Astroblast
Cs 1 V. 9 / New (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

The Chica Show 10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1506]

12:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
Brush Fire  (12:44p)

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Bob Hope Specia (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Larry King Upda (Paid 
Program) 

Cs 1 V. 9 / New (Paid 
Program) 

3:30p

Open House [#5341] 4:00p

On the Money [#1761] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22247] Extra [#22248] Extra [#22249] Extra [#22250] Extra [#22251] Open House [#5341] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5161] Access Hollywood [#5162] Access Hollywood [#5163] Access Hollywood [#5164] Access Hollywood [#5165]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Bermuda [#3304] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Spartan: Ultimate Team 
Challenge Maya & Marty The Night Shift Aquarius 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p (11:02p) 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Bermuda [#3304]  (1:05a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5338] 1:30a

2:00a

Luminess V106B  (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Ic 1 V.2A / Cr  (Paid 

Program) 
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC Sports Special US 
Women's Gymnastics 

Championship 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22252]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
AVP 

Olympic Trials Diving 

NBC4 News

Olympic Trials Diving 

Olympic Trials 
Swimming 

Saturday Night Live     
(Matthew McConaughey 

& Adele)  (11:31p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend jip [W1033]  

(1:35a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Red 
Bull Series 

Olympic Trials Diving 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1033]

NBC4 News

Olympic Trials Diving 

NBC Sports Special US 
Men's Gymnastics 

Championship 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062416] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4112R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 

Championships (encore) 

Motor Sports AMA 
Motocross 

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Sports Special The 
Ranch: Home of an 

American Sports Dynasty 

NBC Sports Special US 
Women Gymnastics 

Championship 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1510]

Days of Our Lives jip  
(1:02p)

Steve Harvey [#4210]

Ellen [13160R]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Spartan: Ultimate Team 
Challenge

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062316] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4120R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4207]

Ellen [13131R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Spartan: Ultimate Team 
Challenge

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062216] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4166R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:42a)

Today Show (9:14a)

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1509]

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1508]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4206]

Ellen [13037R]

NBC4 News at 4p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4175R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1507]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4202]

Ellen [13017R]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4174R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show jip  (9:11a)

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey jip 
[#4204] 

Ellen [13045R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 2nd qtr 2016 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 07/01/16

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 6/27/16 Tue 6/28/16 Wed 6/29/16 Thu 6/30/16 Fri 7/1/16 Sat 7/2/16 Sun 7/3/16
start 
time

Luminess V106B  (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

On the Money [#1762] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Floogals 8:00a

Nina's World 8:30a

Ruff Ruff Tweet & Dave
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201627]
9:00a

Astroblast
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

The Chica Show
Rh-Eng-Inf-11 (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin
Cs 1 V. 9 / New (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

NBC Nightly News
Ic 1 V.2A / Cr  (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Open House [#5322] 4:00p

On the Money [#1762] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:30p

Extra [#22253] Extra [#22254] Extra [#22255] Extra [#22256] Extra [#22257] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#5166] Access Hollywood [#5167] Access Hollywood [#5168] Access Hollywood [#5169] Access Hollywood [#5170] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

Aquarius Dateline NBC (Missing Marie) Dateline NBC 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Charleston [3291R]  (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5339] 1:30a

2:00a

60 Day Risk Fre (Paid 
Program)  (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Larry King Upda (Paid 

Program) 
Ic 1 V. 2A / Nd (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#22258]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NBC4 News

Olympic Trials Track 
& Swimming 

American Ninja Warrior

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
FIVB World League - 

USA vs. Russia 

Cycling Tour De 
France 

NBC4 News

Extra Weekend 
[#22258]

Saturday Night Live     (Tina 
Fey  &  Amy Poehler & Bruce 

Springsteen  &  E Street) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W1034] 

(1:32a)

Olympic Trials Track 

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NASCAR Sprint Cup - 
Daytona 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV070116] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4169R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Trials 
Swimming 

Olympic Trials Track 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1515]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4209]

Ellen [13090R]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV063016] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4164R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#4208]

Ellen [13033R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Trials 
Swimming 

Spartan: Ultimate Team 
Challenge

Steve Harvey [4171R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1514]

Days of Our Lives

The Night Shift

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062916] (2:07a)

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4211]

Ellen [13051R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Trials 
Swimming 

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062816] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4170R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1513]

Olympic Trials 
Swimming 

America's Got Talent

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1512]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4205] 
(2:05p)

Ellen [13161R]

NBC4 News at 4p

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV062716] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [4172R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11am

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Trials 
Swimming 

American Ninja Warrior

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1511]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#4203]

Ellen [13102R]

NBC4 News at 4p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:10a)

Today Show

Today Show
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